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Abstract 
Small area or small domain estimation is a technique which uses a statistical model 
to improve accuracy in comparison with survey-based subpopulation estimates 
derived directly from survey data. The focus of this research study is small area 
estimation of unemployment as defined by the International Labour Organisation 
(ILO). The small area models used are essentially of two types, one involving 
modelling counts which uses the connection between ILO and register-based 
unemployment (in the form of numbers receiving an unemployment benefit), and the 
other involving both these counts and the relative risk of being unemployed (the risk 
being measured via time series projections of the New Zealand census population). 
All models are first fitted at a much finer level than the required small area estimates, 
and then the relevant estimates are aggregated. Models developed and used are 
based on Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods. The prior information used 
for priors is very accurately known from historical data. 

The project has developed considerably improved methods for producing accurate 
estimates of ILO unemployment at Territorial Local Authority level which is a finer 
geographic level than are currently able to be published from HLFS by Statistics New 
Zealand. Small area estimates have been produced for each quarter, last quarter 
2001 to first quarter 2006 

The project has demonstrated the applicability of the generalized linear model (GLM) 
approach to small area estimation of ILO unemployment for Statistics New Zealand 
HLFS survey data, and should consequently provide much more reliable information 
about the impact of changing population characteristics on unemployment in New 
Zealand. Small area methods, by providing statistics at this finer level through 
analytical methods rather than additional data collection, can also reduce respondent 
burden in comparison with using survey data alone and contribute to the range and 
increased use of Official Statistics. 
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Summary 
Small area or small domain estimation is a technique which uses a statistical model 
to improve accuracy in comparison with survey-based subpopulation estimates 
derived directly from survey data. Small area estimation techniques use the model to 
improve on the direct estimates that are derived using a design based approach from 
the survey data alone. In practice, for small area estimation the survey data is often 
supplemented by data from other sources, for example a census, and the fitted 
statistical model is applied to this collection of datasets. Small area methods then, by 
making greater use of census or administrative data and integrated data sources, 
can improve the availability and accuracy of statistics while reducing respondent load 
and expense.  

Conditional on the model being correct, small area estimates derived in this way are 
generally more accurate than direct estimates, and small area methods can even 
provide estimates in areas where there is no survey data at all.  

The focus of this research study is small area estimation of unemployment as defined 
by the International Labour Organisation (ILO). The “census” data on which the fine 
level model is based are the actual number of people receiving an unemployment 
benefit from the New Zealand Ministry of Social Development (MSD) and (in the case 
of relative risk models) the New Zealand Census of Population conducted by 
Statistics New Zealand. The survey which supplements the model is the New 
Zealand Household Labour Force Survey (HLFS) conducted by Statistics New 
Zealand. Although not analysed or modelled explicitly in this research, there is also a 
longitudinal or time series component to this study: Both these data sources are 
analysed for each quarter over the period end 2001 to beginning 2006. 

The small area models used are essentially of two types, one involving modelling 
counts and the connection between ILO and register-based unemployment (in the 
form of numbers receiving an unemployment benefit), and the other involving both 
these counts and the relative risk of being unemployed (the risk being measured via 
time series projections of the New Zealand census population). All models are first 
fitted at a much finer level than the required small area estimates, and then the 
relevant estimates are aggregated. This means that, at this fine level, the initial 
estimates from small area models are much more detailed than the small area 
estimates themselves, so that although this research focuses on area-based 
estimates, different aggregations to a publishable level of accuracy are possible (eg 
by age group – or some continuous function of age, by area or by gender) without the 
need to rerun the extensive numerical computation required de novo.  

The analysis used to develop small area estimates of unemployment has three novel 
aspects. Firstly, there is quarterly information available from HLFS, monthly data 
available from MSD on numbers in receipt of an unemployment benefit, and (as part 
of this research) quarterly census projections have also been produced, so that it is 
possible to derive and monitor small area statistics at New Zealand Territorial Local 
Authority (TLA) level (or for some other subdivision of the data) longitudinally over 
time. Extension of this research would also allow prediction of unemployment at TLA 
level for future time periods. Secondly, the main source of supplementary data is not 
an earlier census of ILO unemployment levels, but a much more regularly available 
related variable, numbers in receipt of an unemployment benefit; the monthly interval 
at which unemployment benefit receipt information is recorded by MSD considerably 
improves the accuracy of the modelling. Lastly, the methodology, which is 
documented in part in Noble (2004), builds on earlier work by Green, Haslett and 
Zingel (1998) by using Bayesian methods (with very good, well estimated, data-
driven, prior assumptions) to derive small area estimates of unemployment at a finer 
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level than in that 1998 paper. Non-Bayesian estimates at this level are also possible, 
and the necessary similarity of these to such data-driven Bayesian estimates is 
discussed in the current study. 

The majority of the traditional small area estimation methods are examples of a 
simple linear model, Marker (1999), but this can be extended to include generalized 
linear models (GLM), Nelder and Wedderburn (1972), and McCullagh and Nelder 
(1983). Structure preserving estimation (SPREE) can be included in this 
classification, as originally outlined in Noble, Haslett and Arnold (2002). (See also 
Noble, Haslett and Arnold, 2006). 

SPREE has previously been fitted using the iterative proportional fitting algorithm, 
Deming and Stephan (1940), which could be described as a “black box” approach. 
By expressing SPREE in terms of a GLM, an alternative model and algorithm is 
developed. This serves to elucidate the underlying concepts and simplify model 
fitting. This newer approach allows the general method to be extended from the 
contingency table with categorical variables which the IPF can fit, to continuous 
variables and random effects models which it cannot. An example including a 
continuous variable is given for the unemployment models.  

These ideas are further extended to relative risk models, which have the advantage 
that relatively large variations in counts of number of unemployed in different small 
areas can be modelled via the relative risk or risk of being unemployed (ie the ratio of 
number of unemployed to number of employed in a small area, or the ratio of number 
of unemployed to total eligible population in a small area) which,  potentially at least, 
is a much more stable set of statistics than the unemployment counts themselves. 

The project has developed considerably improved methods for producing accurate 
estimates of ILO unemployment at a finer geographic level than are currently able to 
be published from HLFS by Statistics New Zealand. The project has demonstrated 
the applicability of the GLM approach to small area estimation of ILO unemployment 
for Statistics New Zealand HLFS survey data, and should consequently provide 
much more reliable information about the impact of changing population 
characteristics on unemployment in New Zealand. Small area methods, by providing 
statistics at this finer level through analytical methods rather than additional data 
collection, can also reduce respondent burden in comparison with using survey data 
alone and contribute to the range and increased use of Official Statistics. 

Journal publication of these new methods is intended. A set of template computer 
programs to apply these new approaches is also now available at Statistics New 
Zealand. The more central of these template programs are included in this report. In 
this sense, using the wider GLM approach to small area estimation as outlined in this 
report is a workable alternative for Statistics New Zealand, since the core methods 
have been developed and tested, the template programs are in place, and suitable 
data can be made available through continued co-operation between Statistics New 
Zealand and the Ministry of Social Development.  
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1.  Introduction 

1.1 Context 

Small area estimation methods have been developing significantly over the last 25 
years. A central technical reference is Rao (2003). Another recent reference is 
Longford (2005). 

As Rao (2003) outlines, many small area models are linear or linear mixed models, 
and these can be further developed to include generalized linear or generalized 
linear mixed models. Marker (1999), for example, organises small area estimators 
using a linear regression framework, and this has been extended to certain types of 
nonlinear estimation (such as the generalized linear models that apply for count data) 
in Noble, Haslett and Arnold (2002). 

There are also important earlier review articles, for example by Rao (1999) and 
Ghosh and Rao (1994), Morrison (1971), National Research Council (1980), Purcell 
and Kish (1980), Zidek (1982) and McCullagh and Zidek (1987), in Platek, Rao, 
Sarndal and Singh (1987). There have also been useful articles from 
symposia/workshops, eg Rao (1986), Chaudhuri (1992) and Schaible (1992).  

Small area methods fall within a wider context of techniques for the analysis of 
complex survey data – see for example Chambers and Skinner (2003) and Skinner 
et al (1989). 

Small area methods have most often been used to provide finer breakdowns of 
statistics by area than are possible from the survey alone. The fine subdivisions 
within which such statistics are formed may instead be subpopulations rather than 
areas. In this sense the term “small area estimation” may be misleading, and the 
alternative “small domain estimation” may be more appropriate in some 
circumstances, such as for expenditure patterns for Maori.  

Whatever small area model is used to fit the data, many small area methods can be 
extended to utilise more than one data source, most commonly a survey and a 
census, although sometimes two surveys usually with rather different sample sizes. 
The census information is used to improve estimates based on a statistical model, 
which may be fitted to survey data only and then used as a predictive model applied 
to the census, or fitted to census data and updated or modified (at least in part) via 
the survey estimates. 

In this context, it can be useful to distinguish two general situations: 

1. The census and survey are contemporaneous and although they share 
matching variables useful for prediction, the variable of particular interest is 
measured only in the survey and not the census. A model is fitted to the 
survey data, and applied in the form of a predictor (which often includes 
random effects) to the census data. The model can be fitted and used as a 
predictor at respondent level, but respondent level predictions are aggregated 
up from the finest level into small areas since at this finest level the estimates 
are too inaccurate. Random effects may be fitted using the bootstrap (Efron 
and Tibshirani, 1993). Such methods are illustrated in Elbers et al (2001a), 
(2001(b), Jones and Haslett (2004) and Haslett and Jones (2005). 

2. The census and survey are not necessarily contemporaneous but the variable 
of interest (or two variables that are strongly related), together with a range of 
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matching variables are available for both census and survey. The statistical 
model is now able to be fitted to the census data. The survey data, which may 
be from a later period or a related variable, is used to update certain 
parameters in the model (usually the lower order ones for which survey 
estimates - which are sufficient statistics for the model - are accurate enough).  

This report is focused on small area estimation methods of this second kind. It uses 
census type counts of numbers in receipt of an unemployment benefit from 
administrative records, and ILO based unemployment from the HLFS, which together 
are used to estimate ILO based unemployment at the level of the 72 New Zealand 
Territorial Local Authorities (which of the total of 74 New Zealand TLAs exclude 
Chatham Islands and combine Banks Peninsula with Christchurch). The relative risk 
models considered also make use of New Zealand population census projections. 
The research extends the methods and analyses in Noble, Haslett and Arnold 
(2002), Noble (2004) and Noble, Haslett and Arnold (2006), and also has 
connections, for example, with Ambler, Caplan, Chambers, Kovacevic, and Wang, 
(2001) and Drew, Singh and Choudhry (1982). 

 

1.2   Models – General 

The general and core model used in this report is  

[ ]( )Eg =Y Xβ      (1.1) 

where:- 

g( )   is a link function, which is monotonic and differentiable (and 
possibly composite - see Thompson and Baker (1981)). For 
further details on link functions, see Nelder and Wedderburn 
(1972).  

Y is a vector of values for the response variable.  

X is a known matrix constructed from values of categorical and/or 
continuous explanatory variables. 

β  is a vector of parameters to be estimated 

This model is linear in the parameters, β , but powers or other functions are allowed 

in the X matrix. 

The underlying distribution of the response is any member of the exponential 
family of distributions, which includes the normal, binomial, Poisson etc.  

The simplest models have the identity as the link function and responses that  
are normally distributed, so that (1.1) becomes a multiple linear regression model  

    = +Y Xβ ε      (1.2) 

where  Y is a vector which is a set of observations  

  X is a matrix, generally termed a design matrix 

  β  is a vector of unknown parameters 

  ε  is a vector of model errors. 

In some circumstances each element of Y corresponds to one small area or domain. 
In others there is one element for each subgroup in each small area, or even for each 
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observation in each small area. Generally Y will be defined to be l x 1, although for 
mixed and random coefficient models, l may not be the sample size. In particular 
models, where necessary l will be defined explicitly.  

 

1.3  SPREE and Its Extensions 

Structure preserving estimation (SPREE) has long been used to update multiway 
contingency tables to new margins. The traditional method of fitting SPREE models 
is using the iterative proportional fitting algorithm (IPF) of Deming and Stephan 
(1940). Essentially the same technique is also used to calibrate sample survey data 
to known totals, where the table instead of counts contains subpopulation sums of 
(usually non-integer) survey weights and the technique is instead usually called 
raking or calibration.  

SPREE can however be viewed as application of a GLM, and used to obtain small 
area estimates. Within the GLM framework, by using multiple applications of the 
technique, SPREE can be extended to hierarchical Bayes and superpopulation-
design models and to situations in which not all variables are categorical. It is these 
extensions that form the basis of the methods used in this report. 

 

1.4  Bayesian Approaches 

In its earliest forms, small area estimation by SPREE assumed that the census data 
are exact. This assumption is not justifiable here, as the MSD numbers in receipt of 
an unemployment benefit ‘census-type’ data have been collected for three separate 
months for each quarter for which HLFS estimates are available. We can thus 
estimate MSD-census cell counts as well as their variability. The HLFS survey data 
are collected as a large number of balanced repeated replicates, so again there is 
information about the variability in the survey data which can be used in the Bayesian 
approach. Balanced repeated replicates are not however a prerequisite to Bayesian 
methods. 

Bayesian approaches to small area estimation are used for much of the latter part of 
this report. For these Bayesian techniques, standard errors incorporate the variation 
at both survey and census level. Variation at census level (from viewing the census 
itself as a sample from a hypothetical superpopulation) can also be considered in a 
frequentist framework. The two approaches, Bayesian and frequentist, will be 
compared theoretically. The Bayesian method uses priors for all sources of variation 
that are justified by historical data.  

Although heavily compute-intensive, the Bayesian methods have the advantage of 
being comparatively simple to implement. Under superpopulation models, both the 
frequentist and Bayesian methods include sources of variation that are too often 
ignored when estimating standard errors for small area estimates. For example, in 
comparison with using purely frequentist methods when census data are treated as 
known, hierarchical Bayes using sound, historical, data-based priors, produces more 
conservative (ie usually larger) estimated standard errors for small area estimates. 
Further, when both frequentist and hierarchical Bayes methods allow properly for 
census-level variation, the theory developed shows that small area estimates and 
their estimated standard errors results will be very similar.  
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In summary, whether Bayesian or frequentist, the estimate for a given small area will 
be very similar whether or not a superpopulation model is incorporated. With a 
superpopulation model, frequentist and hierarchical Bayes estimated standard errors 
(for these small area estimates) will be very similar, and larger than the estimated 
standard errors without a superpopulation model 

The main advantage of the Bayesian approach is that by appropriate specification of 
the prior distributions of some parameters and the data, as discussed above, we 
have an additional set of models that can allow for that variability in the prediction of 
cell values for the full model, including census variation. 

 

1.5 Relative Risk Model 

We consider both unemployment count and relative risk models for unemployment. 
Both are based on loglinear models that may contain continuous as well as 
categorical variables. The (unemployment) count models, which are considered first, 
require only unemployment information and consequently have fewer data 
requirements. 

Relative risk models also use the numbers of employed, or employed plus ‘not in the 
Labour Force’, so have more extensive data requirements In these models we use 
the risk or relative risk of being unemployed under the ILO definition, ie we consider 
the risk, the estimated count of unemployed divided by the population size, or the 
relative risk, the count of unemployed divided by the count of employed (plus not in 
the Labour Force), rather than simply the estimated ILO-unemployed. Relative risk 
models consequently model ratios in the range 0 to +∞ , while risk models essentially 
involve proportions, In our modelling programs, we use the “risk” rather than the 
“relative risk”  version of the model, because it improved computational stability. 
However, in mathematical terms there is a one to one correspondence between 
models in each class, so unless there would otherwise be confusion, we use “risk” 
and “relative risk” interchangeably.  

These risk-based models recognize that a table containing only unemployed counts 
or their estimates does not use all of the relevant information. In particular, a small 
count of unemployed may be the result of few unemployed out of a large population 
or a few unemployed out of a small population. Similarly, outliers in the estimated 
unemployment count data may simply be due to comparatively large or small 
regions, but in unemployment count models per se this cannot be checked. Instead, 
in risk and relative risk models any outliers will be due to regions with high, or low, 
unemployment rates irrespective of the region’s population. By modelling risk or 
relative risk, this additional information is included explicitly in the small area model. 

Models using relative risk data are common in applications such as epidemiology, for 
examples see Mollie in Gilks et. al. (1996) or Congdon (2001, pp73-75), but have not 
been used extensively in modelling unemployment nor in the general application of 
small area estimates. This may be due to the lack of appropriate data in the small 
area estimation setting, as total population or counts of employed (or ‘not 
unemployed’ if those ‘not in the Labour Force’ are included) are needed at census-
level, and preferably for the survey data as well.  
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1.6 Computational Aspects 

A number of different computer packages, including R, WinBUGS and SAS are used 
to prepare data or fit different models. Appendix B has listings of typical programs 
developed for each model. These do not include all data preparation programs, nor 
do they include every program used; they are intended as templates. Inevitably, as 
software develops new functionality is introduced and it may become simpler to build 
models in a different package. 
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2.  Data necessary for fitting count, relative risk, 
hierarchical Bayes and superpopulation-design models 

2.1 HLFS, MSD Unemployment Benefit Receipts, and Census 
Data 

In New Zealand, Statistics New Zealand carries out a Household Labour Force 
Survey (HLFS) quarterly. This survey has a sample of around 15,000 households 
and approximately 30,000 individuals in the civilian, non institutionalised, usually 
resident population aged 15 years and over. The groups that are excluded are:  

- those living in non-private dwellings 

- long term residents of old peoples homes, hospitals and psychiatric 
institutions 

- inmates of penal institutions 

- members of the permanent armed forces 

- members of the non-New Zealand armed forces 

- overseas diplomats 

- overseas visitors who expect to be resident in New Zealand for less than 
12 months 

- those aged less than 15 years of age 

- people living on offshore islands except Waiheke island. 

Young males tend to be under-represented, their high mobility making them difficult 
to include as sample respondents. 

There is a questionnaire for each household and an individual questionnaire for each 
eligible person in the household. 

To be employed the person only needs to work for one hour in the week, or to work, 
even unpaid, in a family business. To be unemployed the person must be available to 
start a job and to be actively seeking work, not just looking in the newspaper. For the 
HLFS, Statistics New Zealand uses the International Labour Organisation (ILO) 
definition of unemployment. The data used from HLFS cover the period October 
2001 to March 2006. Estimates from HLFS are quarterly. 

The Ministry of Social Development (MSD) collects monthly data on registered 
unemployed people through its national network of offices. The aim is to have a 
register to use to distribute unemployment benefits to those entitled to them, and to 
help those who seek it to find work. Although all people who receive a benefit are on 
the register, not all those registered are eligible for a benefit. For example, although 
neither group is eligible for a benefit, someone working less than 30 hrs per week 
wishing to increase their hours and available to do so can be on the register, and 
people who have been on the register who go to work can remain on the register for 
up to three months until their registration lapses. Register numbers have also 
fluctuated over the study period as government has introduced different work test 
requirements for Domestic Purposes Benefit (DPB) and partners of those receiving a 
benefit, for example. These changes have alternately swelled and shrunk the size of 
the register with no direct effect on benefit numbers or the levels of unemployment 
from HLFS. To avoid fluctuations in the register due to events that are not 
necessarily unemployment related, the MSD data used in this study are the numbers 
of people in receipt of an unemployment related benefit. Note that people in receipt of 
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benefits and people on the register both differ from the ILO definition used for the 
HLFS. 

While the definition of unemployed as used by MSD and Statistics New Zealand is 
different, the two unemployment variables are strongly related. As Green, Haslett and 
Zingel (1998) note, this permits the association structure generated by the MSD 
unemployment data to be used in a SPREE-type approach (or its extensions) for 
estimating unemployment rates under the Statistics New Zealand / ILO definition. 
Statistics New Zealand currently publish a national unemployment rate and estimates 
at the Regional level (16 nationally, collapsed to 12). The sample sizes in the HLFS 
are too small in most if not all of the 72 Territorial Local Authorities for Statistics New 
Zealand to publish direct survey estimates. Even some Regional Authorities have 
larger errors than Statistics New Zealand would prefer. For the ‘count models’, the 
“census-type” numbers in receipt of an unemployment benefit provided by MSD are 
used in each period to find the majority of the parameters, and the survey data, only 
supplies a margin for age group (to which a continuous function may be fitted), a 
margin for the sexes, and a margin for each ethnicity, (and hence implicitly a new 
total), which are used to re-estimate the age and sex related terms plus the constant 
term in the model. 

A map showing the Regional Authority boundaries is given below. The 72 Territorial 
Local Authorities are subdivisions of the Regions with some minor exceptions. 

 

 

Figure 2.1      Map of the Regional Authorities of New Zealand 

 

In the relative risk models, which model the relative risk of being unemployed (ie the 
ratio of unemployed to the remainder of the relevant population), a third data source 
is required. This is provided by census-based projections from the 2001 population 
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census for the period starting October 2001 (December quarter 2001) to March 2006 
(March quarter 2006) at TLA x age x sex x ethnicity level. These projections were 
produced using IPF or raking, based on information available at this fine level in 
2001, updated by a series of Statistics New Zealand annual projections at a more 
aggregated level. Quarterly estimates were derived from annual projections using 
simple linear interpolation. More sophisticated time series methods for projections 
would be recommended for any production system that uses relative risk rather than 
unemployment count models, but population projections were not a central part of the 
present study, which instead focuses on establishing feasibility and statistical 
properties of the TLA level estimates for each quarter, December 2001 to March 
2006. In any event, since the interpolations were carried out and the modelling 
programs run, the 2006 census has become available, so these projections are now 
outdated. The 2006 census, in conjunction with the 2001 one, would yield better 
population estimates by providing two time ‘end-points’, and if both censuses are 
used in this way should provide excellent population projections for relative risk 
models for the remainder of 2006 and for a period beyond. 

The data sources needed to be aligned, initially in the form of a set of multiway 
tables. The structure of these datasets is summarized below. There are three 
sources of data: 

1. SNZ HLFS 
2. MSD Unemployment Benefit Data 
3. SNZ Census 

 
1.  SNZ HLFS (SAS data sets) 
For each quarter 1996 to present: 
Margins for: ILO Unemployed and “The Rest” (ie employed and not in work force 
combined) for: 
 Sex 
 22 Age groups in two yearly brackets from 18 to 61 inclusive 
 Ethnicities using SNZ priority definition 

European / Pakeha, 
NZ Maori  
Pacific Island  
Chinese / Indian  
Other / Not Coded 

 Territorial authority 
 
Same margins for each Employed and “The Rest” with unique rotation group ID 
(consistent over time). 
File naming convention. 
 HLFS_Year_QTR_Status_Margin 

Status to be Emp or NotEmp 
Margin to be Sex, Age, Ethnicity or TLA 

 
2. MSD Unemployment Benefit Data (Excel Spreadsheets.) 
Four way tables using Benefit classes UB/UBH of 63 Districts 
Sex 
22 Age groups in two yearly brackets from 18 to 61 
Ethnicities -  European / Pakeha 

NZ Maori  
Pacific Island  
Chinese / Indian  
Other / Not Coded 
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File naming convention 
 MSD_Year_QTR 

 
3. SNZ Census  (SAS data sets) 
For the 1996 and 2001 census 
Five way table of Counts of ILO Unemployed and Employed / Not in Work Force 
for: 
Sex 
23 Age groups in two yearly brackets from 18 to 61 inclusive 
Ethnicities using SNZ priority definition 
 ` European / Pakeha, 

NZ Maori  
Pacific Island  
Chinese / Indian  
Other / Not Coded 

Quarterly National predictions (or finer predictions if they are available eg Maori)  
1996 to present 
 
One separate table of ILO Unemployed and Employed by Sex, Ethnicity (as 
above) Age groups (as above) and TLA for the 2001 Census for validation of 
results. 
File naming convention 
 Five way tables Census_Year 
 Predictions Census_Year_QTR_Identifier(if finer data available) 
 

 

2.1.1 HLFS 
The Household Labour Force Survey data for fourth quarter 2001 to first quarter 
2006 was used because, as discussed in Section 2.1.2 below, this was the period for 
which suitable MSD unemployment benefit receipt numbers were available. The data 
derived from HLFS were in the form of marginal estimates by age group in two year 
age bands 18-19, 20-21,….60-61; sex; and ethnicity: European / Pakeha, NZ Maori, 
Pacific Island, Chinese / Indian, and a small combined category Other and Not 
Coded.  

For count models, this gives the following HLFS unemployment estimates: by age 
group = 22; by sex = 2; by ethnicity = 5, and the number of independent parameters 
as 21+1+4=26 (excluding that corresponding to the overall total).  

For relative risk models, a further set of margins were required, this time for those 
not-unemployed (or for the equivalent risk model, the total of employed and not-
unemployed). These additional marginal totals were again for 22 age groups, both 
sexes, and five ethnicities, adding a further 26 parameters (making 52 in total) for the 
relative risk model in each quarter.  

Note that, the choice of HLFS margins is limited by the level of disaggregation at 
which such survey based estimates are sufficiently accurate. For all margins used for 
each quarter, estimated standard errors were also derived (from the survey rotation 
groups using Sudaan).  
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2.1.2 MSD Numbers in Receipt of Unemployment Benefit 

Neither the full age range, nor the complete period for which MSD unemployment 
data was available, were analysed.  

The age range used excluded 62+ years. The reason is clear from Figures 2.2 and 
2.3 (next page) – essentially there has been a structural change in the data for this 
age group as a consequence of an administrative change. The main such change 
occurred at the end of 1997. The patterns for some older age groups (56 – 57, 58 – 
59 and 60 – 61) changed considerably, and some others (62 - 63 and 64) began a 
slower change. The 64 yrs group is also different, as it is only a one rather than a two 
year band.  

Since the focus was on assessing the methodology in each time period, rather than 
modelling administrative changes, it was decided to restrict the time period to 
October 2001 to March 2006 and to remove the 62 – 63 and 64 age groups. 

In Fig 2.2 each line is a time period and in Fig 2.3 it is an age group. Note the 
administrative changes which affect some age groups. In Fig 2.3, the lower lines are 
the older age groups; administrative changes to eligibility were brought in on one 
date for some age groups and then progressively for others. 

Although the 62+ age range is excluded for the purpose of this report, including it in 
the small area modelling for future time periods remains a possibility in any 
production system for ILO-unemployment statistics that considers data only one 
quarter at a time and does not require predictions. 
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Fig 2.2 Graph of numbers in receipt of an unemployment 

benefit by age (Ministry of Social Development data) 
for each month 1996 to 2005.  

 
 

Fig 2.3 Graph of numbers in receipt of an unemployment 
benefit (Ministry of Social Development data) by 
month 1996 to 2005 for each age group  
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2.1.3 Population Census 

An initial summary of the data-preparation for the census data is below. The SAS 
program actually used to prepare census data for model fitting (which made minor 
changes to this protocol) is given in Appendix B. 

        1. There is a four way table in each census year (1996, 2001). Data unavailable 
for 2006 in time for this project). 

1996-end 2000: 

              Age(2yr bands)*sex*ethnicity(prioritorised)* MSDOffice 

(62MSD Offices, which are combined TLAs) 

2001-2006: 

Age(2yr bands)*sex*ethnicity(prioritised)* TLA (=TA- 72 from 
74 categories) 

        2. There are yearly three way tables 

            1996-2000 

               Age(2yr bands)*sex* TLA (72 from 74 categories) 

            2001-2006: 

               Age(2yr bands)*sex* TLA (72 from 74 categories) 

            These csv files in turn are put into SAS datasets 

            There is also a yearly one way table 

                 Ethnicity (Prioritorised from non prioritorised version) 

            but it is not possible to use these ethnicity projections as categories do not 
match  

        3. There are quarterly tables (1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th quarter 1996-2006) 

               Age(2yr bands)*sex 

            * this quarterly data is not available by TLA or by MSD Office; 

            * this quarterly data also not used. Quarterly data derived from yearly data by 
interpolation 

        These files are combined using ipf so that: 

          (a)      yearly projections using ipf based on margins in datasets in 2 above are 
used to interpolate between census years 1996, 2001 and to provide projections for 
2001 to 2006 

          (b)      quarterly interpolations are developed using ipf from these tables using 
data in 3 above.  

 *** 1996 & 2001 censuses ***; 

Note that MSD have supplied numbers in receipt of an unemployment benefit 
data by TA for 2001 onward, and by office previous to that and the allocation 
we can do post 2001 for TAs to Offices is inexact due to Office areas not quite 
corresponding to amalgamations of TAs; 

 

 ** Census Projections 
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    As for MSD numbers in receipt of an unemployment benefit figures these 
exclude the 62+ years, because there are changes in MSD benefit definition for 
these age groups between 1996 and 2001.  

In the final analysis using R and WinBUGS, the census projections from fourth 
quarter 2001 to first quarter 2006 only were used.  

 

2.2 Conclusions 

As more categories and variables are included in models, it becomes harder to 
display the tables and to visualise the array of data but the log-linear model itself is 
easily extended with more terms and higher order interactions. The computing power 
required increases with the size of the table. If parameterized alternatives to the age 
categories are not used, a full analysis of the data available would involve 72 
Territorial Authorities, both sexes, 22 age groups and 5 ethnicities. For each quarter, 
this would require a 72 x 2 x 22 x 5 contingency table with a 15840 x 15840 design 
matrix for the count model and a 31680 x 31680 design matrix for the relative risk 
model. In implementation age group was transformed into linear and quadratic 
functions of age (see WinBUGs program in Appendix B) so that the effective number 
of cells was rather smaller. For Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) modelling using 
WinBUGS this reparameterised model was nevertheless close to the capacity of 
even the latest Pentium 4 type processors with 4GB of memory.  
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3.  Extending SPREE for  fitting hierarchical Bayes and 
superpopulation-design models 

3.1  SPREE in Its Original Form 

SPREE in its original form can make good use of any available, reliable direct 
estimates for updating. In small area estimation, census based tabulations are 
updated usually with survey-based estimates as new table margins at some higher 
level of aggregation.  

Figure (3.1) illustrates SPREE and the IPF algorithm applied to unemployment 
modelling. The data in the body of the table are census-based and new margins are 
survey estimates. These new margins may be available only for some of the 
tabulated categorical variables, or for only some combinations of these variables’ 
categories, or for some (sub)cross-tabulations (ie particular cross-tabulations of 
these variables at a less aggregated level than the table itself). The data in the body 
of the table are adjusted to agree with these new margins. In IPF, this adjustment is 
performed simply by rescaling the relevant table entries to each of the new margins 
in turn, and repeating until convergence is achieved. Any interactions between 
variables that are not included in the (sub)set of new margins remain as they were in 
the census data, ie the higher-order Structure of the table is PREserved in the 
Estimation, hence the name SPREE. 

In Figure 3.1 (next page), the original (census-based) tabulation consists of 
unemployment counts (or unemployed counts, and employed plus ‘not in the Labour 
Force’ counts) which make up the ‘variable of interest’, various associated variables 
(eg  sex, age, ethnicity), and the small area variable itself (which in the cross-
tabulation may be further subdivided into even smaller areas). All these variables are 
cross-tabulated using census data. The survey data used to update some margins 
could then, for example, consist of new one-way counts of total population by age, by 
sex and by ethnicity, or even two-way tables of total eligible population for example 
by age and sex. 
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Figure 3.1      Relationship of variables in SPREE 

 

If the revised, survey-based population estimates were sufficiently accurate, (some 
of) these sub-tabulations might also be divided by employment status to give new 
two-way and three-way margins. See Figure 3.2 (next page). Although higher-order 
(eg four-way) revised margins are possible in principle, in practice sample size in the 
survey usually limits their accuracy and hence utility.  
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Figure 3.2      Diagram illustrating the relationship between census and survey, 
and the small area estimates when Labour Force status has two 
categories. 

 

Chambers and Feeney (1977), Purcell (1979) and Purcell and Kish (1980) were 
among the first to propose using structure preserving estimation (SPREE) for small 
area estimation. In their original formulation, SPREE used only cross-classified 
categorical variables. In this form, as in Figs 3.1 and 3.2, SPREE takes a multiway 
table, updates this original cross-tabulation using new margins, and then sums the 
revised cell estimates over all other tabulated variables (or sub-categories) to give 
the required small area (or small-domain) estimates. Cells in the table are mutually 
exclusive, only categorical variables could be modelled, and estimation of standard 
errors did not explicitly include possible variation in the original tabulated data. 

Purcell and Kish (1980) show that weighted least squares, quasi maximum likelihood 
and information-theoretic approaches all result in the same form for the estimator as 
SPREE. When the original table contains only non-negative values, and  is 
consistent (ie  every higher level margin sums to the same total(s) as every related, 
more aggregated margin), using IPF as the SPREE algorithm has a number of 
advantages: 

- The IPF procedure always converges, Fienberg (1970), provided the 
margins are consistent. 

- Assuming that the underlying multinomial model is a correct model the 
method results in estimates that minimise the discriminant information I(p;) 
where for example for a two way table with fitted values p and population 

values VWW
1 1

( ; )
r c

ij
ij

i j ij

p
I p p Lnπ

π= =

 
=   

 
∑∑ , and r and c are the number of rows 

and columns respectively, Ireland and Kullback (1968). They also maximise 
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the likelihood equation of the multinomial distribution, so although the 
estimates are not maximum likelihood they are Best Asymptotically Normal 
(BAN). BAN estimators maintain the properties of consistency, asymptotic 
normality and efficiency. Ireland and Kullback (1968), Darroch and Ratcliffe 
(1972) and Bishop, Fienberg and Holland (1975). 

- Mosteller (1968) notes that part of the interaction structure is preserved. 
This is explained fully in Noble (2004), where it is shown that any 
interactions not redefined by the new margins remain unchanged. 

 

3.2 Structure Preserving Estimation: the Link to Generalized 

Linear Models 

Marker (1999) noted that SPREE can be written as a log linear model but not as a 
linear regression model. This idea is formalised in Noble, Haslett and Arnold (2002) 
and summarized below. 

To keep matters simple for now, consider the situation in which there is a single 
census dataset that is known without error from which relevant categorical variables 
have been cross-tabulated. Now fit a saturated loglinear model to this table. The 
relevant statistical model is then of the form of equation (1.1) with the function g in 
this case being the natural logarithm. In this particular census-based loglinear model 
there are as many parameters as cells in the cross-tabulation; the fit is perfect so that 
estimates and observed values are identical. 

The census-type data, cY , can be modelled as  

    
[ ]( )c c

1 1c 2 2c

Eg =

= +

Y Xβ

X β X β
    (3.1) 

(without error since the fit is perfect), where taken together there are as many 

estimable parameters in 
T T T
1c 2c( , )=cβ β β  as there are total degrees of freedom in the 

table. 

Particular margins of the table (which for this model include the census table itself) 
are sufficient statistics for a loglinear model (Bishop, Fienberg and Holland, 1975). 

The survey data used to update the table consists of a number of new margins. 
Again these are sufficient statistics for the corresponding (subset of) model 
parameters, in this case in an updated loglinear model, ie after using IPF or 
otherwise applying SPREE, the resulting model is: 

[ ]( )s 1 1 2 2s sEg = +Y X β X β    (3.2) 

where the parameter vector (and hence X ) is partitioned so that the updated 
parameters (for which the new survey margins are sufficient statistics) are the 

components of 1β . The remaining components (ie those in 2β ) remain unchanged, 

since they have not been updated. For the updated model then 

2 2 2 2c s=X β X β      (3.3) 

Of course, although estimates of the components of 2β  are unchanged, all the cells 

of the table will be altered by the new margins, since in general the estimates of 
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1cβ and 1sβ  are different. What remains unchanged are various cross product ratios in 

the original table (ie which are the estimates of 2β ), eg  in a simple two-way table 

with two categories for each variable that begins as { ija : i=1,2; j=1,2} and finishes as 

{ ijb : i=1,2; j=1,2} (after, for example, incorporating two new one-way margins), even 

though ij ija b≠  in general, we still have 11 21 12 22 11 21 12 22( / ) /( / ) ( / ) /( / )a a a a b b b b= , ie  

11 22 12 21 11 22 12 21/ /a a a a b b b b= . 

In summary, by choosing a suitable partition of the X  matrix into 1X  and 2X , the 

estimated coefficients that change given new survey based margins are the 

components of 1β , and those that stay the same are the components of 2β . Fitting 

SPREE in this traditional simple form, for example by the IPF algorithm, is equivalent 

to stipulating that 2 2 2 2c s=X β X β  (and that their estimates are also equal) in models 

(3.1) and (3.2). 

 

3.3  Extensions to Structure Preserving Estimation (SPREE) 

As outlined above and in Noble, Haslett and Arnold (2002), what SPREE is can be 
better understood by formulating it as a loglinear model for which parameter 
estimates are updated by new margins. Further previously unpublished extensions to 
continuous or ordinal variables, and a wider framework for standard error estimation, 
will also be detailed later in this report.  

These extensions place SPREE within a wider statistical framework or context. In this 
wider framework, SPREE (via IPF for example) can itself be interpreted as an 
algorithm (that can extended to non-categorical variables), by which hierarchical 
Bayes or joint design-superpopulation small area models can be fitted.  

Whether these extensions are better formally categorised as SPREE, or as 
hierarchical Bayes or superpopulation-design models, rather depends on vantage 
point. What is clear however is that the new methods developed and used in this 
report are not SPREE as the term has been customarily defined in the literature. The 
new methods involve considerably more than a single application of the IPF or 
Gauss-Newton algorithm to a fixed, given table with a single (sub)set of new margins, 
so that simply calling these extensions ‘SPREE’ disguises a much-extended 
statistical modelling framework. 

One alternative extension of SPREE is given in Zhang and Chambers (2004). 
Essentially their technique is to rescale those parameters that are contributed only by 

the census-type data when SPREE is used, ie 2 2cX β  in our notation, so that instead 

of equation (3.3) they have 2 2s 2 2cα=X β X β  where α  needs to be estimated, and (to 
avoid any arbitrary rescaling) a mid-rather than end-point parameterisation is used . 

Zhang and Chambers’ underlying model is loglinear in structure rather than linear, 
and this introduces some technical complications, which they outline in detail. 
However the general principle is comparatively simple, with cell level census 
parameter estimates being used to model the survey estimates of the same 
parameters in order to estimate the unknown constant of proportionality, α , in a non-
linear but simple regression type framework. SPREE simply sets this rescaling 
constant α  to one, so that, for example, an estimate of α  below one from Zhang 
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and Chambers’ method implies shrinkage of all the parameters in 2cβ toward zero by 

a constant amount α  when 2sβ  is re-estimated. Zhang and Chambers (2004) 

comment that it is possible in theory to fit and test unsaturated models for survey 

data (for which some parameters in 2sβ  from the survey would be set to zero, and the 

remainder estimated by rescaling) but note that in practice there is often insufficient 
statistical power to test whether any survey-based parameter estimates are zero. 
They also comment that zero cells for the census-type data, and even more so cells 
with zero survey estimates, produce complications, because the log odds ratios that 

contribute to the estimates of the  2β  parameters then contain ratios with zero in the 

numerator or denominator or both, a problem that becomes increasingly severe with 
higher order parameters. For a full discussion of estimability of parameters in such 
situations, see Haslett (1990). Zhang and Chambers (2004) also consider models 
which have an additional error component, extending their generalized linear 
structural model to what they call a generalized linear structural mixed model, which 
is better able to  recognise that some groups of parameters may behave differently 
from others in terms of second moments, even if there is still a single proportionality 
constant, α . Zhang and Chambers (2004)  also allow that stratification may affect 
α . 
We considered fitting models of the Zhang and Chambers’ form, but there were 
practical difficulties for our data, some of which may be more general. Zhang and 
Chambers (2004) consider two and three way tables in developing their theory, but 
the maximum table size they analyse in their paper contains 90 x 3 x 2 = 540 cells, 
and the number of second and third order parameters is 269 and 178 respectively. 
Their proportionality constant is consequently strongly influenced by their lower order 
(ie second order) parameters, a higher proportion of which tend to be estimable, 
although this is a comparatively minor issue for them as they have a sample size of 
21676 and an average of 40 observations per cell. 

Our survey data is much more sparse. Athough the total sample size is around 
30,000 people per quarter, of these fewer than 3000 are unemployed. For SPREE-
type models, the number of cells is 72 TLAs x 2 sexes x 22 age groups x 5 ethnicities 
= 15840 cells for the count model which includes only unemployed data, and twice 
this number for the relative risk model, so that the average count of unemployed per 
cell based on the survey (HLFS) data is around 0.2 or less, rather than forty. The 
number of first, second, third, and fourth order parameters is 107, 1955, 7823 and 
7455 respectively, so that third and fourth order effects very much predominate in 
absolute numbers. This will to some extent be balanced by non-estimable third and 
fourth order parameters, but the net effect for Zhang and Chambers-type models 
would nevertheless be that for the survey data (even more than the census data) 
small estimates in cells would cause instability of parameter estimates, and zero 
count cells would cause intractable parameter inestimability. Nevertheless, given the 
number of them, the unstable (but estimable) estimates of higher order effects could 
still predominate in the estimates of the proportionality constant, α . Given the 
number of different levels of interaction to which it is applied in higher order tables, it 
may be simplistic to treat the parameter α  as constant or constant within strata (as 
the Zhang and Chambers model assumes for two and three way tables) at different 
levels (ie for all second, third and fourth order interactions) in the underlying loglinear 
model.  

Generally, these complications indicate possible reservations about the applicability 
of the Zhang and Chambers (2004) method to large, higher order tables with 
comparatively small numbers of observations per cell and/or significant sparseness. 
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These issues do not arise for SPREE-type models that do not attempt to rescale the 
parameter estimates from census data.  

SPREE and the alternative extensions to Zhang and Chambers (2004) that are 
considered in this report can also use an offset, which is simply the census-type data 
itself (for example, the MSD unemployment data for count models), so that no 

estimation of 2β  is needed either for census-type or survey; this has considerable 

computation time advantages. 

Finally, even putting aside applicability, Statistics New Zealand confidentiality 
restrictions meant no model fitting of the Zhang and Chambers (2004) type could be 
undertaken, because the very fine cell-level survey based estimates needed as data 
for for the Zhang and Chambers (2004) method were not available to the 
researchers. 

Our alternative methodology places our own extension of SPREE to non-categorical 
data in the very much wider general context of hierarchical Bayes models. This has 
allowed us to provide a suitable setting that includes modelling sources of variation 
that are neither part of SPREE in its conventional form, nor included in Zhang and 
Chambers (2004). 

 

3.4  Superpopulation Models 

When the framework of Section 3.2 is extended to hierarchical Bayes or 
superpopulation-design models, an underlying assumption is that there is a 
superpopulation governing the behaviour of the small domain frequencies or counts, 
even in the original census data.  

The concept of a superpopulation is well established and has a number of 
interpretations. Most commonly it is thought of as being a larger population from 
which the population (eg census data) is drawn as one of a number of possible 
populations. This is perhaps most obvious in a time series context. More formally, we 
can consider the population as being a realization of a random process for which 
there exists a stochastic model, see for example Cassel, Sarndal and Wretman 
(1977). In the case of a contingency table a superpopulation model implies that even 
if a fully saturated model is fitted, although the estimates for this model remain the 
census cell counts, the full model retains a measurement or model error. In most 
situations this additional model error is difficult to estimate, but in the case of 
unemployment data, where the census level unemployment information is based 
directly on numbers in receipt of an unemployment benefit, the situation can be 
different. For example in New Zealand, benefit receipt and associated demographic 
information are recorded monthly for everyone in receipt of unemployment benefit, 
which is equivalent to a monthly census. The New Zealand HLFS on the other hand 
produces quarterly survey-based estimates of ILO unemployment, so that for each 
survey period there are three, monthly ‘censuses’. This replication of censuses within 
each three month period on a variable (numbers in receipt of an unemployment 
benefit) that is strongly related to the variable of particular interest, namely ILO 
unemployment, means that the variations (or measurement error) in census-level ILO 
unemployment can be estimated and explicitly incorporated into the estimated 
standard errors for small area estimates of ILO unemployment.  

More explicitly, although 2 2 2 2c s=X β X β , we can estimate 2 2cX β  once for each 

superpopulation realisation, ie census data set (or simulated dataset in the case of 
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hierarchical Bayes). Although 2 2 2 2c s=X β X β , even with the parallel equality holding 

for their estimates for a each particular census dataset, the variation in the census 

data via the estimation of 2 2cX β  can thus be explicitly included in the estimated 

standard error for the small area estimates. In terms of the statistical properties of the 
small area estimates, this is a major extension of the original stipulation for SPREE. 

In this study, the models into which this measurement error is incorporated are either 
superpopulation-design models or hierarchical Bayes models. The distinction 
between these will be discussed below. What it is important to note at this stage 
however is that both these types of model can still be fitted using SPREE (or its 
extension to interval or continuous variables) as an algorithm, and that by 
incorporating this additional error source, estimated standard errors are not 
downwardly biased in the way they are if measurement issues are ignored. In this 
sense, estimated standard errors for both these extensions of SPREE have larger 
estimated standard errors for the same data and are consequently more conservative 
than the more common traditional estimates based on SPREE which do not properly 
allow for all possible sources of variation (and consequently make the small area 
estimates appear more accurate than they are). 

 

3.5  Extensions to Models with Non-categorical Variables  

A different extension to the traditional formulation of SPREE models, detailed below, 
allows models to include non-categorical variables. This introduces new situations in 
which the basic concept underlying SPREE can be applied. The possibility then open 
is that, even where not all variables are categorical, census data  can be updated 
using new survey based estimates. This core idea can then be extended to 
incorporate measurement error into models that may contain non-categorical 
variables. 

The principle involved is essentially simple. As outlined above, the underlying model 
for SPREE is a generalized linear model, with a log link function and all predictor 
variables categorical. Traditionally this has been fitted using IPF, which is guaranteed 
to converge under very mild conditions. But IPF is not the only method of fitting 
GLMs and, in a more general context, iterative generalized least squares (IGLS) is 
more common. A useful summary of the role of IGLS in linear and generalized linear 
models is given in del Pino (1989).  

The general principle is that although the model (1.1) describes a non linear 
relationship between Y and β , the least squares or maximum likelihood solution can 

be achieved by IGLS. At each iteration a generalized least squares algorithm is 
applied to a linear (rather than non linear) model under a metric which changes at 
each iteration and depends not only on Var(Y) but also on the partial derivatives of 
Xβ  with respect to >=E(Y). The iterative estimation procedure alternates between 
estimating the parameters β  and estimating the variance-covariance of the residuals 

and µ̂  until convergence. It has been shown by del Pino (1989) that this results in 

maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters both for a generalized linear model 
and for the wider class of linearisable non linear models. Initially the covariance 
matrix can be assumed to be I and the ordinary least squares estimates of the 
parameters found, although other starting points are possible. In essence, IGLS fits a 
sequence of linear models to a composite function of the original data (ie the 
transformed data at each iteration is further transformed by a data dependent 
function) until convergence is achieved.  
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Further details are given in Noble, Haslett and Arnold (2006).  

These details, while important, are not however the central matter.  What IGLS 
makes possible, via the fact that SPREE is a generalized linear model, is updating of 
census data using new survey data even in situations where IPF will not work. Using 
IGLS means that any GLM fitted to census data can be updated using new survey 
data, whether or not the census-based GLM contains non-categorical variables, ie 
recognising that the original form of SPREE is really a GLM makes its extension to 
ordinal, interval, or continuous predictor variables straightforward in principle. 

In this report, when modelling employment status, age rather than being treated as 
categorical variable is instead treated as a (linear and) quadratic function. This allows 
the underlying pattern of unemployment by age (and age’s relationship to other 
predictor variables) to be modelled using considerably fewer parameters, an 
important consideration when the number of cells in the cross-tabulated data 
involving other predictor variables would otherwise be very large.  

More generally, treating variables as continuous, interval or ordinal can result in 
considerably more parsimonious models (in terms of model degrees of freedom) than 
when all variables must be categorical. Using the GLM framework, rather than 
SPREE via IPF, even allows inclusion of significant, continuous variables that cannot 
be included at all in traditional SPREE models. 

 

3.6  Variance and Standard Error Estimation for Small Area 

Estimates 

There seems to be relatively little published literature on variance estimation in 
comparison with the number of methods available to estimate the small area statistic. 
For SPREE the census data is generally considered to be measured without error 
and estimates of any error in the survey data are ignored in the simple application of 
the method. There are a number of sources of possible error in the estimates. 

- The census data is unlikely to include 100% coverage and census 
structure may evolve over time 

- The survey data and estimates will include sampling error 

- The model proposed may not include all of the relevant variables 

In Green, Haslett, and Zingel (1998) the first two of these sources of error are 
considered. The data they used were unusual in that there were a number of 
estimates of the census data and that the survey was collected in 512 balanced 
replicates. These enabled appropriate estimation of the error in the final estimates, 
so that it incorporated both sources of variation by calculating SPREE estimates for 
very specific different combinations of one of each of the different census data and 
survey replicates. This resulted in realistic errors for each estimate. We will consider 
variance estimation methods in more detail in Section 5.4. Our new approach will 
make inclusion of additional data somewhat easier.  
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3.7  Fitting the Models 

Generalized linear models can easily be fitted in standard statistical packages such 
as SAS, Splus or R. The model being fitted is equation (1.1) and X is a design matrix. 
Statistics packages tend to have an automatic default for this design matrix but they 
are not necessarily the same default. For any estimable function, this is not a 
problem (eg if the final estimates are all that matter) but we wish to compare the 
coefficients in some models and these are dependent on the design matrix. For these 
reasons we have developed a design matrix which is used in this example for all of 
the packages. 

When X is not full rank, there are a plethora of ways in which the problem can be 
parameterised, some more convenient than others. For an overall mean model, each 
effect is either above or below this. This is equivalent to using +1 and –1 for each 
effect, so that for a 2 x 2 x 2 table, for example, the design matrix is: 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

 
 − − − − 
 − − − −
 − − − − 
 − − − −
 

− − − − 
 − − − −
  − − − − 

 

This design matrix corresponds to the complete set of parameters ββββ , which consist 
of those estimated from the census data 2β and those which are re-estimated from 

new survey margins 1β . In circumstances where only some parameters are being re-

estimated and the remainder are set at predetermined or previously estimated 
values, the terms that remain fixed constitute an ‘offset’. A useful trick noted by Qiao 

(2005) is, rather than first having to estimate 2 2cX β  as an offset and then re-estimate 

1 1sX β , it is computationally simpler (since the census data is an estimate of 

1 1 2 2c c =X β + X β Xβ  that requires no fitting) to use the original data as the offset and 

re-estimate 1 1 1( )c sX β -β . 

More generally, Excel can be used to generate the column vectors. Alternatively 
MATLAB is easy to use and can save the design matrix in a comma delimited form 
which can then be copied directly into WinBUGS, SAS, S-Plus or R (or into Excel for 
use in MLWin, if MLWin is used to fit models).  

 

3.8  Conclusion 

In this section we have looked at the SPREE method for small area estimation using 
IPF. We have shown that it is equivalent to fitting a generalized linear model to the 
census data and then refitting the model to the margins of the sample survey data 
whilst holding some of the parameters fixed from the census model. This approach 
makes the assumptions in the IPF approach more transparent and allows a wider 
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range of models to be fitted, including extension to models with non-categorical 
variables. 

Later, we will see that such an extension allows us to include variation in the data for 
both the census and the sample survey data. One way of doing this is given in 
Green, Haslett, and Zingel (1998), where there are 8 replicates of the census data 
and 512 replicates of the survey. Under the method there, this would require using 
IPF a minimum of 512+8=520 times to reflect all of the variability in the data, 
Although this is less than the 512 times 8 or 4096 IPF fits that would seem to be 
required, an alternative method of variance estimation is developed in this report and 
compared with the Green, Haslett and Zingel method. 

The extended approach makes many new modelling scenarios possible using the 
concept that underlies SPREE, but some practical issues remain. The nature of the 
data collected will constrain the range of models possible. Although increases in 
computing power make many of the small area estimation methods possible, there 
are limitations of memory and processor speed which may prevent some estimation 
methods on some models being used with some data sets. As an example the simple 
construction and checking of design matrices can become a significant activity and it 
is clearly crucial that the design matrix is correct. For example, the matrices used in 
this study are implicitly 15840 x 15840 for the count model and 31680 x 31680 for the 
relative risk model, and for models fitted using Markov Chain Mote Carlo (MCMC) in 
WinBUGS these tested the computational limits of a 4GHz Pentium 4 machine with 
4Gb RAM - for the relative risk models took approximately a week of computing time 
to run for each quarterly time period. Note however that while this made computing 
the small area estimates for this project very time consuming, in production the 
computing problem would be less of an issue because there is only one new quarter 
rather than the 21 quarters between March 2001 and March 2006 that require 
estimation. 
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4.  Unemployment Count Models and Relative Risk Models  

4.1  Introduction 

Although their parameterisations are different, unemployment count models and 
relative risk models both fall under the general formulation of (1.1), namely: 

 

[ ]( )Eg =Y Xβ  

 

and its division into the forms (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3). When equation (1.1) is put into 
the superpopulation context, the parameters in β  are permitted to evolve over time 

so that, although the subscript for time has been suppressed, in a time series context 
the β  parameters are not fixed. In this context, it is not simply the parameters due to 

the survey data that are estimated with error (due to the sampling) but the 
parameters connected to the ‘census’ data, even if estimated in a fully saturated 
model, that are also not free of error.  

The fact that the MSD numbers in receipt of an unemployment benefit data is 
available monthly and the survey (ie HLFS) data is available quarterly provides an 
unusual setting, because in contrast to the more usual situation where census data is 
available only at widely-spaced time intervals, the ‘census’ data on the related 
variable, ie unemployment benefit receipt numbers, is available even more ofteny 
than the survey data (on the variable of interest, ILO unemployment). This unusual 
situation has the major advantage that estimating the variance due to the ‘census’ in 
a superpopulation context becomes feasible, and consequently standard error 
estimates are not downwardly biased. Allowing for this ‘census level variation’ can be 
done in either a Bayesian or a frequentist setting, and this choice will be discussed in 
more detail in Section 5.4.   

All the above comments apply to both unemployment count models and relative risk 
models.  

Despite these similarities, unemployment count models and relative risk models are 
however different in some respects.  

For estimation at one time point of TLA level ILO based unemployment using 
unemployment count models, the only data required are the survey estimates in the 
form of table margins for numbers of unemployed and the tabulated receipt of 
unemployment benefit counts for the relevant period. This is essentially a SPREE 
model for data from one period when time series structure is ignored. However, even 
in this rather limited context, standard errors for small areas (ie the TLAs) cannot be 
estimated without bias unless variation at both survey and census level are properly 
accounted for. (Sound estimation of standard error for small area estimates is a 
problem that traditional SPREE models do not adequately address.) 

For estimation at one time point of TLA level ILO based unemployment using relative 
risk models, survey estimates in the form of table margins for both unemployed and 
‘not-unemployed’ (ie ‘employed’ plus ‘not in the Labour Force’) are needed and so 
are the corresponding population figures or their estimates. For the unemployed, the 
‘census-type’ data is again provided by the tabulated receipt of unemployment 
benefit counts for the relevant period. The population figures for ‘not-unemployed’ are 
provided via the projections of the New Zealand population figures less the number in 
receipt of an unemployment benefit. (Note that the marginal relationship between 
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unemployed and not-unemployed is re-estimated using the relevant HLFS data, 
which is how the relative risk of being ILO unemployed can be estimated via the 
relative risk of being in receipt of an unemployment benefit.) For one period only, this 
is again essentially a SPREE model if the time series structure is ignored, and again 
standard errors for small areas (ie the TLAs) cannot be estimated without bias unless 
variation at both survey and census level are properly accounted for.  

Because relative risk models incorporate more information than the corresponding 
count models (via use of additional data sources), the base table of census type data 
is twice as large for relative risk models. (For example, for the unemployment 
modelling, for each cell in the unemployment count table, there is now a 
corresponding cell containing the ‘not-unemployed’ count or its estimate.  

As a consequence, in terms of (1.1), moving from an unemployment count model to 
the corresponding  relative risk model doubles the number of parameters in a fully 
saturated model, since the number of model parameters in a saturated model equals 
the number of cells. This does not alter the principle that a specified table has its 
margins (and hence its cell counts) reset via new survey margins. What it does alter 
is the size of the table (which doubles) and hence the range of margins that can be 
re-estimated from the survey data. The relevant survey estimates for relative risk 
models (in contrast to unemployment count models) can now include estimates of 
numbers of ILO unemployed, and numbers of ILO employed plus not in the Labour 
Force. It is the ratio of unemployed to not-unemployed in the survey-based new 
margins that measure the relative risk of being unemployed for some set of 
population subgroups (such as males and females, age groups or ethnicity). Note 
that these margins do not implicitly include the survey based relative risk of 
unemployment for the small areas themselves, since if these were known with 
sufficient accuracy to be useable, there would be no need for small area estimation 
at all. 

The statistical advantage of relative risk models is that the relative risks of being 
unemployed is very much more alike across regions or within TLAs than the number 
of unemployed, which for constant relative risk is directly related to regional 
population size. 

The immediate effect of using relative risk is to smooth the data, as regions with high 
counts of unemployment are generally regions with high counts of not-unemployed 
and those with low unemployment counts have small populations and hence small 
counts of not unemployed. Those regions that are truly unusual are better identified 
in this way as the effect of different sized populations is ameliorated. Estimated 
unemployed counts can still be recovered from the estimated relative risk given the 
appropriate multipliers if needed. 

Relative risk approaches have commonly been used in epidemiology and in small 
area estimation in disease mapping Rao (2003) but they do not seem to have been 
much used with unemployment data. This seems a little surprising as there is no 
conceptual difference between the relative risk of contracting a disease and the 
relative risk of becoming unemployed. 

The real difference between modelling the counts and the relative risk is in the 
interpretation of the extreme (ie large and small) values. With the unemployment 
count data large centres can and do have large counts simply because the 
population is large. With the risk models, large values of relative risk indicate those 
areas with high unemployment relative to their size. 
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4.2  Standard error estimation for small area estimates  

The substantive discussion on this matter will be contained in Section 5.4. Some 
general comments is however useful here. 

The central issue of standard error estimation is making proper allowance for 
variation in terms of modelling and/or estimation error in all the parameters in β  

regardless of whether the model is an unemployment count model or a relative risk 
one, and regardless of which variables are included in the table or which margins are 
re-estimated from the survey data.  

SPREE in its original form fixed the parameters that were estimated from the census-
type data, and re-estimated only those that were implicitly in the relevant survey 
margins (for which they are the sufficient statistics). Even if variation in these margins 
was allowed for (for example by refitting using each survey rotation group estimate 
for the set of margins, and finding the estimated standard errors by considering the 
variation after aggregating the cell estimates for each rotation group to small area 
level), only variation of the re-estimated parameters can be allowed for in this way. 
As a consequence, estimated standard errors for small area estimates via SPREE in 
this form are downwardly biased, given the small area estimates an appearance of 
accuracy that may not be unwarranted. 

Whether for unemployment count models or relative risk models, it is properly 
allowing for variation in all model parameter estimates, whether derived from survey 
or census, that is necessary to avoid such bias. It is the superpopulation context that 
properly makes this allowance since it is then possible (given suitable data) to 
estimate more than the variation due to changing the survey margins given fixed 
census values or estimates.  

Estimation of this additional component of variation in a superpopulation context can 
be done in either a Bayesian or a frequentist manner. The paper of Green, Haslett 
and Zingel (1998) focuses on a frequentist approach, the present report on the 
Bayesian. However as shown in Section 5.4, the two approaches are similar in two 
important respects. Firstly they estimate exactly the same sets of conditional 
variances, since the conditions for unbiasedness of standard errors for the small area 
estimates are a superpopulation property only. Secondly, whether standard error 
estimates are frequentist or Bayesian, both are strongly dependent in essentially 
similar ways on the same historical data.  

Because they will yield similar standard error estimates for (1.1) under the relevant 
superpopulation model, the main distinction in practice between Bayesian and 
frequentist methods is the more pragmatic question of ease of implementation. This 
aspect has changed since Green, Haslett and Zingel (1998), when frequentist 
methods were easier to program, with the availability of packages such as WinBUGS 
which run MCMC, so that now the Bayesian methods can be programmed in less 
time even if they require greater computer capacity and longer run times. 
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5.  Bayesian approaches to parameter estimation 

5.1 Introduction 

We now turn to the question of priors for Bayesian models, although as noted earlier 
the same estimates of means and variances are required even in a frequentist 
framework, given a superpopulation model. 

The Bayesian approach requires a sampling model and, in addition, a joint prior 
distribution for the parameters. Unknown parameters are considered random and all 
inferences are based on their distribution conditional on observed data (the posterior 
distribution). The Bayesian evaluates the posterior distribution for a given data set 
and hence estimates the parameters of interest. 

As explained earlier in this report, the MSD numbers in receipt of an unemployment 
benefit information which we are using as the ‘census data’ for unemployed counts 
are collected at monthly intervals and even if analysis is restricted to a single quarter, 
there are three sets of monthly census data on unemployment available for each 
analysis.  

We therefore have information not only for the mean value for each census level 
unemployment related cell in the quarterly table, but also on the variability for each of 
these cells. Putting each quarter in a wider context, the number of sets of such 
census data that should be used to estimate the variability is a balance between 
using the most up to date data and using sufficient censuses to ensure accurate 
estimation of the census variability. Should there be a trend or any cyclic variation or 
seasonality these would increase the apparent variability.  

We chose to use a synthetic estimator of variance based on the idea of generalized 
variance. Data from each of the three months in a particular quarter were taken for 
each cell in the table and the standard error calculated for all of the cells. The 
regression of the variance on average cell count for all cells was used to estimate the 

relationship between them. The 2R  for the regression was 53%. The synthetic 
estimator was then used for each cell in the unemployed-related table to estimate the 
relevant standard error to be used in the Bayesian modelling. Use of such synthetic 
estimates of variance were supported both by the extra stability this method gave to 
standard error estimation and by sensitivity analyses, which suggested that standard 
errors for small area estimates of unemployment in both unemployment count and 
relative risk models were comparatively insensitive to choice of priors within the 
range of values (viewed as a set) that the method produced.  

The sample survey that SNZ carries out for the HLFS is designed in 512 balanced 
repeated replicates so 512 independent estimates of the mean are available for the 
new margins and so estimates of the variance can be made from these. Alternatively, 
a method parallel to the one for the numbers in receipt of an unemployment benefit 
data can be used, with population size changed to the sample size for the survey and 
the addition of a design effect estimated as a regression parameter to allow for 
sampling complexities of the HLFS. For the regression based on six rather than five 

ethnicities along with the two genders, and the 22 age groups 2R =0.748 and the 
design effect was estimated as 4.43 with a standard error of 0.26.  

We consequently have very good estimates of priors for both the mean and variability 
in any Bayesian analysis for unemployment counts. 

• Priors for numbers in receipt of an unemployment benefit 
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As described above a relationship was found between the cell counts and 
their standard error. This suggested that the variance was approximately the 
same as the cell count so a Poisson prior was used. 

• Priors for HLFS unemployed 

As described above a relationship was found between the margins and their 
standard error. The variance was found to be greater than the count so an 
overdispersed Poisson prior was used. Priors for HLFS not-unemployed were 
found in the same way. 

• Priors for census population projections 

As a conservative approach the prior for the numbers in receipt of an 
unemployment benefit estimated from the MSD data was also applied to the 
census population projections. This should be considered further as the 
standard error of the census projections can be estimated and a different prior 
applied to the two parts of the census data. However before this is done more 
work is required on the two sources of census data (MSD and SNZ Census 
projections) as currently there are mismatches in these which are 
documented elsewhere in this report.  

Despite having good estimates of the relevant variances, it is recommended that  
sensitivity to changes in the priors be investigated further if the count or relative risk 
based small area estimates are to be published on an ongoing basis. 

 

5.2 Bayesian solutions, computing aspects 

Until relatively recently, one of the problems for Bayesian approaches was the 
difficulty of applying them in real situations. Finding analytic solutions to most 
problems is difficult. With the advent of more powerful computing at an affordable 
price, computer software has been developed to handle Bayesian approaches to 
statistical analysis using simulation based methods - most notably Markov Chain 
Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods. MCMC methods are not restricted to Bayesian 
statistics and can equally be applied to frequentist analyses. They are based on 
simulation methods in which a Markov chain converges to a stationary distribution 
and this stationary distribution is sampled so that sample statistics can be calculated. 
Because the sample is drawn from the distribution of that parameter, interval 
estimates can be found simultaneously. The common sampling algorithms such as 
Gibbs and Metropolis-Hastings, do not give independent samples but are correlated. 
This effect can be reduced by systematically sampling from the simulations. If every 
tenth or twentieth simulation is saved then the autocorrelation is reduced as the 
autocorrelation may not extend to these lags. Sometimes much larger lags are 
required. This is not generally a problem as the cost is in the computing time to 
generate the additional simulations and this is not very high. This process of 
systematically selecting some of the sample is termed thinning. Much has been 
written on MCMC methods see Besag (2001) or Gilks, Richardson and Spiegelhalter 
(1996) for more detail and more references.  

One advantage of choosing the Bayesian approach using MCMC methods is that it is 
relatively trivial to gain estimates of functions of the parameters in the model, hence 
we can find estimates for the small area counts if they are sums of cells in the table 
and the algorithm will yield accurate estimates of the variance of these estimates with 
little additional effort. 
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In a Bayesian model the definition of the priors is required as well as the relationship 
between the data and the parameters of interest. For the first part of the analysis, 
finding the coefficients for the saturated model for the census data the model is 

  ( )Ln =µ Xβ  

  ( ),c NY µ τ�  

  ( )i ibeta , taubetai Nβ �  

where betai and taubetai are estimated from prior information. We need to make 
decisions about the values for τ and the taubetai. These are variance estimates.  

A template program for unemployment count and relative risk models in given in 
Appendix B.  

The program defines the data and a distribution, along with definitions of the 
parameters for that distribution. Each cell value is given by the appropriate value in 
the data vector Y and the cell counts are normally to a first approximation. Note that, 
rather than variance, WinBUGS uses the precision, the inverse of the variance, to 
define the normal distribution. Small precision indicates large variance, hence a 
diffuse prior. 

The program also contains statements which define the model that is being used to 
link the data to the unknown coefficients, in this case ( )Ln =µ Xβ . WinBUGS does 
not do matrix multiplication by default, so certain parts of the programming have been 
done in R and the vectors and matrices passed into WinBUGS.  The WinBUGS 
program also specifies distribution for the parameters in the linear part of the model. 
In this case little is known and so as is common we use a very diffuse normal 
distribution with mean zero, since Bayesian methods with uninformative priors have 
strong  parallels with frequentist methods.  

The final parts of the program are the data and the initial estimates of the unknown 
values. Use of more than one set of initial values is good practice so that, provided all 
such sets converge to the same estimates, there is evidence to claim that the initial 
values do not bias the estimates.  

The program also takes the estimates for the model from the first part and carries 
them through to the model for the survey data and re-estimates those coefficients 
which will change, as before. The model in this case is: 

  ( ) 1 1 2 2Ln = +µ X β X β  

  ( ),S NY µ τ�  

  ( )1 1i 1ibeta , taubetai Nβ �  

  ( )2 2i 2ibeta , taubetai Nβ �  

Note that there is no need to calculate all the parameter values in the contingency 
table. We can simply give a prior distribution for the margins and then define these 
margins in terms of the appropriate sums of the individual cells in the table. To 
simplify this process the sum for each Sex x Age x Ethnicity combination is found and 
then these are summed to give the margins. 

A set of results can be found in Appendix C. The result of a Bayesian analysis 
using MCMC simulations is a vector of values from each simulation. In a 
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program with a number of variables and a large number of iterations these 
vectors become large and require computer memory to be stored. Since 
storing all values slows the computer, WinBUGS saves only the values for 
variables that are selected to be monitored. WinBUGS can then report a 
number of results and other information for checking convergence of the 
estimates and other diagnostics. Some of these are shown in Appendix C.   

The mean and median are given along with standard deviation of the estimate 
and an MC error which is calculated as the standard deviation of means of 
batches of estimates - see Gilks et al (1996) p50 for more details. The MC 
error should become very small for large samples if the estimates have 
converged. 2.5 and  97.5 percentiles are also given, these estimate a 
Bayesian 95% credible interval (not necessarily symmetric) which a 
frequentist may loosely interpret as a confidence interval.  

For estimates to have credibility it is important that the chain has converged, 
to assess this we can look at a graph of the estimates in order. Again these 
are shown in Appendix C, and show that after a short initial period they 
deviate very little. In this research we expect most of the estimates to be 
normally distributed and so mean, mode and median for the small area (ie 
TLA) unemployment estimates should be very similar, which provides a 
further diagnostic test. 

The model is now a combination of the previous two:  

  ( ) 1 1 2 2c c cLn = +µ X β X β  

  ( ) 1 1 2 2s s cLn = +µ X β X β  

  ( ),c c cNY µ τ�  

  ( ),s s sNY µ τ�  

  ( )1 1c 1cbeta , taubetac Nβ �  

  ( )2 2c 2cbeta , taubetac Nβ �  

  ( )1 1s 1sbeta , taubetas Nβ �  

There is an important component to this specification. The coefficients that are 
carried forward from the model for the census data are no longer constant values but 
are simulated at each iteration of the program, and hence the distribution of the final 
estimates includes variability not only from the new margins but also from the original 
census data through these varying coefficients. The variance of these final estimates 
will consequently be larger than if the variation in the census data is ignored, and 
consequently closer to reflecting the true situation under an appropriate model, ie the 
WinBUGS runs avoid the problem SPREE had in its original form that standard error 
estimates for small area were underestimated. 
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5.3 Choice of priors 

The WinBUGS programs in Appendix B use prior distributions for various parameters 
and for the data. In any Bayesian analysis these priors should be justified. In general 
if there is no information about a distribution then a prior with a fairly flat wide 
distribution is used hence the unknown parameters in the generalized linear model 
may be given a normal distribution with large variance. Since WinBUGS uses the 
precision instead of the variance, where precision is the inverse of variance, this 
would look like, beta[i] ~ dnorm(0, 0.00000001), in the program. The exact precision 
is not generally critical as long as it is small enough to give a large variance. 
However the choice of precision can affect the speed of convergence without having 
a marked effect on the estimates, so some fine tuning can be useful. 

 

5.4 Variance estimation 

We now turn to the details of estimation for the variance of cell counts.  

In traditional SPREE the usual measure of accuracy of the estimates is an estimate 
of the mean square error with respect to the survey design: Purcell (1979) and 
Ghosh and Rao (1994). 

Letting 

> the past cell relative frequencies representing the association structure. 
Generally found from the census data. 

ψψψψ the marginal constraints representing the allocation structure, generally 
found from the sample survey data. 

p the cell estimates resulting from applying the IPF algorithm to > and ψψψψ.  

and using the following subscripts  

h small domains 

i  variables of interest 

g associated variable categories 

We can express the estimated (est) mean square error (mse) as: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )Tˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆest[mse | ] V | E | E |= + − −p π p π p π P p π P   (5.2) 

where P̂  denotes another estimate of the cell counts at the time of the survey based 
for example on long term averages. 

Green, Haslett and Zingel (1998) used a frequentist-based version of (5.2) for the 
estimated variance. The derivation of and justification for their estimator is given 
below. The derivation and the estimator remains useful in a Bayesian context – what 
changes is that the estimates of the terms in (5.2) are Bayesian, but because they 
are based on the same past survey and census information as the frequentist ones, 
in terms of estimates they should be little different. 

It is better to consider the true cell counts P to be a superpopulation parameter rather 
than a parameter fixed with respect to the survey design, as P depends on a 
distribution that depends on the stochastic properties of > as well as p rather than 
only on the survey design itself. 
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Letting ε  denote expectation with respect to the ς  superpopulation distribution, and 
E denote the usual expectation with respect to the survey design, with ςυ  and dV  

denoting the corresponding variances we then have the following alternative 

interpretation of ( )est[mse | ]p π  as an approximately unbiased estimate of the 

combined superpopulation and survey design variance of p. 

Taking the joint expectation of equation (5.2) first over the design (for which P̂  is 
fixed) then over the superpopulation and assuming that the variance term is design 
unbiased yields: 

     ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )d
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆE est[mse | ] V | E E | E |

T

ε ε ε  = + − −         
p π p π p π P p π P       (5.3) 

Replacing estimates by parameters in (5.3), ( )Ê |p π  in the bias term is replaced by 

( )E |p π  and ( )( )ˆ ˆE | −p π P  by ( )( )E | −p π P  (assuming that the long term averages 

are close to the true values) and we note that: 

 ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )dV | E E | E |
Tε ε  + − −    

p π p π P p π P  

   ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )dV | E | E |
Tε ε  = + − −    

p π p π P p π P  

   ( ) ( )( )dV | E |ςε υ= +  p π p π          (5.4) 

 

so that from the usual formula for conditional variance (see for example Rao, 1973)), 
(5.4) is a design-superpopulation unbiased estimator of  

   ( )( ) ( )( )E E E
Tε ε ε − −

 
p p p p  

which is the unconditional combined variance of p under the superpopulation and the 

design, provided ( )Ê |p π  is unbiased for ( )E |p π  and ( )( )ˆ ˆE | −p π P  for 

( )( )E | −p π P . 

The first term on the right hand side of equation (5.4) is the estimated survey 
variance of p given the most recent census association structure >Wwhich can be 
estimated via balanced repeated replicates sub sampling Wolter (1985). Irrespective 
of whether Bayesian or frequentist methods are used, this is achieved by varying the 
margins of the table used to generate the SPREE estimates while leaving the 
underlying body of the table fixed. The second term is the estimated model variance 

of ( )E |p π  gained from varying the association structure for the given survey 

margins. It is convenient that both of these terms can be estimated using the same 
underlying algorithm as SPREE estimation itself. Hence they are computationally 
simple and efficient relative to considering all combinations of internal structure and 
margins.  

In the Bayesian context the estimation of the variance is somewhat simpler as the 
distribution of all parameters of interest are generated by the simulations based on 
sufficient statistics, rather than data for each iteration all having to be pre-specified . 
If the priors include the relevant estimates of the precision for both the margins found 
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from the sample survey data and for the cell values from the census data, then the 
Bayesian and frequentist estimates will be little different, and the distributions of the 
small area estimates and the standard deviation reported by WinBUGS should be 
very close to those estimated by the corresponding frequentist method. 

 

5.5  Estimating Conditional Variances 

For both frequentist and Bayesian methods, the two estimated variances in (5.3) are 
estimated respectively by 

- Varying margins for fixed census values 

- Varying census values for fixed survey margins 

In the WinBUGS program the mean over the 20 different census replications is 
produced. For each of these there is additional variation due to varying sample 
margins. 

The way the WinBUGS program is set up a “census replicate” is chosen, then 
conditional on this census replicate (giving the internals of the multiway table) a set of 
samples of sample survey margins is taken. In this sense the initial choice of a 
“census replicate” corresponds to the choice of a cluster and the choice of the 
margins to the choice of members within a cluster. (This is the sample survey 
analogy). The experimental design one is blocks and plots within blocks. The number 
of clusters (or blocks) is n=20, and the number of replicates within the clusters (or 
plots) is m=1000 (based on a burn-in of 3000, and 1 in 3 thinning). 

Thus we have the following (eg see Cochran, 1973)) for the two stage cluster 
sampling with equal probability sampling of clusters of the same size and equal 
numbers of “units” sampled in each cluster. 

Let the mean over all the different margins and census replicate = y 
w
. This 

corresponds to the mean of the n=20 estimates produced for each TLA by the 
program since each of these 20 replicates corresponds to the sample average over 
the m=1000 margin replicates, ie. 

   

n m n

ij i
ι j i

y y
y

nm n
 = =
∑∑ ∑

w

w
 

where  

m

ij
j

i

y

y
m

=
∑

w
  is the ith census replicate mean 

 

From Cochran 

  ( )
( )
( )

2

1

n

i
i

y y
v y

n n

−  
=

−

∑
ww

w
  

is an unbiased estimate of 
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  ( )
2 2
c wS S

V y
n m

= +
w

 

where 2
cS  is the variance from varying the census but not the margins and 

2
wS  is the 

variation from varying the margins but not the census so that 

  ( )
2

2 w
c

nS
S nV y

m
= −

w
 

has an unbiased estimator 

( )2

2
2

1

n

i
i w

w

y y
ns

s
n m

−
= −

−

∑
ww

 

 

This means that given an estimate of the variance due to changing the survey 

margins but not the census ( 2
ws ) and an estimate of the variance of the cluster 

(census replicate) totals, ( )nv y
w
, we can estimate the variance due to changing the 

census but not the margins as: 

  
2

2 2 w
c T

ns
s s

m
= −  

where  
�2

Ts    is simply the variance of the estimated cluster totals, ie  

� ( )2

2

1
i

T

y y
s

n

−
=

−
∑

ww

 

and 

    

2

12
i

n

w
i

w

s

s
n

=

 
 
 =
∑

  

 

with 2

iws  being the variance due to varying the margins for the census replicate i,    ie  

   ( )22 1

1i

m

w ij i
j

s y y
m

= −
− ∑

w
 for i = 1, 2, . . . , 20 

 

5.6    Conclusions 

The Bayesian approach has very briefly been introduced and we have shown that the 
Bayesian approach and BUGS software package result in estimates that are 
essentially the same as the SPREE estimates using the IPF algorithm, and that 
better variance estimates for small area estimates are possible in a superpopulation 
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context, since they are not downwardly biased as are those from SPREE when no 
allowance is made for uncertainty in the census data. 

The nature of the data makes the choice of priors quite simple. The estimates formed 
by the MCMC approach to the Bayesian model allow the variability in the small area 
estimates to be found easily. The estimates of the variability in the predicted small 
area counts should reflect all of the variability inherent in the data. This is not true in 
most small area estimation procedures since neither MCMC nor the method used in 
Green, Haslett and Zingel (1998) is used. 

We now have the model structure and software to extend the generalized linear 
model for small area estimation of unemployment models in new directions. The 
generalized linear model is very flexible in its application so that, for example, by 
extending it to random effects as well as fixed effects a wide range of possibilities 
emerge.  
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6.   Results 

6.1  The ILO-based TLA-level Unemployment Estimates 

The ILO-based TLA-level unemployment estimates are presented as time series 
graphs of the series for each Territorial Authority. The graphs include six TLAs in one 
graph. The graphs are ordered in size of the estimated unemployment counts at the 
beginning of the time period considered. This ensures that the six Authorities are of 
similar size so the axes of the graphs are sensible. 

On each graph a bar indicating the standard error for a representative value on that 
graph is drawn. Values smaller or larger than the average will have correspondingly 
smaller or larger standard errors. 

All results are for the fourth quarter of 2001 to the first quarter of 2006. These periods 
were the ones which the MSD unemployment benefit data could be used for all of the 
Territorial Authorities. 

The 62, 63, and 64 year old age groups were deleted from the data. The reasons for 
that decision have been given in Section 2. 

The general impression is that both the small area methodology based estimates are 
a considerable improvement on the HLFS direct estimates at TLA level and that the 
small area based estimates (from both the unemployment count and relative risk 
models) have accuracy that make them potentially publishable. 

Some statistical comparison is possible. The HLFS data can be used to produce 
unbiased estimates of the “true values” so although these have large standard errors, 
they have been used for comparison. As expected, the direct estimates are much 
more variable than the modelled ones. We would expect them to show greater 
variability beyond the seasonal patterns which are typical of many of the Territorial 
Authorities. These reflect the actual  patterns evident in those graphs. The other 
important feature of these direct estimates are the number of “zeros” particularly in 
the smaller areas. This is not unexpected as zero sample sizes or zero 
unemployment in the sample in those smaller populations are not uncommon. 

There would however be advantages in discussing all results with labour market 
experts, since there is no direct way of comparing these results statistically with a 
“true value” since the “true values” are not known.  

For each set of six Territorial Local Authorities there are four graphs. The ordering is 
shown on the next page. 
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Fig 6.1 Format of plots in Figure 6.2 (next page) 

The MSD unemployment benefit data  

 

MSD 

Estimates from the model using HLFS and MSD 
data only. 
 

SAE Counts 

Direct estimates from the HLFS data. 
 
 
 

HLFS  

Estimates from the risk model using HLFS, MSD 
and Census data.  

 

SAE-RR  

 

Note particularly, that different scales are used on different subgraphs, and in 
particular that the scale used for the HLFS estimates is necessarily much greater 
than that for MSD numbers in receipt of an unemployment benefit, or the ILO-based 
unemployment estimates from the small area models. 
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MSD Counts SAE - Count Model Legend 

  

 
 

HLFS Direct Estimates SAE - Relative Risk Model   
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Fig. 6.2 (i) 
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MSD Counts SAE - Count Model Legend 

 
 

 

HLFS Direct Estimates SAE - Relative Risk Model   
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 Fig. 6.2 (ii) 
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MSD Counts SAE - Count Model Legend 

  
HLFS Direct Estimates SAE - Relative Risk Model   
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  Fig. 6.2 (iii) 
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MSD Counts SAE - Count Model Legend 

  

 

HLFS Direct Estimates SAE - Relative Risk Model   
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 Fig 6.2 (iv) 
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MSD Counts SAE - Count Model Legend 

  

 

HLFS Direct Estimates SAE - Relative Risk Model   
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  Fig. 6.2 (v) 
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MSD Counts SAE - Count Model Legend 

  

 

HLFS Direct Estimates SAE - Relative Risk Model   
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  Fig. 6.2 (vi) 
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MSD Counts SAE - Count Model Legend 

 
 

 

HLFS Direct Estimates SAE - Relative Risk Model   
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  Fig. 6.2 (vii) 
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MSD Counts SAE - Count Model Legend 

  

 

HLFS Direct Estimates SAE - Relative Risk Model   
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 Fig 6.2 (viii) 
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MSD Counts SAE - Count Model Legend 

 
 

 

HLFS Direct Estimates SAE - Relative Risk Model   
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  Fig. 6.2 (ix) 
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MSD Counts SAE - Count Model Legend 

  

 

HLFS Direct Estimates SAE - Relative Risk Model   
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  Fig. 6.2 (x) 
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MSD Counts SAE - Count Model Legend 

  

 

HLFS Direct Estimates SAE - Relative Risk Model   
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 Fig. 6.2 (xi) 
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MSD Counts SAE - Count Model Legend 

  

 

HLFS Direct Estimates SAE - Relative Risk Model   
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  Fig. 6.2 (xii) 
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Table 6.1 
Small Area Count Model Estimates with Standard Errors for all TLAs. 

 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 
Territorial Authority 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 
Queenstown 42 34 110 106 49 31 120 103 50 25 54 45 9 12 17 14 9 13 

 1.4 1.2 2.0 2.3 1.6 0.9 2.9 2.7 1.6 1.8 1.8 2.5 1.1 0.9 1.3 
. 

0.9 0.9 1.1 
Mackenzie 56 46 48 47 37 43 49 42 28 28 31 33 17 20 27 26 17 39 
 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.8 1.6 1.1 1.6 1.6 1.3 1.8 1.3 1.1 0.9 1.1 1.8 1.8 1.6 2.7 
Central Otago 81 49 95 94 63 51 61 64 54 33 54 71 18 25 36 47 18 27 
 1.8 2.0 2.2 1.8 1.6 2.5 1.8 2.0 2.9 2.7 1.8 1.6 1.8 1.6 1.8 1.1 2.5 2.7 
Kaikoura 78 77 88 84 59 54 56 55 24 17 16 14 4 10 17 16 4 11 
 2.2 2.2 1.6 2.7 2.2 1.3 1.8 2.0 1.1 0.9 1.3 0.9 0.9 0.7 1.3 1.1 0.2 0.7 
Otorohanga 72 84 79 74 69 78 67 67 76 71 56 41 48 61 37 33 48 51 
 2.2 1.3 2.2 1.3 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.1 1.1 1.3 2.0 2.2 1.3 1.8 1.6 2.2 1.6 1.8 
Waimate 97 109 105 109 87 99 104 109 115 124 133 128 95 111 114 123 95 142 
 1.8 2.2 2.9 3.1 2.0 2.7 2.7 2.2 4.0 4.0 3.4 3.1 2.2 2.9 2.5 3.6 4.0 5.8 

Carterton 124 129 136 123 111 132 116 86 86 94 71 46 44 55 39 36 44 54 
 2.0 2.5 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.5 1.8 2.0 2.0 2.5 2.0 1.6 2.7 1.6 1.6 1.3 2.9 
Hurunui 132 146 130 110 92 101 89 78 70 64 42 36 25 37 29 23 25 30 
 2.2 2.0 2.5 2.5 2.2 2.2 2.0 2.0 2.2 2.5 1.6 1.6 1.3 1.8 1.6 1.1 0.9 1.6 
Stratford 161 169 157 195 176 198 184 186 190 197 165 151 182 210 184 198 182 240 
 2.5 2.0 2.7 2.5 3.4 3.4 2.9 2.9 2.5 2.9 3.8 2.5 1.3 2.0 2.7 2.5 2.9 4.2 
Selwyn 158 154 151 152 133 147 135 117 112 121 103 65 81 70 74 64 81 113 
 2.2 2.0 1.8 2.7 1.8 2.7 3.4 3.4 3.8 3.6 3.6 2.2 3.1 3.4 3.6 4.2 4.7 5.6 
Westland 167 186 192 181 160 172 169 159 164 179 166 170 117 149 135 140 117 155 
 2.9 3.1 4.0 2.2 2.5 2.9 3.1 3.8 3.6 3.1 2.7 2.7 3.4 3.6 3.6 3.1 2.7 4.0 
South Wairarapa 175 179 181 174 169 183 187 171 170 153 120 103 71 88 75 59 71 95 
 2.5 2.7 2.7 3.6 3.1 2.9 3.6 3.1 3.1 2.9 3.4 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.2 2.2 3.4 4.5 

Waitomo 175 168 177 189 165 167 149 147 156 143 123 117 113 126 99 117 113 132 
 2.9 2.5 2.7 2.9 2.9 2.0 2.0 2.9 3.6 3.8 2.5 2.2 2.5 2.5 2.9 2.7 2.7 2.2 
Ashburton 212 181 127 167 142 141 138 150 164 118 136 172 158 126 112 148 158 168 
 2.5 4.0 2.9 2.7 2.9 2.9 3.8 3.4 4.0 2.9 3.1 2.9 3.1 3.1 3.4 3.4 4.7 4.7 
Central Hawkes Bay 287 180 181 291 266 211 188 229 210 80 51 115 70 64 16 88 70 48 
 4.2 3.6 3.6 2.5 4.2 3.4 2.9 3.6 3.6 2.2 1.8 2.5 3.1 2.9 1.3 2.2 2.7 2.2 
Gore 308 164 178 337 253 123 193 320 265 114 240 390 303 208 248 382 303 213 
 3.1 3.4 4.0 3.8 3.8 3.6 3.6 3.4 5.1 4.5 2.9 3.4 3.4 4.0 3.4 3.6 2.9 4.5 
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Waipa 299 341 352 286 250 292 258 217 233 240 195 159 118 204 166 121 118 198 
 4.7 3.4 2.2 4.0 3.6 2.7 3.6 5.1 5.4 3.4 3.8 5.4 4.2 5.4 3.6 5.6 5.1 6.0 
Clutha 308 142 142 309 249 139 166 312 252 127 183 317 291 181 202 349 291 216 
 3.6 3.1 2.2 3.6 3.4 2.9 3.1 4.2 3.8 2.7 2.9 3.4 3.4 3.8 3.1 6.3 3.8 6.3 

Southland 311 251 282 358 284 258 336 383 358 255 331 408 275 215 265 348 275 256 
 2.9 3.8 4.2 4.7 4.5 3.6 5.4 4.5 6.3 4.5 5.4 4.9 4.5 3.4 5.1 5.6 3.6 6.3 
Grey 370 386 369 354 306 348 328 279 271 279 260 232 157 216 185 170 157 242 
 3.8 3.4 3.8 2.7 3.6 3.4 4.9 3.1 3.1 2.9 3.4 2.2 2.9 3.4 3.1 3.1 3.1 2.9 
Tararua 345 326 363 397 333 332 379 384 386 318 306 324 256 309 301 299 256 308 
 3.8 2.9 3.4 3.1 2.0 3.4 4.0 3.8 4.2 4.0 3.8 3.1 4.0 5.1 2.9 4.5 5.1 5.6 
Matamata-Piako 360 403 427 418 382 446 406 282 233 234 196 190 115 251 161 107 115 155 
 2.5 4.7 3.8 3.8 3.8 4.0 4.7 4.2 4.5 4.9 6.5 3.8 3.4 4.9 3.8 4.7 5.4 4.7 
Waitaki 383 335 361 357 269 311 346 371 262 272 328 353 256 274 326 370 256 569 
 4.2 3.4 4.0 3.4 4.5 5.4 3.6 3.4 4.9 3.4 4.2 3.1 3.8 5.4 4.9 4.5 4.7 7.4 
Rangitikei 350 318 345 347 301 304 307 289 339 346 300 244 252 294 273 271 252 337 

 3.6 5.8 3.6 4.5 3.6 4.9 3.6 3.1 4.2 3.4 4.5 3.8 4.5 5.4 3.8 3.4 3.8 6.0 

Wairoa 324 300 294 329 260 274 238 216 203 180 172 170 196 212 178 202 196 175 
 4.5 3.4 4.5 3.6 4.0 4.7 3.1 4.0 4.2 4.0 5.6 5.4 3.6 5.4 5.4 4.0 2.9 4.2 
Kaipara 369 414 389 438 392 428 405 388 397 417 353 344 254 408 313 310 254 297 
 4.2 5.4 3.1 4.0 3.8 3.6 5.4 3.6 3.8 4.2 4.2 4.7 3.6 4.0 3.4 4.2 2.2 6.5 
Buller 394 428 396 401 383 414 378 325 387 389 361 307 342 395 339 311 342 470 
 5.1 3.6 3.1 4.2 4.2 3.4 3.8 4.2 3.8 3.8 4.5 4.0 4.0 5.4 4.5 4.2 3.8 9.4 
Kawerau 342 305 293 308 295 328 303 315 314 346 289 276 277 373 273 273 277 373 
 5.6 4.2 4.0 4.5 4.7 4.9 5.6 3.8 4.0 5.6 5.4 3.8 3.4 7.6 5.1 5.8 4.7 6.5 
Hauraki 408 457 404 440 382 447 393 351 372 362 259 230 183 228 165 169 183 220 
 4.0 4.2 5.1 4.7 4.0 4.9 3.8 3.6 5.1 6.9 2.0 4.5 2.7 3.8 4.7 4.0 4.7 6.3 
Waimakariri 463 523 476 393 303 358 313 274 203 193 173 172 154 223 190 177 154 191 
 4.5 3.6 4.0 6.0 4.0 3.4 3.8 3.8 3.1 5.6 4.0 4.7 4.2 4.0 4.0 3.8 3.1 4.9 

Tasman 488 394 480 488 433 337 343 358 403 265 279 342 438 316 310 436 438 355 
 4.7 4.0 3.8 3.4 2.9 3.8 2.5 2.9 3.1 3.6 2.5 3.6 2.0 2.5 2.7 1.6 2.0 3.6 
Marlborough 463 358 331 238 230 225 202 187 209 176 118 106 55 96 67 51 55 109 
 5.6 5.4 5.4 5.1 3.8 4.2 4.2 4.0 3.1 4.5 4.0 3.1 3.4 4.7 5.4 3.4 4.5 5.4 
Masterton 504 507 480 480 428 463 383 361 351 370 293 233 200 253 170 178 200 332 
 3.4 4.2 4.0 3.1 5.6 3.8 4.2 3.8 3.4 4.2 3.1 4.5 4.9 4.2 4.2 4.5 6.0 8.3 
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Ruapehu 465 394 388 373 384 381 366 349 404 393 336 309 356 375 323 334 356 406 
 3.8 4.9 4.7 6.0 3.6 5.1 4.0 5.1 6.7 4.2 3.4 4.2 3.4 6.0 6.7 6.3 5.6 6.9 
Manawatu 537 532 522 570 516 577 511 474 466 495 406 351 362 357 325 329 362 523 
 4.7 3.8 5.6 5.4 4.9 5.1 3.6 4.2 2.7 5.8 5.6 4.2 2.2 4.0 3.6 4.5 3.6 6.5 
Opotiki 461 460 427 443 448 472 450 411 427 445 317 328 280 433 301 289 280 287 
 5.8 5.8 5.8 5.6 3.8 4.9 6.7 3.6 5.1 5.1 6.0 5.6 3.6 6.3 6.5 4.7 6.5 9.4 
South Waikato 572 597 533 534 456 517 471 452 466 536 459 411 350 498 358 353 350 486 
 7.8 4.7 7.2 4.2 5.4 4.7 5.4 6.0 6.3 7.2 6.5 4.7 5.4 8.7 5.8 4.5 6.9 8.5 
South Taranaki 594 604 577 657 554 599 568 588 574 587 535 518 598 660 568 633 598 790 
 5.1 5.4 5.6 4.5 5.4 4.9 5.8 5.6 5.1 7.4 6.5 4.2 4.9 7.8 6.5 6.9 8.7 11.6 
Thames-Coromandel 675 711 661 684 620 698 629 569 548 512 352 297 220 267 211 228 220 289 
 4.0 5.4 5.4 4.2 4.0 4.9 4.0 3.6 3.4 4.0 3.1 2.5 3.4 3.4 2.9 2.5 3.4 4.2 
Taupo 607 523 509 454 436 469 431 361 319 269 201 179 172 237 222 168 172 211 
 6.3 5.1 4.9 6.0 5.1 5.8 6.5 3.6 5.8 9.6 4.7 3.1 2.7 4.7 2.9 4.7 5.6 7.2 
Franklin 695 726 750 794 678 725 729 655 693 659 587 552 512 648 592 546 512 767 
 6.0 6.0 4.7 6.5 5.4 4.9 6.9 6.0 6.0 6.3 4.9 5.8 4.7 7.4 6.9 6.9 5.8 12.3 
Upper Hutt 759 892 865 948 865 1043 956 887 946 1079 1039 888 700 1021 867 768 700 928 
 4.9 6.0 8.3 7.2 5.4 8.7 5.8 5.6 7.4 11.2 8.3 7.4 6.3 12.1 9.2 7.8 9.8 10.3 
Kapiti Coast 807 893 823 790 771 948 866 800 840 933 787 695 515 806 682 578 515 696 
 5.1 7.4 6.5 5.1 6.7 6.7 6.3 7.8 7.8 5.4 9.4 5.6 5.4 10.1 5.1 6.7 8.3 9.6 
Timaru 908 816 750 875 796 858 751 845 926 824 708 775 791 818 617 765 791 868 
 4.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 4.9 6.0 7.6 8.0 6.5 7.4 8.9 6.0 5.8 8.5 9.2 9.4 9.4 12.3 
Rodney 911 1030 982 975 825 1006 884 771 756 809 569 419 387 513 470 422 387 591 
 8.5 6.5 6.3 6.5 8.0 7.2 5.6 6.3 7.4 9.4 8.9 7.4 7.4 8.3 5.6 9.2 7.4 11.4 
Horowhenua 856 895 880 952 815 929 857 825 904 969 909 867 768 1009 822 779 768 1031 
 8.0 6.5 5.8 6.5 5.8 7.4 6.3 6.3 7.8 8.3 7.4 5.8 4.9 6.7 7.2 5.1 7.8 8.5 
Western Bay of Plenty 964 1151 579 812 864 987 491 506 677 681 165 201 243 381 160 171 243 349 
 6.3 4.9 6.7 4.2 5.8 6.7 8.3 4.5 8.5 11.0 5.6 5.8 4.9 8.5 8.0 7.2 7.2 8.7 
Nelson City 1047 814 644 663 654 564 424 460 597 432 367 339 508 485 395 463 508 482 
 8.5 7.8 7.6 8.0 8.3 10.3 6.0 4.5 5.8 8.7 3.8 4.5 3.8 7.6 4.5 5.4 7.6 8.5 
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Waikato 931 898 902 955 874 954 967 890 988 1028 846 673 594 729 625 588 594 735 
 5.8 7.6 4.7 5.4 5.4 4.5 6.3 6.0 7.8 5.8 4.9 4.2 5.4 8.9 6.0 5.1 5.8 6.3 
Papakura 1048 1166 1109 1206 1060 1213 1110 998 1024 1160 1028 897 885 1013 893 949 885 1236 
 7.8 7.8 6.3 6.0 5.8 8.9 6.7 6.5 6.9 8.7 8.3 9.2 6.7 11.2 11.0 10.3 9.2 9.8 
Wanganui 1351 1372 1418 1357 1230 1412 1381 1337 1502 1500 1368 1262 1444 1655 1421 1410 1444 1937 
 5.1 7.4 8.0 7.6 6.7 8.0 7.6 6.5 7.4 5.6 8.5 6.7 6.5 9.8 6.0 8.3 8.0 10.5 
Whakatane 1200 1196 1176 1212 1177 1280 1197 1156 1197 1245 1059 970 960 1220 954 951 960 1098 
 10.1 6.7 8.0 7.6 6.9 7.2 8.7 9.6 9.4 10.3 11.0 11.2 8.5 12.3 13.0 11.2 12.3 9.4 
Porirua City 1356 1615 1311 1517 1207 1518 1146 1189 1331 1513 1524 1473 1392 1659 1314 1578 1392 1985 
 109 11.4 20.8 7.4 19.7 9.6 20.3 7.2 27.3 104 10.5 8.5 8.3 33.8 30.6 12.5 24.1 44.5 
Napier City 1577 1269 1160 1545 1395 1240 1101 1219 1244 874 555 769 715 621 364 668 715 636 
 6.7 8.5 9.6 5.6 5.6 7.8 8.5 8.0 8.9 7.6 6.7 5.8 8.0 6.7 7.4 8.7 15.2 14.3 

Invercargil 1661 1320 1393 1828 1609 1422 1454 1808 1784 1362 1749 1991 2005 1658 1623 2268 2005 2055 
 6.7 7.2 5.8 9.6 7.2 6.9 10.3 7.8 6.0 7.6 5.1 6.5 6.9 5.4 5.4 10.5 7.8 10.5 
Palmerston North 1771 1854 1706 1738 1531 1696 1480 1304 1502 1630 1480 1239 1158 1482 1160 1081 1158 1543 
 7.8 5.4 9.4 11.6 7.8 7.2 10.3 10.1 10.1 9.2 10.3 13.2 11.0 10.7 11.2 13.6 14.3 15.9 
Gisborne 1517 1365 1296 1282 1259 1228 1214 1166 1221 1060 950 930 1142 1075 951 1034 1142 1259 
 6.0 7.4 10.3 8.7 8.7 7.6 9.6 8.7 9.4 12.1 8.9 6.0 6.9 11.2 7.8 10.3 11.6 11.9 
New Plymouth 1782 1816 1671 1761 1616 1919 1711 1603 1777 1805 1602 1366 1196 1677 1300 1232 1196 1587 
 11.9 10.1 11.0 13.9 8.3 9.4 5.6 9.4 6.9 13.0 12.5 10.5 9.4 11.6 9.6 13.0 15.0 14.1 
Hastings 1771 1045 987 1755 1501 1005 609 1099 1129 662 400 881 910 570 337 958 910 569 
 10.3 8.3 8.0 10.1 8.9 5.8 5.4 7.2 6.9 5.8 4.9 10.1 6.3 10.1 4.9 6.7 10.1 10.5 
Whangarei 1828 1895 1828 1802 1736 2021 1858 1633 1750 1895 1645 1418 1138 1592 1274 1216 1138 1594 
 8.7 10.1 7.6 6.9 8.0 9.2 9.2 12.7 14.8 11.0 14.1 9.2 6.9 12.5 11.0 10.5 12.5 12.7 

Rotorua 1718 1649 1626 1654 1516 1707 1620 1524 1643 1628 1317 1249 1210 1570 1189 1211 1210 1437 
 6.9 11.0 9.4 10.1 10.3 14.8 9.6 6.7 7.6 8.9 9.4 8.7 6.9 11.4 8.7 10.3 10.3 13.6 
North Shore 2069 2530 2172 1932 1662 2096 1794 1522 1487 1815 1302 1235 1264 1638 1317 1103 1264 1919 
 11.6 11.0 13.4 8.7 10.1 8.7 13.9 11.0 11.0 12.7 12.5 8.7 10.1 15.7 18.6 14.5 15.2 18.1 
Tauranga 2105 2392 1669 1712 1674 2005 1343 1248 1419 1421 485 400 316 557 224 231 316 537 
 9.2 7.6 11.0 8.5 10.5 8.7 9.8 9.4 7.8 14.3 4.9 6.5 6.7 6.3 4.0 3.8 5.1 8.9 
Lower Hut 2250 2540 2364 2516 2211 2715 2507 2258 2333 2586 2418 2267 1962 2496 2101 2122 1962 2541 
 9.6 6.7 6.5 11.4 6.0 10.1 8.9 9.8 7.8 9.4 8.7 6.3 7.6 9.8 9.4 7.4 8.5 11.4 
Dunedin City 2640 2736 2596 2661 2397 2635 2330 2088 2372 2327 1974 1712 1868 2320 1869 1828 1868 2705 
 13.2 8.7 14.1 11.0 18.1 13.9 19.7 11.9 19.2 15.0 13.9 10.3 15.7 19.0 13.9 10.3 15.9 15.9 
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Far North 2124 2127 2036 2108 1965 2106 2004 1837 1831 1789 1481 1362 1127 1490 1229 1251 1127 1353 
 13.6 11.2 14.8 8.9 10.5 11.6 13.4 9.2 15.9 13.2 12.7 13.2 12.1 18.1 15.7 12.3 15.2 121 

Hamilton 3588 3872 3582 3742 3428 3951 3548 3182 3562 3753 3210 2773 3232 3805 3224 3098 3232 4186 
 13.9 14.1 13.9 12.3 10.3 16.3 16.1 11.0 18.3 17.4 19.5 12.3 13.0 21.7 112 14.3 18.1 17.0 
Wellington 3930 4862 4420 4710 4297 5291 4577 4031 4655 5723 5237 4722 4757 5943 4895 4651 4757 6338 
 102 20.1 20.1 18.8 16.3 15.0 102 11.4 18.1 103 9.8 12.1 14.5 15.4 12.7 10.7 12.1 19.7 
Waitakere 3801 4521 4083 4138 3308 3952 3424 2898 2676 2874 2213 1947 1759 2502 2025 1853 1759 2449 
 10.7 12.3 14.8 15.0 12.1 16.8 15.2 15.0 13.2 18.1 18.3 14.5 19.5 19.7 20.6 29.3 30.2 28.8 
Christchurch 7646 8281 7418 7213 6047 6972 5768 4830 4712 5046 4465 4035 3746 5059 4039 3786 3746 5412 
 116.3 34.7 109.1 25.7 97.5 28.8 112.9 20.1 121.9 108.9 32.2 27.7 18.1 138 100.8 43.4 69.3 142.2 
Manukau City 6937 8567 7304 8266 6230 8034 6821 6557 6496 7333 6758 6577 5767 7017 5820 6462 5767 8311 
 19.9 19.9 19.2 20.8 20.6 13.6 17.2 14.8 20.8 16.3 16.5 17.2 16.1 121 115 18.8 21.2 27.3 
Auckland City 9666 12118 10377 10920 8821 10761 9552 8231 8385 9890 7506 6750 6855 8275 7138 6606 6855 9707 
 62.8 28.4 46.3 22.0 46.5 18.8 48.7 24.1 50.5 44.5 24.4 25.9 25.5 43.2 50.1 27.1 34.9 54.1 
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Table 6.2 
Small Area Relative Risk Model Estimates with Standard Errors for all TLAs. 

 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 
Territorial Authority 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 
Queenstown 43 38 107 107 50 32 125 105 54 25 60 44 19 14 19 16 7 12 

 1.5 1.4 2.7 2.9 1.8 1.3 2.8 2.4 2.2 1.5 2.2 1.8 1.3 0.9 1.5 1.1 0.7 1.3 
Mackenzie 58 48 45 53 37 39 52 47 30 26 34 34 21 22 28 25 16 38 
 1.7 1.6 1.2 1.8 1.2 1.1 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.6 0.9 1.3 1.6 1.1 1.2 2.2 
Central Otago 87 53 92 99 61 51 59 64 48 30 63 71 39 24 38 48 17 25 
 1.7 1.0 1.7 2.2 1.6 1.9 2.3 1.6 1.9 1.3 2.3 2.2 1.5 1.5 1.7 1.9 1.4 1.6 
Kaikoura 79 75 86 82 56 50 52 55 21 16 16 15 10 10 18 17 5 9 
 1.8 2.3 2.0 2.2 1.1 1.6 2.2 1.4 1.3 1.0 1.2 0.6 0.8 0.7 1.0 1.3 0.8 0.8 
Otorohanga 71 90 75 82 68 77 67 71 76 70 58 43 52 63 37 38 46 52 
 1.5 2.0 1.8 2.3 1.6 2.2 1.4 2.6 1.5 2.7 2.1 1.8 1.6 1.8 1.5 1.6 2.3 2.7 
Waimate 97 112 106 106 84 97 100 104 113 121 135 135 86 107 105 117 95 137 
 2.2 1.8 1.8 1.9 1.8 2.0 3.3 2.3 2.9 3.2 2.5 2.8 1.8 3.0 3.6 3.5 3.5 4.3 
Carterton 124 131 130 119 114 139 111 89 87 86 76 44 44 54 38 42 47 59 
 2.0 2.2 1.9 2.8 3.0 2.4 2.0 2.7 1.7 2.2 2.7 1.6 1.3 2.0 1.3 1.7 2.0 2.4 
Hurunui 134 149 127 114 96 105 93 78 70 64 46 37 27 41 31 25 22 35 
 2.2 2.7 2.7 2.6 2.5 1.5 2.8 1.9 1.9 2.2 2.4 1.6 1.1 1.9 1.7 1.6 1.8 2.6 
Stratford 154 169 161 205 172 195 186 192 189 190 173 155 145 217 185 200 178 235 
 3.2 3.2 2.9 1.9 1.9 3.2 3.0 2.8 3.3 3.8 3.7 2.5 3.4 4.0 4.2 4.3 5.5 6.1 
Selwyn 162 159 150 159 134 147 124 114 121 121 99 67 57 70 73 69 82 110 
 2.8 3.4 3.0 2.7 1.9 3.3 3.4 2.2 3.2 3.1 2.7 2.1 2.3 1.8 2.7 3.1 2.9 3.9 
Westland 176 182 187 180 157 176 164 163 165 177 173 166 127 139 136 148 117 160 
 3.2 3.0 2.8 2.7 2.4 3.2 3.5 2.4 3.4 3.6 3.1 2.9 3.4 3.1 3.8 4.2 3.9 4.5 
South Wairarapa 173 178 176 177 165 181 181 178 170 152 123 111 74 87 69 66 68 87 
 2.6 3.5 2.4 2.8 2.1 3.5 3.5 2.3 4.4 3.7 2.0 2.5 1.6 2.3 2.2 2.5 2.6 3.4 
Waitomo 167 171 179 189 172 165 151 150 152 141 127 123 132 129 96 121 107 130 
 2.9 2.0 2.6 3.3 2.4 3.4 2.8 2.4 2.8 2.7 2.8 2.5 3.3 3.1 2.9 3.0 2.4 3.2 
Ashburton 211 179 128 171 146 140 131 163 159 116 133 176 136 123 108 151 160 164 
 3.1 3.3 2.6 2.9 2.7 2.7 2.6 3.5 2.6 2.7 4.2 4.1 4.0 2.6 3.0 3.6 4.4 5.7 
Central Hawkes Bay 272 180 178 303 258 217 184 241 208 80 49 119 123 60 15 88 73 50 
 3.3 3.0 3.0 4.6 4.0 2.8 3.4 4.0 3.1 2.5 1.8 3.4 3.4 2.3 1.1 2.4 2.3 2.7 
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Gore 300 174 180 347 248 137 185 334 264 115 255 372 293 210 250 385 294 208 
 3.2 2.9 2.2 4.0 3.5 2.7 3.6 5.9 3.4 3.2 5.1 6.3 5.3 3.9 4.9 4.7 4.2 5.5 
Waipa 301 352 350 296 239 292 249 216 234 238 202 152 147 199 163 129 117 174 
 3.0 4.9 4.1 2.7 4.1 3.2 4.0 3.7 3.4 4.9 4.1 2.9 3.2 4.9 2.8 3.7 3.1 5.3 
Clutha 296 144 136 310 245 153 158 310 246 133 179 303 263 175 197 358 297 220 
 3.0 2.3 2.4 3.4 3.7 2.8 2.4 3.2 4.5 2.9 3.2 5.5 4.4 3.8 4.5 5.1 4.6 5.9 
Southland 314 257 278 372 289 263 329 399 347 238 331 395 258 221 265 358 287 257 
 4.2 3.9 3.6 4.7 3.0 4.3 4.5 3.6 3.4 6.3 6.9 4.3 4.3 4.4 3.9 6.8 6.0 7.4 
Grey 364 384 369 360 293 346 319 281 269 273 252 224 184 220 183 171 157 234.4 
 3.3 5.3 3.4 5.0 4.9 3.8 3.8 4.8 4.4 4.6 4.9 5.7 3.4 3.6 4.9 4.8 3.9 4.9 
Tararua 344 334 362 398 324 335 356 398 394 317 313 324 295 314 286 299 250 315 
 3.6 4.3 4.2 5.2 4.3 4.2 4.4 4.5 5.0 5.0 5.1 4.5 5.4 6.2 4.3 4.0 4.4 6.9 
Matamata-Piako 358 400 415 436 379 457 390 298 241 225 203 199 216 251 155 106 119 160 
 3.8 3.2 4.8 4.8 3.8 4.7 3.8 3.8 2.7 5.7 4.2 3.4 3.5 5.1 5.3 4.4 4.3 4.8 
Waitaki 380 341 361 364 261 320 336 376 250 267 347 351 190 259 317 363 258 553 
 3.5 4.6 5.8 4.1 3.5 3.6 5.1 4.3 4.5 4.8 5.2 5.3 3.6 3.3 6.5 6.9 3.9 8.5 
Rangitikei 348 322 325 360 298 312 302 295 328 340 304 258 237 295 270 281 254 341 

 5.1 4.2 3.2 3.3 3.9 4.0 4.0 4.1 5.5 4.2 5.0 5.5 4.1 4.9 4.0 6.3 3.7 6.1 
Wairoa 321 311 296 344 261 277 230 224 200 181 173 177 175 205 177 209 197 176 
 3.1 1.8 3.2 2.9 2.9 3.6 4.1 2.1 2.8 2.3 3.1 3.2 3.9 3.6 2.3 3.2 2.7 3.3 
Kaipara 366 414 388 445 393 452 395 399 387 408 358 357 320 397 311 321 244 300 
 4.8 5.1 4.5 5.1 3.6 4.2 4.1 3.1 3.8 5.6 6.0 3.3 4.1 4.7 4.1 3.4 5.4 4.6 
Buller 391 416 407 404 375 408 365 330 388 391 356 303 294 396 330 320 328 468 
 4.0 4.8 3.9 3.4 4.8 5.4 4.8 4.4 6.0 6.8 5.5 3.7 3.7 6.4 5.6 4.5 4.8 8.7 
Kawerau 327 320 294 320 288 331 300 321 308 337 291 286 312 366 271 286 286 368 
 2.5 2.9 2.2 3.2 2.9 3.2 2.7 3.6 4.2 4.2 3.4 3.0 3.3 5.4 4.6 4.2 4.7 6.1 
Hauraki 414 456 403 444 371 442 387 370 371 367 257 233 180 223 170 175 163 214 
 3.9 5.0 3.6 4.3 4.2 4.1 3.9 5.6 3.9 4.2 5.2 3.6 2.8 3.8 4.0 4.4 5.5 5.1 
Waimakariri 455 530 463 400 298 350 319 280 206 192 176 171 151 214 183 178 151 188 
 4.4 5.6 4.9 4.1 3.8 4.0 3.6 3.7 3.7 3.8 3.0 3.7 3.4 4.5 4.1 4.5 3.9 5.8 
Tasman 496 399 483 491 437 340 323 368 393 263 279 346 380 307 314 430 428 355 
 5.7 4.8 6.1 4.6 3.6 4.2 2.8 6.0 4.8 4.8 3.9 5.7 4.3 4.1 5.3 7.3 5.9 6.6 
Marlborough 470 362 328 241 237 228 204 189 206 169 124 103 90 94 73 52 59 100 
 3.8 4.1 4.0 3.6 2.6 3.3 3.2 3.5 3.6 3.8 2.4 2.6 2.5 2.5 2.7 2.1 2.6 2.9 
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Masterton 492 518 488 491 425 476 379 368 350 364 296 240 209 257 173 183 212 318 
 3.9 5.1 4.2 4.8 4.3 5.8 4.4 5.0 5.3 3.4 5.7 4.6 4.5 4.9 4.0 3.0 4.9 6.2 
Ruapehu 460 403 391 395 382 389 360 364 409 397 356 310 331 371 314 332 346 393 
 3.6 4.0 3.1 4.1 4.7 4.4 4.3 3.6 3.8 5.8 4.1 3.3 4.0 6.8 6.2 4.2 7.7 5.6 
Manawatu 520 538 518 588 504 578 501 481 476 481 421 353 285 359 312 360 358 520 
 3.9 5.2 6.5 4.6 4.4 4.7 4.8 5.1 6.7 6.8 3.7 4.1 4.3 4.8 6.3 5.7 5.5 7.5 
Opotiki 461 470 419 455 441 477 444 421 425 438 329 327 424 427 306 298 268 279 
 4.0 3.6 3.1 4.6 4.1 3.4 4.9 5.5 2.6 4.7 4.1 4.3 4.2 5.2 4.1 5.4 4.4 4.2 
South Waikato 582 595 543 527 466 525 508 445 480 576 449 417 464 505 376 353 356 488 
 6.5 10.4 7.7 5.5 5.1 6.3 6.5 5.7 8.6 8.6 7.0 5.6 5.4 8.5 7.1 6.4 6.8 6.4 
South Taranaki 580 618 573 676 544 617 561 593 574 559 535 519 562 663 534 649 603 777 
 5.4 7.5 5.9 6.3 5.6 5.7 6.9 4.0 4.5 6.9 8.1 4.2 5.1 6.6 7.6 8.8 9.2 10.1 
Thames-Coromandel 680 712 657 704 602 701 614 581 544 502 366 306 260 268 204 244 218 283 
 4.3 8.3 5.7 6.2 4.6 7.8 5.7 5.0 6.0 5.7 4.8 4.0 4.4 4.2 3.9 4.2 4.2 5.8 
Taupo 595 532 493 467 423 478 416 372 308 260 210 189 181 239 214 178 165 210 
 4.7 5.2 5.8 3.9 4.2 4.2 4.8 5.1 3.2 3.6 4.1 2.8 2.8 3.8 3.9 3.0 4.2 5.4 
Franklin 688 762 758 806 659 758 709 670 682 666 594 557 509 653 587 571 535 772 
 7.2 9.2 6.2 5.4 5.3 5.2 7.3 5.3 4.7 7.7 6.1 7.3 6.6 6.4 4.9 8.2 7.4 11.4 
Upper Hutt 752 880 858 954 862 1057 951 892 938 1080 1014 921 815 1008 866 784 700 936 
 5.8 7.7 7.0 6.1 7.8 7.0 8.8 8.2 7.7 10.1 10.8 7.4 7.7 9.9 8.4 9.1 7.3 9.6 
Kapiti Coast 817 913 821 811 777 937 851 809 846 918 799 710 600 796 672 605 517 685 
 6.8 6.0 6.1 6.8 5.2 9.1 5.9 4.6 7.3 6.6 7.7 8.0 7.0 8.8 8.6 7.8 6.2 8.1 
Timaru 904 809 735 898 786 863 719 856 908 803 734 783 691 818 598 790 765 841 
 5.1 6.9 7.3 6.0 6.3 7.0 3.9 7.6 9.9 6.1 7.0 6.2 8.4 9.0 5.3 10.2 8.0 11.3 
Rodney 904 1048 981 985 822 1014 893 790 746 805 594 422 351 492 448 425 397 602 
 5.5 8.9 7.5 8.0 7.4 6.7 8.0 6.7 7.1 6.7 6.8 6.2 4.2 5.3 6.3 6.2 7.4 8.2 
Horowhenua 847 905 886 962 814 937 858 826 916 967 914 877 817 1008 819 816 761 1029 
 5.7 7.3 8.0 6.5 4.1 7.4 6.5 5.8 8.1 9.2 7.6 8.4 6.7 10.2 7.1 6.8 10.8 12.8 
Western Bay of Plenty 963 1147 572 830 852 993 490 514 685 676 170 224 250 376 152 182 247 318 
 9.5 10.8 4.7 7.3 7.0 7.1 4.0 6.5 5.7 8.7 4.7 5.1 5.0 9.1 4.7 5.8 6.4 9.3 
Nelson City 1030 825 647 688 639 566 435 476 592 424 383 341 419 481 375 464 510 488 
 6.8 6.7 8.0 5.5 4.7 6.2 5.3 4.5 6.7 5.7 4.3 4.4 4.9 6.5 7.4 8.7 9.2 9.4 
Waikato 923 925 895 965 862 963 940 908 970 1007 857 672 623 702 612 596 598 740 
 6.5 6.4 7.1 6.8 4.2 5.8 5.7 4.2 8.0 10.3 7.6 6.6 8.5 6.6 7.3 5.8 8.3 10.1 
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Papakura 1036 1154 1098 1197 1057 1224 1137 1009 1032 1169 1031 880 846 1045 915 958 895 1238 
 9.4 10.4 6.1 6.0 6.5 9.4 8.0 9.3 8.5 9.3 9.8 6.6 7.3 10.0 9.2 11.0 9.8 15.9 
Wanganui 1339 1392 1403 1384 1212 1431 1375 1365 1507 1505 1389 1269 1338 1639 1390 1441 1411 1931 
 6.1 7.6 8.1 11.2 7.1 11.1 8.2 7.7 10.3 11.0 8.9 9.3 10.8 10.2 11.1 12.7 13.6 18.6 
Whakatane 1185 1204 1167 1237 1166 1295 1171 1197 1180 1204 1063 1002 1074 1189 934 996 948 1080 
 7.2 8.8 8.7 8.8 6.9 8.4 7.1 8.7 9.3 9.0 7.8 6.7 5.6 8.7 8.4 5.9 8.5 9.1 
Porirua City 1417 1546 1406 1426 1324 1513 1288 1092 1391 1630 1477 1557 1624 1783 1546 1484 1507 2139 
 19.5 20.9 24.3 22.4 28.0 29.0 21.8 21.5 33.0 22.1 33.0 31.0 31.7 39.7 34.6 45.0 34.3 44.4 
Napier City 1563 1282 1161 1577 1404 1250 1094 1243 1254 863 559 775 729 616 364 674 714 642 
 7.0 8.4 9.3 7.1 7.1 9.0 6.7 8.6 8.1 6.8 6.5 6.6 7.3 6.9 4.9 6.2 6.1 5.1 
Invercargil 1634 1335 1382 1862 1597 1453 1447 1822 1762 1357 1741 1980 1626 1636 1592 2249 1982 2052 
 9.6 7.5 7.2 8.3 9.3 9.8 9.5 8.7 9.9 11.7 10.8 12.2 12.1 13.3 10.8 16.5 13.1 17.4 
Palmerston North 1778 1860 1696 1772 1523 1720 1441 1320 1496 1629 1503 1230 1197 1459 1166 1082 1160 1539 
 8.9 12.3 12.6 9.0 6.9 7.8 10.7 9.8 12.3 11.2 13.9 9.9 9.9 10.2 11.7 10.6 14.3 10.8 
Gisborne 1507 1407 1268 1338 1236 1276 1198 1209 1193 1057 962 980 1073 1081 911 1073 1122 1249 
 5.3 8.2 6.5 6.4 6.3 8.6 7.3 7.5 7.1 9.0 7.2 8.5 6.4 9.5 8.4 9.7 5.7 11.7 
New Plymouth 1760 1827 1638 1795 1609 1937 1679 1645 1764 1782 1626 1371 1321 1658 1268 1244 1188 1569 
 8.9 9.7 8.4 8.9 10.4 8.8 9.3 8.6 8.8 11.7 16.5 9.9 8.8 12.7 11.6 13.3 9.6 13.2 
Hastings 1774 1049 1008 1741 1504 1029 625 1086 1138 671 407 917 991 589 337 975 906 580 
 9.9 5.9 8.4 8.1 10.8 6.5 4.2 7.0 11.7 7.9 5.2 11.2 9.5 5.5 5.3 9.7 9.4 8.7 
Whangarei 1852 1919 1806 1864 1726 2049 1840 1692 1745 1871 1699 1445 1337 1603 1256 1261 1136 1571 
 9.5 8.9 11.1 9.7 9.3 11.2 14.1 7.0 11.9 14.6 9.5 10.2 10.4 10.4 7.0 9.7 7.9 14.6 
Rotorua 1713 1674 1625 1678 1496 1745 1625 1583 1642 1606 1381 1272 1348 1527 1158 1242 1188 1413 
 7.2 6.0 9.1 9.5 6.4 8.0 7.8 7.5 8.8 13.6 6.5 7.4 7.5 9.9 7.3 11.2 9.4 9.9 
North Shore 2083 2552 2145 1948 1652 2108 1792 1506 1481 1796 1315 1214 1226 1650 1319 1089 1293 1915 
 11.6 12.8 10.0 10.5 7.8 9.6 12.2 12.4 12.1 16.3 11.6 10.9 9.2 11.9 17.9 10.0 11.6 15.5 
Tauranga 2092 2404 1650 1708 1669 2015 1329 1292 1431 1432 508 418 411 581 220 242 305 534 
 9.1 9.5 9.3 7.5 12.5 8.3 13.5 8.3 11.1 10.7 7.2 5.7 6.1 5.9 4.0 5.3 6.4 9.1 
Lower Hut 2265 2561 2386 2481 2263 2727 2531 2238 2388 2614 2401 2258 2204 2542 2188 2115 1991 2547 
 9.1 16.1 12.2 15.7 13.9 14.6 14.8 16.2 18.0 15.1 19.3 19.4 16.1 19.6 22.7 18.0 13.6 20.6 
Dunedin City 2619 2771 2564 2658 2360 2653 2279 2119 2338 2303 2005 1699 1772 2301 1846 1837 1899 2683 
 10.3 14.5 11.6 10.6 8.3 9.7 11.0 8.7 13.0 14.8 14.4 10.3 14.1 15.6 13.1 17.7 14.2 17.8 
Far North 2120 2191 2026 2171 1954 2130 1976 1880 1817 1742 1498 1394 1352 1476 1204 1298 1132 1320 
 11.0 8.8 8.1 10.0 11.7 9.7 9.8 9.6 9.2 9.5 12.4 10.7 8.2 7.2 7.4 7.2 9.1 12.3 
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Hamilton 3570 3904 3585 3811 3389 4006 3560 3231 3534 3716 3227 2789 2912 3759 3183 3162 3196 4128 
 14.7 14.1 15.1 17.8 14.0 16.6 18.4 12.5 17.9 18.4 22.2 16.0 15.0 20.7 17.3 23.4 19.0 25.1 
Wellington 3937 4831 4376 4689 4298 5276 4574 3984 4662 5766 5240 4666 4597 5911 4939 4598 4754 6378 
 10.8 16.9 17.9 15.5 13.2 17.0 16.4 15.0 19.5 25.5 22.4 19.8 20.0 30.3 16.7 18.3 28.8 32.7 
Waitakere 3833 4470 4141 4049 3407 3976 3556 2836 2745 2960 2183 1977 1889 2529 2097 1864 1776 2536 
 20.2 24.2 22.5 29.0 20.5 23.6 20.1 12.1 19.3 22.7 16.3 16.8 19.4 19.7 21.0 16.8 18.8 20.9 
Christchurch 7605 8402 7349 7351 6043 7009 5715 4919 4677 5077 4469 4018 3784 5006 4043 3799 3780 5369 
 19.2 18.1 27.1 24.1 17.9 15.2 19.4 21.6 16.5 26.8 21.0 19.8 17.4 23.1 23.2 29.1 17.9 25.8 
Manukau City 7267 8283 7770 7684 6750 7969 7749 6047 6848 7964 6540 6850 6871 7453 6623 6088 6126 8832 
 100.0 123.3 122.0 117.0 123.7 144.3 127.1 108.9 150.0 120.1 145.8 107.0 109.1 129.0 105.9 126.8 121.0 154.9 
Auckland City 9881 12000 10630 10606 9032 10672 9891 7995 8549 10084 7455 6768 6504 8516 7266 6434 6936 9935 
 55.7 66.4 69.5 59.7 57.3 60.8 56.3 35.8 62.8 38.4 44.6 30.5 36.8 45.7 41.0 47.5 41.1 48.8 
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Some conclusions can be drawn from inspection of the graphs and the tables of 
estimates and standard errors: 

• Unemployment count and relative risk small area model ILO 
unemployment estimates are both considerably better than the HLFS-
direct survey estimates (as is obvious from their respective variabilities). 

• Neither small area estimate type is similar to the MSD numbers in receipt 
of an unemployment benefit.  

• The most important finding methodologically is that the small area 
estimates have gained considerable strength from the MSD 
unemployment benefit receipt numbers (as evident from the standard 
error comparison with the HLFS estimates), but that nevertheless both 
sets of the small area method based estimates, while similar, are clearly 
different from the unemployment benefit receipt ones when viewed as 
time series. This has practical consequences too.  For example, in nearly 
all TLAs, the drop in the MSD unemployment benefit receipt figures is 
more marked over the period 4th quarter 2001 to 1st quarter 2006 than for 
the ILO-based unemployment estimates from the small area estimation.  

• Unemployment count and relative risk model estimates were very similar 
but not identical.  

• The small area count models use a table with 15840 cells for each 
quarter, and the relative risk model adds a further 15840 cells containing 
population census projections. These census population projections were 
based on the 2001 census only, and contain substantial uncertainty due 
to the time gap for the most recent quarters (eg 1st quarter 2006) when 
used in the relative risk small area model. (These projections could now 
be improved substantially by using the 2006 population census figures, 
but the 2006 census information only became available after the analysis 
for this project was completed.)   

• Despite the doubling of the number of cells to 31680 however, in 
comparison with the count model the relative risk model contains only 26 
extra parameters. In principle, the relative risk model should be the better 
of the two by a small amount, in terms of standard error because it 
incorporates a little more information. However, this conclusion is subject 
to the accuracy of the population census projections and the number of 
extra parameters added.  

• For any production system that may be put in place for routine estimation 
of ILO-based unemployment, the census projections need improving and 
there may also be advantage in exploring further any benefits from 
increasing the number of survey margins used in the relative risk model 
(and hence increasing the number of additional parameters). There is 
balance however to adding further parameters, given they need to be 
based on survey margins which contain sampling variation (particularly for 
finer level breakdowns), so the question of the optimal number of 
additional margins in relative risk models remains open, even given 
improved census projections.  

• This would be fruitful ground for additional research given the required 
improvements were available to current Statistics New Zealand hardware. 
(The relative risk model for each quarter takes a week to run at present, 
and that for the count model takes three days, so that for each set of 
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different margins used in the relative risk model for the 18 quarters, four 
months of processing time are required at a minimum).  

• The results of the analyses of the differences in the estimates for the two 
models run to date (ie count and relative risk) show that neither the 
estimates nor their dispersion (ie variance divided by mean) were 
significantly different, and that apparent differences in their log estimates 
(after adjusting for the effect of TLA and quarter) were the result of a very 
small number of outliers that caused long tailed residual distributions.  

We can also note that 

• Any simple overall rescaling of MSD unemployment benefit data seems to 
overestimate ILO-based unemployment in the early part of the period and 
underestimate ILO unemployment at the end of the period.  

o This is true for the total MSD numbers in receipt of an 
unemployment benefit, versus ILO unemployment across the 
whole country and so it is perhaps not surprisingly that this is 
reflected within each Territorial Authority. A possible cause is 
administrative changes at national level in the benefit eligibility 
over the time period considered.  

o Nevertheless, from a methodological point of view this aspect of 
the MSD data is not a problem when fitting small area estimates of 
ILO based unemployment at TLA level, as it is only the deeper 
underlying  structure which is assessed via the MSD data. Other 
more obvious effects including the basic level of ILO 
unemployment enter the small area models from the HLFS data. 
This is why, despite the ILO-based unemployment from HLFS 
gaining much additional accuracy via the MSD unemployment 
benefit receipt data, the small area estimates and the MSD data 
do not track together. Instead the small area estimates, when 
aggregated beyond small area level (eg to regional level), behave 
much like the HLFS estimates. 

• Under either type of small area model, the TLA-level small area estimates 
of ILO unemployment are formed by aggregation over the other variables 
in the 15840 cell table. Although this was not the focus of this research, 
other aggregations are possible, eg for each age group, for males and 
females, or even by age group and sex simultaneously. Of course if the 
aggregation is not sufficient (as it would not for example be for age group 
by TLA) the estimates from the small area modelling will be insufficiently 
accurate. The important points are that this can be tested simply by 
checking the standard errors of any chosen aggregation with very little 
extra programming effort, and that such additional aggregations would 
considerably increase the advantages of setting up the underlying small 
area models, which would remain unchanged for any choice of 
aggregation. 

•  There are a wide range of additional studies that could be undertaken in 
order to understand the causes of fluctuations in ILO unemployment 
estimates within TLAs, and differences in patterns between TLAs.  For 
example, some TLAs have strong seasonal patterns whilst others do not, 
and these could be related to industry types in those Authorities (eg 
stronger seasonal variability in fruit picking areas). These are questions of 
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interpretation, rather than the methodology which forms the basis of this 
research, so they have not been explored in detail here. 
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7. Conclusions 

7.1 General 

Generally, the TLA-level ILO unemployment statistics from both unemployment count 
and relative risk models, give small area estimators that are very much more 
accurate than those available from HLFS alone. This can be judged both from the 
considerable reduction in estimated standard errors for TLAs from the HLFS in 
comparison with those from the small area techniques. Even without relying on these 
standard error estimates, the graphs over time of the sets of TLA-level ILO 
unemployment estimates themselves, clearly illustrate the improvement. This is a 
very positive finding. Basically, the utility of small area estimation of ILO 
unemployment at TLA level has been demonstrated, and preliminary but 
nevertheless sound estimates produced for the period 4th quarter 2001 to 1st quarter 
2006. 

However as in any research project there are grounds for improvement, and future 
research that is recommended. Notes on such issues are given below, and are 
related back to the research questions in the original research proposal. Where 
additional research is needed before using the methods, data sources and results 
given in this report in a production system, this is mentioned explicitly. 

 

7.2 Technical Conclusions 

The intention of this research was to answer the following questions:- 

• Is the GLM approach a workable alternative to SPREE for 
Statistics New Zealand? 

• Can the range of models being fitted be extended by using this 
approach? 

• Are suitable data available for the GLM approach? 

• Are risk type models more stable for unemployment data at small 
area level than previous methods? 

• Do Bayesian methods give sensible interval estimates at the 
small area level? 

In the next section we will answer each of these in turn. We will also comment on 
other matters which have arisen as the research has proceeded. 

The estimates of the unemployment in the form of counts and as proportions of 
unemployed for each Territorial Authority are given in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. The tables 
include standard errors for each estimate. These results are graphed in Figures 6.2(i) 
to 6.2(xii). In the graphical displays an indicative ± 1 standard error bar is 
incorporated in the top right hand corner. These error bars are indicative only, as 
each data point has its own standard error (which can be found in Tables 6.1 and 
6.2). The standard errors are strongly correlated with the estimate size and this 
relationship, over the entire set of results, has been used to calculate the error bars, 
and to put groups TLAs with similar unemployment estimates onto the same graph. 
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7.3 Answers to the Research Questions 

Taking each bulleted research question above in order: 

Is the GLM approach a workable alternative to SPREE for Statistics New 
Zealand? 

• The methodology as described in Sections 3 to 5 has been applied to the 
Statistics New Zealand and Ministry of Social Development data and 
estimated  counts and proportions of unemployed with estimated standard 
errors have been produced. This has shown that the methodology is 
useable as proposed. There have been some practical difficulties but these 
will be discussed later. 

Can the range of models being fitted be extended by using this approach? 

• Previously when SPREE has been used, only the “full model” with all 
categorical variables and interactions has been used. In this research we 
have used a linear and quadratic term for the age variable. This should 
result in more stable estimates as changes in the data for particular age 
groups are likely to be smoothed. It also reduces the number of main 
effects from 22 to two and a consequent reduction in the number of 
interaction effects. Although we have not had the time to investigate the 
age effects, they should be stable over short periods of time and 
investigating this would be achievable as there are fewer relevant 
parameters in the model. 

• Secondly we have fitted risk models in which both the unemployed and 
employed are modelled. This can then estimate proportions and counts of 
the unemployed. These should be more stable as the disparate population 
sizes in the Territorial Authorities are taken into account. The success of 
this exercise in practice has been constrained by two factors. 

o   Firstly there are data issues between the census estimates 
for the total population and the MSD counts of benefit 
recipients. There are some cells in which the recipients 
outnumber the total population. This could occur for a number 
of reasons. The most obvious is differences in boundary 
definitions between the two organizations, or benefit 
recipients registering in one area whilst living in another. One 
would expect these to average out however when the table 
that we are considering defines the cells in such detail some 
can and do result in negative numbers of not-unemployed. 
This is practically nonsense and technically problematic as 
the modelling process requires the logarithm of the counts to 
be found which is not possible for negative numbers. To 
resolve this problem we have randomly imputed small 
positive numbers (less than 0.25) for those cells. The moral is 
that better population projections are needed. This is not an 
insurmountable problem since we did not have available and 
hence could not use the 2006 census data. Given the 2006 
census data, the population projection modelling should be 
revised, and the estimates updated. 

o   Secondly the computing time for fitting the models has 
increased to around one week per quarter, so that for one 
machine processing of relative risk models, even without 
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Statistics New Zealand computer system abends, took nearly 
about six months. This elapsed period would of course be 
much shorter for any production system as only one quarter’s 
data needs to be analysed at a time. 

Are suitable data available for the GLM approach? 

• Suitability of the data can be considered in a number of ways. In the 
broadest sense, since the methodology has been clearly shown to 
work the data are suitable. This was the intended interpretation of the 
objective. However, as mentioned previously, there are problems with 
the data. Data suitability could also be measured in relation to the 
accuracy of the estimates produced. As has been discussed, this is not 
an easy question to answer. However the estimates given below are 
reasonable in for almost all TLAs in all quarters, as are the standard 
errors. 

Are risk and relative risk type models more stable for unemployment data at small 
area level than previous methods? 

• Previously such risk type models have not been fitted to 
unemployment data. We have encountered some difficulties producing 
these estimates. Clearly the methodology can be used for risk models. 
However before concluding that these estimates are more stable than 
the simpler estimates produced by the unemployment count models, 
there are a  number of further preliminary tasks that would be required 
for any production system based on relative risk models. 

o Improve the quality of the data. There are questions remaining 
about both the MSD benefit data and the census projections 
that were used. Except for administrative changes, for example 
in eligibility within certain age ranges, the quality of the MSD 
unemployment benefit data is not the problem for the count 
models as long as the higher order effects in the generalized 
linear model from the MSD data reflect the relationship between 
the small areas and the HLFS data. This is an issue for any 
method which readjusts tables to new margins, and because 
these higher order parameters cannot be fitted using survey 
data alone (which is the reason that small area estimation 
techniques were necessary in the first place) this assumption is 
not statistically testable. However these higher order effects 
correspond to log ratios of ratios, and could be considered 
more structural than alterations in levels of unemployment that 
are altered by the new survey margins. However in fitting the 
risk models, because the census population projections were 
not sufficiently accurate (in the absence of the 2006 census 
data) we have had arbitrarily to change a number of the cells 
from negative values to small positive numbers. This may 
adversely affect the model fit and before risk models are used 
in a production system to produce publishable ILO 
unemployment estimates at TLA level, these data problems 
need to be further investigated and resolved. 

o Having considered the data problems we then should look 
again at the estimates and their standard errors and compare 
them with the simpler count models over time. This is difficult to 
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comment on at this time and final conclusions to this question 
require more work to be done. 

o The relative risk models use in this project only very few extra 
parameters relative to the number of cells in the table. As a 
consequence, relative risk and unemployment count estimates 
of TLA-level ILO unemployment are very similar. Using further 
HLFS survey margins and adding a constraint on relative risk of 
being unemployed are possible future modelling options. 

Do Bayesian methods give sensible interval estimates at the small area level? 

• The estimates of TLA level standard errors agree broadly with those 
produced by Green, Haslett, Zingel (1998). As these are the only 
estimates previously to take into account both the variability in the 
survey data and in the “census” data they are the only available 
benchmark that we have to compare. 

• More research could be done modelling both the survey data and both 
parts of the census data to ensure that the priors used for the 
Bayesian analysis are as realistic as possible. It is our belief that this 
effort, together with sufficient computer resource to run the WinBUGS 
programs for more than the 20 randomly chosen selections of ‘census’ 
data would improve the TLA-level small area estimates by reducing 
their estimated standard errors. 

 

7.4  Additional Technical Comments 

The project has highlighted a number of additional technical issues which would need 
to be addressed if a production system was to be put in place. These include: 

• The computer runs to produce some of the small area estimates for each 
quarter  have been lengthy (approximately three days per quarter for 
unemployment count models and a week for the relative risk models), 
and suitable additional computer resources could be required for any 
production system. 

• Problems with data. 

o There are administrative changes that have occurred over time 
in the MSD data for the distribution of benefits. This is to be 
expected with this kind of data. The effect can clearly be seen in 
the graphs (Figs 2.2 and 2.3) in particular Fig 2.3 where the 
unemployment benefit counts for the different age groups are 
plotted against time. The older age groups have very low counts. 
Initially and in January 1998 they increase, most rapidly for the 
59 and 60 year olds and then progressively slower for the older 
age groups. Such administrative changes would need to be 
monitored, even if data from each quarter were analysed 
separately (as in this research study). 

o The choice of appropriate benefit types to include is an issue 
that has not been investigated.  

In discussions with MSD we found that there are a number of 
benefit types and which best reflect the relationship between ILO 
unemployment and Territorial Authorities is unknown. We made 
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decisions based on advice from MSD. However we have not 
reconsidered the consequences of these decisions, based on 
the estimates produced by the methodology. There may be a 
better choice and this should be investigated. 

o The projections based on the Statistics New Zealand 2001 
population census that are used to estimate the numbers not-
unemployed is inconsistent with the MSD numbers in receipt of 
an unemployment benefit data in some cells. The differences are 
even negative in a small number of the approximately 16000 
cases, determined by combinations of age group, sex ethnicity 
and TLA. There are a number of possible reasons:  

� The population census projections are not accurate. 

� The benefit counts are for MSD offices and some offices 
are processing large numbers from outside their Territorial 
Authority. People living and working in different areas. 

� Administrative difficulties in the benefit counts, such as 
double counting if people are on more than one benefit 

In any production system, causes need to be investigated 
and, where necessary, solutions found. 

 

7.5 Summary 

Despite these technical issues, the general conclusion remains: 

The TLA-level ILO unemployment statistics from both unemployment count and 
relative risk models, over the period 4th  quarter 2001 to 1st quarter 2006, give small 
area estimates that are very much more accurate than those available from HLFS 
alone.  
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Appendix A 
 

Data sets for the R and WinBUGS programs. 

There are two data sets required for the programs. They are saved as “.csv” files so 
that R can open them. In this case they have been constructed in Excel but they 
could be constructed in any package that can save data as “.csv”. 

Details below show the variables in each data set and indicates what each variable 
contains. 

File Name:  msd_final.csv 

Variable Name  
Male 
Female 
ChineseIndian 
European 
Maori 
Other 
PacificIsland 
Age18_19 
Age20_21 
      : 
      : 
      : 
Age60_61 
 
Tla1 
Tla2 
   : 
   : 
   : 
   : 
   : 
Tla75 
 
MSDQ1_01 
MSDQ2_01 
      : 
      : 
      : 
MSDQ2_05 
 
 

Indicator variable (0/1) for males 
Indicator variable (0/1) for females 
Indicator variable (0/1) for Chinese and Indian ethnicity 
Indicator variable (0/1) for European ethnicity 
Indicator variable (0/1) for Maori ethnicity 
Indicator variable (0/1) for “Other” ethnicity 
Indicator variable (0/1) for Pacific Island ethnicity 
Indicator variable (0/1) for 18 and 19 year old age group 
Similarly for the other age groups 
                     : 
                     : 
                     : 
 
 
Indicator variable (0/1) for Territorial Authority 1. These use the Statistics New 
Zealand coding from north to south with numbers 14, 61 and 67 missing due to 
amalgamations and exclusion of the Chatham Islands 
 
Similarly for the other TLAs 
 
 
 
Counts of unemployed by age by ethnicity by age groups by TLA. 
Columns of 15840 cells one for each cross classification of 
Gender*Ethnicity*Age*Territorial Authority (2*5*22*72). 
 
The indicator variables above indicate membership of that classification for each 
cell. 

  
File Name:  Margins.csv 

Variable Name  
HLFSQ1_01 
HLFSQ2_01 
      : 
      : 
      : 
HLFSQ2_05 

Equivalent sets of margins for each quarter. 
These have 27 values in each quarter and for each quarter are in the following 
order: 
Total 
Males 
Chinese Indian 
European 
Maori 
Other 
 
Age 18_19 
Age 20_22 
Age 22_24 
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Age 24_26 
      : 
      : 
      : 
Age 60_61 

 

The results have been presented in order of the size of the count of unemployed at 
the beginning of the time period considered so that the graphs of the results have 
sensible axes. This is not the order that Statistics New Zealand usually uses. The 
table below shows the TLAs in alphabetic order with the Statistics New Zealand TLA 
number, the number we have used for size order and the graph number for the 
groups of six sets of data on each graph.  

Alphabetic Order Statistics New 
Zealand TLA 
Number 

Territorial Authorities 
Number in order of size 

Block of graphs 

Ashburton 1 14 3 
Auckland City 7 72 12 
Bank's Peninsula 8   
Buller 9 27 5 
Carterton 10 7 2 
Central Hawkes Bay 11 15 3 
Central Otago 12 3 1 
Chatham Islands 13   
Christchurch City 14 70 12 
Clutha 15 18 3 
Dunedin City 16 65 11 
Far North 1 66 11 
Franklin 10 41 7 
Gisborne 11 57 10 
Gore 12 16 3 
Grey 13 20 4 
Hamilton City 14 67 12 
Hastings 15 59 10 
Hauraki 12 29 5 
Horowhenua 13 46 8 
Hurunui 14 8 2 
Hutt City 15 64 11 
Invercargill City 16 55 10 
Kaikoura 17 4 1 
Kaipara 3 26 5 
Kapiti Coast 4 43 8 
Kawerau 5 28 5 
Mackenzie 6 2 1 
Manawatu 7 35 6 
Manukau City 8 71 12 
Marlborough 9 32 6 
Masterton 10 33 6 
Matamata-Piako 12 22 4 
Napier City 13 54 9 
Nelson City 14 48 8 
New Plymouth 15 58 10 
North Shore City 5 62 11 
Opotiki 6 36 6 
Otorohanga 7 5 1 
Palmerston North City 8 56 10 
Papakura 9 50 9 
Porirua City 10 53 9 
Queenstown Lakes 11 1 1 
Rangitikei 12 24 4 
Rodney 4 45 8 
Rotorua 5 61 11 
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Ruapehu 6 34 6 
Selwyn 7 10 2 
South Taranaki 8 38 7 
South Waikato 9 37 7 
South Wairarapa 10 12 2 
Southland 11 19 4 
Stratford 12 9 2 
Tararua 13 21 4 
Tasman 14 31 6 
Taupo 15 40 7 
Tauranga 16 63 11 
Thames-Coromandel 11 39 7 
Timaru 12 44 8 
Upper Hutt City 13 42 7 
Waikato 13 49 9 
Waimakariri 14 30 5 
Waimate 15 6 1 
Waipa 16 17 3 
Wairoa 17 25 5 
Waitakere City 6 69 12 
Waitaki 7 23 4 
Waitomo 8 13 3 
Wanganui 9 51 9 
Wellington City 10 68 12 
Western Bay of Plenty 11 47 8 
Westland 12 11 2 
Whakatane 13 52 9 
Whangarei 2 60 10 
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Appendix B 
 

Computer programs  

1. Count Models and Relative Risk Models - R and WinBUGS Programs 

We have constructed two sets of estimates for unemployment at TLA level.  

The first set are similar in terms of the statistical model to those produced previously 
(see Green, Haslett and Zingel, 1998). They rely only on numbers in receipt of an 
unemployment benefit, and new survey margins for ILO unemployment, plus relevant 
standard errors, ie these small area estimates of ILO unemployment use only data on 
unemployed persons from the HLFS and from MSD Benefit data.  

The second set, which are based on a relative risk model, in addition use HLFS 
estimates of those employed and Not In the Labour Force (NILF) and Statistics New 
Zealand Population Census data to estimate the relative risk of being unemployed. 
(The program in SAS for preparing the census data for the relative risk model is 
given in this appendix after the WinBUGS and R programs below.) 

For each set of small area estimates at TLA level  there are two programs. One is an 
R Script to read in the data, call WinBUGS to do the simulations and finally to write 
out the results. The second is the WinBUGS program to fit the model and perform the 
simulations. 

The two pairs of programs are very similar. The programs for the first model will be 
considered in detail and differences in the second one will be detailed without 
repeating where they are the same. 

We will first describe the R script then the WinBUGS program. 
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R script  Counts of unemployed model.R 
 
R Script Comment 
library(R2WinBUGS) 
 

R2WinBUGS package is required in R. Will not run with less 
than R2.3 
 

setwd("S:/S_SM/SM2/Felibel/Working Data") 
 
 
msddat <- read.table("msd_final.csv", header=TRUE, sep=',') 
 

Sets working directory for R. Files accessed later should be in 
this directory 
Reads MSD Census data into table msddat 

N <- length(msddat$SEX) 
Const <- seq(1,1, length=N) 
Male <- msddat$Male 
Female <- msddat$Female 
ChineseIndian <- msddat$ChineseIndian 
European <- msddat$European 
Maori <- msddat$Maori 
Other <- msddat$Other 
PacificIsland <- msddat$PacificIsland 
 

N is the number of cells in the table 
A constant term (vector of 1's) is constructed 
Dummy variables 0/1’s for Male, Female, and the 5 ethnicities 
are taken from the table. 

Age18 <- -9*msddat$Age18_19 
Age20 <- -8*msddat$Age20_21 
Age22 <- -7*msddat$Age22_23 
Age24 <- -6*msddat$Age24_25 
Age26 <- -5*msddat$Age26_27 
Age28 <- -4*msddat$Age28_29 
Age30 <- -3*msddat$Age30_31 
Age32 <- -2*msddat$Age32_33 
Age34 <- -1*msddat$Age34_35 
Age36 <- -0*msddat$Age36_37 
Age38 <- 1*msddat$Age38_39 
Age40 <- 2*msddat$Age40_41 
Age42 <- 3*msddat$Age42_43 
Age44 <- 4*msddat$Age44_45 
Age46 <- 5*msddat$Age46_47 
Age48 <- 6*msddat$Age48_49 
Age50 <- 7*msddat$Age50_51 

Constructs an approximately centred continuous variable for 
Age and Age squared from the 0/1 dummy variables  
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Age52 <- 8*msddat$Age52_53 
Age54 <- 9*msddat$Age54_55 
Age56 <- 10*msddat$Age56_57 
Age58 <- 11*msddat$Age58_59 
Age60 <- 12*msddat$Age60_61 
Age1 <- Age18+Age20+Age22+Age24+Age26+Age28+Age30+Age32+Age34+Age36+Age38 
Age2 <- Age40+Age42+Age44+Age46+Age48+Age50+Age52+Age54+Age56+Age58+Age60 
Age <- Age1+Age2 
 
Age18_19 <- msddat$Age18_19 
Age20_21 <- msddat$Age20_21 
Age22_23 <- msddat$Age22_23 
Age24_25 <- msddat$Age24_25 
Age26_27 <- msddat$Age26_27 
Age28_29 <- msddat$Age28_29 
Age30_31 <- msddat$Age30_31 
Age32_33 <- msddat$Age32_33 
Age34_35 <- msddat$Age34_35 
Age36_37 <- msddat$Age36_37 
Age38_39 <- msddat$Age38_39 
Age40_41 <- msddat$Age40_41 
Age42_43 <- msddat$Age42_43 
Age44_45 <- msddat$Age44_45 
Age46_47 <- msddat$Age46_47 
Age48_49 <- msddat$Age48_49 
Age50_51 <- msddat$Age50_51 
Age52_53 <- msddat$Age52_53 
Age54_55 <- msddat$Age54_55 
Age56_57 <- msddat$Age56_57 
Age58_59 <- msddat$Age58_59 
Age60_61 <- msddat$Age60_61 
 

Dummy variables for the age groups for summing margins. 

TLA1 <- msddat$tla1 
TLA2 <- msddat$tla2 
TLA3 <- msddat$tla3 
TLA4 <- msddat$tla4 
TLA5 <- msddat$tla5 
TLA6 <- msddat$tla6 
TLA7 <- msddat$tla7 

Similarly for the TLAs so that the TLA counts can be 
reconstructed. 
TLAs are numbered by the SNZ convention (14, 61 and 67 are 
missing because of amalgamations) It would have been easier 
to use contiguous numbers but these would not have related 
to the TLA number commonly used and may have caused 
confusion. 
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TLA8 <- msddat$tla8 
TLA9 <- msddat$tla9 
TLA10 <- msddat$tla10 
TLA11 <- msddat$tla11 
TLA12 <- msddat$tla12 
TLA13 <- msddat$tla13 
TLA15 <- msddat$tla15 
TLA16 <- msddat$tla16 
TLA17 <- msddat$tla17 
TLA18 <- msddat$tla18 
TLA19 <- msddat$tla19 
TLA20 <- msddat$tla20 
TLA21 <- msddat$tla21 
TLA22 <- msddat$tla22 
TLA23 <- msddat$tla23 
TLA24 <- msddat$tla24 
TLA25 <- msddat$tla25 
TLA26 <- msddat$tla26 
TLA27 <- msddat$tla27 
TLA28 <- msddat$tla28 
TLA29 <- msddat$tla29 
TLA30 <- msddat$tla30 
TLA31 <- msddat$tla31 
TLA32 <- msddat$tla32 
TLA33 <- msddat$tla33 
TLA34 <- msddat$tla34 
TLA35 <- msddat$tla35 
TLA36 <- msddat$tla36 
TLA37 <- msddat$tla37 
TLA38 <- msddat$tla38 
TLA39 <- msddat$tla39 
TLA40 <- msddat$tla40 
TLA41 <- msddat$tla41 
TLA42 <- msddat$tla42 
TLA43 <- msddat$tla43 
TLA44 <- msddat$tla44 
TLA45 <- msddat$tla45 
TLA46 <- msddat$tla46 
TLA47 <- msddat$tla47 
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TLA48 <- msddat$tla48 
TLA49 <- msddat$tla49 
TLA50 <- msddat$tla50 
TLA51 <- msddat$tla51 
TLA52 <- msddat$tla52 
TLA53 <- msddat$tla53 
TLA54 <- msddat$tla54 
TLA55 <- msddat$tla55 
TLA56 <- msddat$tla56 
TLA57 <- msddat$tla57 
TLA58 <- msddat$tla58 
TLA59 <- msddat$tla59 
TLA60 <- msddat$tla60 
TLA62 <- msddat$tla62 
TLA63 <- msddat$tla63 
TLA64 <- msddat$tla64 
TLA65 <- msddat$tla65 
TLA66 <- msddat$tla66 
TLA68 <- msddat$tla68 
TLA69 <- msddat$tla69 
TLA70 <- msddat$tla70 
TLA71 <- msddat$tla71 
TLA72 <- msddat$tla72 
TLA73 <- msddat$tla73 
TLA74 <- msddat$tla74 
TLA75 <- msddat$tla75 
 
hlfsdat <- read.table("Margins.csv", header=TRUE, sep=',') 
 

Reads in the data for the margins as for MSD data the data 
table is called hlfsdat, the file is csv named Margins. 
 

margins <- hlfsdat$HLFSQ1_05 
precmarg <- 1/(100*margins) 

One column of the data is selected. And the precision set. 

b0<-1 
b1<-1 
b2<-1 
b3<-1 
b4<-1 
b5<-1 
b6<-1 

Initial values for the BUGS~ program. 
 
These go in as a list of lists one for each chain. There only 
being one chain in this program only one set of initial values is 
required. 
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b7<-1 
inits1 <- list(b0=b0, b1=b1, b2=b2, b3=b3, b4=b4, b5=b5, b6=b6, b7=b7) 
inits <- list(inits1=inits1) 
 
parameters <- list("TLA") The list of parameters to be monitored by the BUGS program. 

In production runs should be kept to a minimum. Other useful 
parameters to monitor include mu, and the b’s. 
 

bugsop <- list() R requires the variable that collects the BUGS output to be a 
list as the BUGS output includes a number of different objects 
of different types. Bugsop can be indexed using double 
brackets [[i]] 
 

Counts <- msddat$MSDQ1_05 Selects the column of data from the census data (Quarter and 
Year should match the margins data). 
 

for ( i in 1 : 20){ Start of loop 
 

Count <- rpois(N, Counts) 
 
logCount <- log(Count + 0.0001) 
 

Simulate Poisson counts to allow for variability in the MSD 
data; overdispersion can also be modelled 
 
Take logs of Count + 0.0001 to avoid zero counts 

data <- list(N=N, Male=Male, Const=Const,  
ChineseIndian=ChineseIndian, European=European, Maori=Maori, Other=Other, 
Age=Age,  
Age18_19=Age18_19, Age20_21=Age20_21, Age22_23=Age22_23,Age24_25=Age24_25, 
Age26_27=Age26_27, Age28_29=Age28_29, Age30_31=Age30_31,Age32_33=Age32_33, 
Age34_35=Age34_35, Age36_37=Age36_37, Age38_39=Age38_39,Age40_41=Age40_41, 
Age42_43=Age42_43, Age44_45=Age44_45, Age46_47=Age46_47,Age48_49=Age48_49, 
Age50_51=Age50_51, Age52_53=Age52_53, Age54_55=Age54_55,Age56_57=Age56_57, 
Age58_59=Age58_59, 
TLA1=TLA1, TLA2=TLA2, TLA3=TLA3, TLA4=TLA4, TLA5=TLA5, TLA6=TLA6, TLA7=TLA7,TLA8=TLA8, 
TLA9=TLA9, TLA10=TLA10, TLA11=TLA11, TLA12=TLA12, TLA13=TLA13,TLA15=TLA15, TLA16=TLA16, 
TLA17=TLA17, TLA18=TLA18, TLA19=TLA19,TLA20=TLA20,TLA21=TLA21, TLA22=TLA22, TLA23=TLA23, 
TLA24=TLA24, TLA25=TLA25,TLA26=TLA26,TLA27=TLA27, TLA28=TLA28, TLA29=TLA29, TLA30=TLA30, 
TLA31=TLA31,TLA32=TLA32,TLA33=TLA33, TLA34=TLA34, TLA35=TLA35, TLA36=TLA36, TLA37=TLA37, 
TLA38=TLA38, TLA39=TLA39, TLA40=TLA40, TLA41=TLA41, TLA42=TLA42, TLA43=TLA43, 
TLA44=TLA44, TLA45=TLA45, TLA46=TLA46, TLA47=TLA47, TLA48=TLA48, TLA49=TLA49, 
TLA50=TLA50, TLA51=TLA51, TLA52=TLA52, TLA53=TLA53, TLA54=TLA54, TLA55=TLA55, 

Data file of R data required by BUGS program.  
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TLA56=TLA56, TLA57=TLA57, TLA58=TLA58, TLA59=TLA59, TLA60=TLA60, TLA62=TLA62, 
TLA63=TLA63, TLA64=TLA64, TLA65=TLA65, TLA66=TLA66, TLA68=TLA68, TLA69=TLA69, 
TLA70=TLA70, TLA71=TLA71, TLA72=TLA72, TLA73=TLA73, TLA74=TLA74, TLA75=TLA75, 
Margins=margins, logCount=logCount, precmarg=precmarg) 
 
bugsop[[i]] <- bugs(data, inits, model.file = "modelfulloct.txt",  
parameters, n.chains=1, n.iter=6000, debug=FALSE, codaPkg=FALSE, clearWD=TRUE, 
 digits=6, bugs.directory="C:\\Program Files\\WinBUGS14\\") 

The call for BUGS 

   } End of loop 
 

m <- list(bugsop[[1]]$mean$TLA,bugsop[[2]]$mean$TLA,bugsop[[3]]$mean$TLA, 
bugsop[[4]]$mean$TLA,bugsop[[5]]$mean$TLA,bugsop[[6]]$mean$TLA,bugsop[[7]]$mean$TLA,bugsop[[8]]$mean$
TLA,bugsop[[9]]$mean$TLA,bugsop[[10]]$mean$TLA,bugsop[[11]]$mean$TLA,bugsop[[12]]$mean$TLA,bugsop[[13]
]$mean$TLA,bugsop[[14]]$mean$TLA,bugsop[[15]]$mean$TLA,bugsop[[16]]$mean$TLA,bugsop[[17]]$mean$TLA,b
ugsop[[18]]$mean$TLA,bugsop[[19]]$mean$TLA,bugsop[[20]]$mean$TLA) 
 

Takes BUGS output, extracts the means, and puts 20 runs into 
a list 

mmatrix <- cbind(m[[1]],m[[2]],m[[3]],m[[4]],m[[5]],m[[6]],m[[7]],m[[8]],m[[9]], 
m[[11]],m[[12]],m[[13]],m[[14]],m[[15]],m[[16]],m[[17]],m[[18]],m[[19]],m[[20]]) 
 

Takes the list m and makes the 20 runs into a matrix 20 
columns by 72 rows 

means <- rowMeans(mmatrix) 
 

Calculates mean of each row. 

s <- 
list(bugsop[[1]]$sd$TLA,bugsop[[2]]$sd$TLA,bugsop[[3]]$sd$TLA,bugsop[[4]]$sd$TLA,bugsop[[5]]$sd$TLA,bugsop[[
6]]$sd$TLA,bugsop[[7]]$sd$TLA,bugsop[[8]]$sd$TLA,bugsop[[9]]$sd$TLA,bugsop[[10]]$sd$TLA,bugsop[[11]]$sd$TL
A,bugsop[[12]]$sd$TLA,bugsop[[13]]$sd$TLA,bugsop[[14]]$sd$TLA,bugsop[[15]]$sd$TLA,bugsop[[16]]$sd$TLA,bug
sop[[17]]$sd$TLA,bugsop[[18]]$sd$TLA,bugsop[[19]]$sd$TLA,bugsop[[20]]$sd$TLA) 
 

Takes BUGS output, extracts the standard deviations, and 
puts 20 runs into a list 

sdmatrix <- 
cbind(s[[1]],s[[2]],s[[3]],s[[4]],s[[5]],s[[6]],s[[7]],s[[8]],s[[9]],s[[11]],s[[12]],s[[13]],s[[14]],s[[15]],s[[16]],s[[17]],s[[18]],s[[19]],
s[[20]]) 
 

Takes the list s and makes the 20 runs into a matrix 20 
columns by 72 rows 

sdmatrixsq <- sdmatrix*sdmatrix 
sdsq <- rowMeans(sdmatrixsq) 
sd <- sqrt(sdsq) 
 

Calculates average standard deviation of each row by finding 
the square root of the mean of the variances 

mvar <- apply(mmatrix,1, var) 
msd <- sqrt(mvar) 
 

R function to find the variance of each row of the matrix of 
means 

cat("Q **","Yr **", "\n", file = "S:/S_SM/SM2/Felibel/Working Data/results.csv", sep = ", ", fill = FALSE, labels = NULL, Saves means ,mean standard deviation from BUGS and 
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append=TRUE) 
cat("Mean", means ,"\n",  file = "S:/S_SM/SM2/Felibel/Working Data/results.csv", sep = ", ", fill = FALSE, labels = 
NULL, append=TRUE) 
cat("Ave of BUGS St Devs", sd ,"\n",  file = "S:/S_SM/SM2/Felibel/Working Data/results.csv", sep = ", ", fill = FALSE, 
labels = NULL, append=TRUE) 
cat("St Dev of Means", msd ,"\n", "\n", file="S:/S_SM/SM2/Felibel/Working 
Data/results.csv",sep=",",fill=FALSE,append=TRUE) 
 

standard deviation of the means to a csv file called results.csv. 
One column per TLA 

cat("Q **  Yr  **","\n",  file="S:/S_SM/SM2/Felibel/Working Data/mmatrix.csv",sep=",", fill=72 , append=TRUE) 
cat(mmatrix,"\n","\n", file="S:/S_SM/SM2/Felibel/Working Data/mmatrix.csv",sep=",", fill=72 , append=TRUE) 

Saves matrix of means 

  
  
  
 
WinBUGS Program 

model { 
 

Start of program 

                 for (i in 1:N)  { 
  log(mu[i]) <- Const[i]*b0 + Male[i]*b1 + ChineseIndian[i]*b2 + European[i]*b3 +  
Maori[i]*b4 +  Other[i]*b5 + Age[i]*b6 + Age[i]*Age[i]*b7 + logCount[i]  
                          } 
 

The GLM. It includes a constant, categorical terms for gender, 
and ethnicities and a linear and quadratic term for age. The 
census data from MSD is included in the LogCount term. 

for (i in 1: 27)  {  
 
                    Margins[i] ~ dnorm(margin[i], precmarg[i])         } 
 
 
b0 ~ dnorm(0,0.001)   b1 ~ dnorm(0,0.001)    b2 ~ dnorm(0,0.001) 
b3 ~ dnorm(0,0.001)   b4 ~ dnorm(0,0.001)    b5 ~ dnorm(0,0.001) 
b6 ~ dnorm(0,0.001)   b7 ~ dnorm(0,0.001) 
 
 

Priors for the 27 new margins and the coefficients in the 
model. 

for (i in 1:N)  { 
     margMale[i]<- mu[i]*Male[i] 
     margChinInd[i]<-mu[i]*ChineseIndian[i] 
     margEur[i]<- mu[i]*European[i] 
     margMaori[i]<- mu[i]*Maori[i] 
     margOther[i]<- mu[i]*Other[i] 

The columns of the design matrix are used to sum the 
margins. 
 
WinBUGS can do matrix multiplication but I have found it 
much slower than this method. 
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     margA18[i]<- mu[i]*Age18_19[i] 
     margA20[i]<- mu[i]*Age20_21[i] 
     margA22[i]<- mu[i]*Age22_23[i] 
     margA24[i]<- mu[i]*Age24_25[i] 
     margA26[i]<- mu[i]*Age26_27[i] 
     margA28[i]<- mu[i]*Age28_29[i] 
     margA30[i]<- mu[i]*Age30_31[i] 
     margA32[i]<- mu[i]*Age32_33[i] 
     margA34[i]<- mu[i]*Age34_35[i] 
     margA36[i]<- mu[i]*Age36_37[i] 
     margA38[i]<- mu[i]*Age38_39[i] 
     margA40[i]<- mu[i]*Age40_41[i] 
     margA42[i]<- mu[i]*Age42_43[i] 
     margA44[i]<- mu[i]*Age44_45[i] 
     margA46[i]<- mu[i]*Age46_47[i] 
     margA48[i]<- mu[i]*Age48_49[i] 
     margA50[i]<- mu[i]*Age50_51[i] 
     margA52[i]<- mu[i]*Age52_53[i] 
     margA54[i]<- mu[i]*Age54_55[i] 
     margA56[i]<- mu[i]*Age56_57[i] 
     margA58[i]<- mu[i]*Age58_59[i] 
      
TA1[i] <- mu[i]*TLA1[i]  
TA2[i] <- mu[i]*TLA2[i] 
TA3[i] <- mu[i]*TLA3[i] 
TA4[i] <- mu[i]*TLA4[i] 
TA5[i] <- mu[i]*TLA5[i] 
TA6[i] <- mu[i]*TLA6[i]  
TA7[i] <- mu[i]*TLA7[i] 
TA8[i] <- mu[i]*TLA8[i] 
TA9[i] <- mu[i]*TLA9[i] 
 
TA10[i] <- mu[i]*TLA10[i] 
TA11[i] <- mu[i]*TLA11[i]  
TA12[i] <- mu[i]*TLA12[i] 
TA13[i] <- mu[i]*TLA13[i] 
 
TA15[i] <- mu[i]*TLA15[i] 
TA16[i] <- mu[i]*TLA16[i]  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Similarly for the Territorial Authority totals. 
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TA17[i] <- mu[i]*TLA17[i] 
TA18[i] <- mu[i]*TLA18[i] 
TA19[i] <- mu[i]*TLA19[i] 
 
TA20[i] <- mu[i]*TLA20[i] 
TA21[i] <- mu[i]*TLA21[i]  
TA22[i] <- mu[i]*TLA22[i] 
TA23[i] <- mu[i]*TLA23[i] 
TA24[i] <- mu[i]*TLA24[i] 
TA25[i] <- mu[i]*TLA25[i] 
TA26[i] <- mu[i]*TLA26[i]  
TA27[i] <- mu[i]*TLA27[i] 
TA28[i] <- mu[i]*TLA28[i] 
TA29[i] <- mu[i]*TLA29[i] 
 
TA30[i] <- mu[i]*TLA30[i] 
TA31[i] <- mu[i]*TLA31[i]  
TA32[i] <- mu[i]*TLA32[i] 
TA33[i] <- mu[i]*TLA33[i] 
TA34[i] <- mu[i]*TLA34[i] 
TA35[i] <- mu[i]*TLA35[i] 
TA36[i] <- mu[i]*TLA36[i]  
TA37[i] <- mu[i]*TLA37[i] 
TA38[i] <- mu[i]*TLA38[i] 
TA39[i] <- mu[i]*TLA39[i] 
 
TA40[i] <- mu[i]*TLA40[i] 
TA41[i] <- mu[i]*TLA41[i]  
TA42[i] <- mu[i]*TLA42[i] 
TA43[i] <- mu[i]*TLA43[i] 
TA44[i] <- mu[i]*TLA44[i] 
TA45[i] <- mu[i]*TLA45[i] 
TA46[i] <- mu[i]*TLA46[i]  
TA47[i] <- mu[i]*TLA47[i] 
TA48[i] <- mu[i]*TLA48[i] 
TA49[i] <- mu[i]*TLA49[i] 
 
TA50[i] <- mu[i]*TLA50[i] 
TA51[i] <- mu[i]*TLA51[i]  
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TA52[i] <- mu[i]*TLA52[i] 
TA53[i] <- mu[i]*TLA53[i] 
TA54[i] <- mu[i]*TLA54[i] 
TA55[i] <- mu[i]*TLA55[i] 
TA56[i] <- mu[i]*TLA56[i]  
TA57[i] <- mu[i]*TLA57[i] 
TA58[i] <- mu[i]*TLA58[i] 
TA59[i] <- mu[i]*TLA59[i] 
 
TA60[i] <- mu[i]*TLA60[i] 
 
TA62[i] <- mu[i]*TLA62[i] 
TA63[i] <- mu[i]*TLA63[i] 
TA64[i] <- mu[i]*TLA64[i] 
TA65[i] <- mu[i]*TLA65[i] 
TA66[i] <- mu[i]*TLA66[i]  
 
TA68[i] <- mu[i]*TLA68[i] 
TA69[i] <- mu[i]*TLA69[i] 
 
TA70[i] <- mu[i]*TLA70[i] 
TA71[i] <- mu[i]*TLA71[i]  
TA72[i] <- mu[i]*TLA72[i] 
TA73[i] <- mu[i]*TLA73[i] 
TA74[i] <- mu[i]*TLA74[i] 
TA75[i] <- mu[i]*TLA75[i] 
                  } 
 
margin[1] <- sum(mu[1:N]) 
margin[2] <- sum(margMale[1:N]) 
 
 
margin[3] <- sum(margChinInd[1:N]) 
margin[4] <- sum(margEur[1:N]) 
margin[5] <- sum(margMaori[1:N]) 
margin[6] <- sum(margOther[1:N]) 
 
margin[7] <- sum(margA18[1:N]) 
margin[8] <- sum(margA20[1:N]) 

The margins are the sums of the vectors. 
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margin[9] <- sum(margA22[1:N]) 
margin[10] <- sum(margA24[1:N]) 
margin[11] <- sum(margA26[1:N]) 
margin[12] <- sum(margA28[1:N]) 
margin[13] <- sum(margA30[1:N]) 
margin[14] <- sum(margA32[1:N]) 
margin[15] <- sum(margA34[1:N]) 
margin[16] <- sum(margA36[1:N]) 
margin[17] <- sum(margA38[1:N]) 
margin[18] <- sum(margA40[1:N]) 
margin[19] <- sum(margA42[1:N]) 
margin[20] <- sum(margA44[1:N]) 
margin[21] <- sum(margA46[1:N]) 
margin[22] <- sum(margA48[1:N]) 
margin[23] <- sum(margA50[1:N]) 
margin[24] <- sum(margA52[1:N]) 
margin[25] <- sum(margA54[1:N]) 
margin[26] <- sum(margA56[1:N]) 
margin[27] <- sum(margA58[1:N]) 
 
 
TLA[1] <- sum(TA1[1:N]) 
TLA[2] <- sum(TA2[1:N]) 
TLA[3] <- sum(TA3[1:N]) 
TLA[4] <- sum(TA4[1:N]) 
TLA[5] <- sum(TA5[1:N]) 
TLA[6] <- sum(TA6[1:N]) 
TLA[7] <- sum(TA7[1:N]) 
TLA[8] <- sum(TA8[1:N]) 
TLA[9] <- sum(TA9[1:N]) 
 
TLA[10] <- sum(TA10[1:N]) 
TLA[11] <- sum(TA11[1:N]) 
TLA[12] <- sum(TA12[1:N]) 
TLA[13] <- sum(TA13[1:N]) 
 
TLA[15] <- sum(TA15[1:N]) 
TLA[16] <- sum(TA16[1:N]) 
TLA[17] <- sum(TA17[1:N]) 

Similarly for the Territorial Authority totals 
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TLA[18] <- sum(TA18[1:N]) 
TLA[19] <- sum(TA19[1:N]) 
 
TLA[20] <- sum(TA20[1:N]) 
TLA[21] <- sum(TA21[1:N]) 
TLA[22] <- sum(TA22[1:N]) 
TLA[23] <- sum(TA23[1:N]) 
TLA[24] <- sum(TA24[1:N]) 
TLA[25] <- sum(TA25[1:N]) 
TLA[26] <- sum(TA26[1:N]) 
TLA[27] <- sum(TA27[1:N]) 
TLA[28] <- sum(TA28[1:N]) 
TLA[29] <- sum(TA29[1:N]) 
 
TLA[30] <- sum(TA30[1:N]) 
TLA[31] <- sum(TA31[1:N]) 
TLA[32] <- sum(TA32[1:N]) 
TLA[33] <- sum(TA33[1:N]) 
TLA[34] <- sum(TA34[1:N]) 
TLA[35] <- sum(TA35[1:N]) 
TLA[36] <- sum(TA36[1:N]) 
TLA[37] <- sum(TA37[1:N]) 
TLA[38] <- sum(TA38[1:N]) 
TLA[39] <- sum(TA39[1:N]) 
 
TLA[40] <- sum(TA40[1:N]) 
TLA[41] <- sum(TA41[1:N]) 
TLA[42] <- sum(TA42[1:N]) 
TLA[43] <- sum(TA43[1:N]) 
TLA[44] <- sum(TA44[1:N]) 
TLA[45] <- sum(TA45[1:N]) 
TLA[46] <- sum(TA46[1:N]) 
TLA[47] <- sum(TA47[1:N]) 
TLA[48] <- sum(TA48[1:N]) 
TLA[49] <- sum(TA49[1:N]) 
 
TLA[50] <- sum(TA50[1:N]) 
TLA[51] <- sum(TA51[1:N]) 
TLA[52] <- sum(TA52[1:N]) 
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TLA[53] <- sum(TA53[1:N]) 
TLA[54] <- sum(TA54[1:N]) 
TLA[55] <- sum(TA55[1:N]) 
TLA[56] <- sum(TA56[1:N]) 
TLA[57] <- sum(TA57[1:N]) 
TLA[58] <- sum(TA58[1:N]) 
TLA[59] <- sum(TA59[1:N]) 
 
TLA[60] <- sum(TA60[1:N]) 
 
TLA[62] <- sum(TA62[1:N]) 
TLA[63] <- sum(TA63[1:N]) 
TLA[64] <- sum(TA64[1:N]) 
TLA[65] <- sum(TA65[1:N]) 
TLA[66] <- sum(TA66[1:N]) 
 
TLA[68] <- sum(TA68[1:N]) 
TLA[69] <- sum(TA69[1:N]) 
 
TLA[70] <- sum(TA70[1:N]) 
TLA[71] <- sum(TA71[1:N]) 
TLA[72] <- sum(TA72[1:N]) 
TLA[73] <- sum(TA73[1:N]) 
TLA[74] <- sum(TA74[1:N]) 
TLA[75] <- sum(TA75[1:N]) 

} 
 

End of program. 
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2. Population census data – preparation for Relative Risk model in SAS 
 
 
 
* SAE - Unemployment; 
 
* July 2006; * Stephen Haslett; 
 
* program to: 
   - get 1996 and 2001 census data in tabular form including any zero counts 
   - apply IPF: 
 
        Notes on use of ipf (iterative proportional fitting) algorithm to interpolate census data @ SNZ 
 
 
        1. There is a four way table in each census year (1996, 2001,  

data unavailable for 2006 in time for this project). 
               For 1996-end 2000 
                    Age(2yr bands)*sex*ethnicity(prioritorised)* MSDOffice (62MSD Offices, which are combined TAs) 
                  s:\s_sm\sm2\Felibel\census_data\totals_30Oct_amal_TA\fz_counts1996.sas7bdat 
               For 2001-2006 
                    Age(2yr bands)*sex*ethnicity(prioritorised)* TLA (=TA  - 72 from 74 categories) 
                  s:\s_sm\sm2\Felibel\census_data\totals_26Oct\fz_counts2001.sas7bdat 
 
        2. There are yearly three way tables 
            1996-2000 
             Age(2yr bands)*sex* TLA (72 from 74 categories) 
                  s:\s_sm\sm2\Felibel\projections\fz_erp spec agegr 18-65 x sex  ta 96-05_revised.xls 
            2001-2006: 
             Age(2yr bands)*sex* TLA (72 from 74 categories) 
                  s:\s_sm\sm2\Felibel\projections\fz_erp spec agegr 18-65 x sex  ta 96-05_original.xls 
            This excel file contains a number of sheets (one per year) that have been output as .csv files 
            eg fz_erp spec agegr 18-65 x sex ta June96_original.csv 
            These csv files in turn (via this program) are put into SAS datasets 
 
            There is also a yearly one way table 
                Ethnicity(Prioritised by Felibel from non prioritised version) 
            s:\s_sm\sm2\Felibel\projections\fz_erp eth_revised.xls 
            but it is not possible to use these ethnicity projections  

as categories do not match those used in this program 
            and in WinBugs. 
 
        3. There are quarterly tables (1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th quarter 1996-2006) 
             Age(2yr bands)*sex 
            s:\s_sm\sm2\Felibel\projections\fz_erp x syoa  x sex at qe 96-05_ revised.xls 
            * this quarterly data is not available by TA or by MSD Office; 
            * this quarterly data also not used. quarterly data derived from yearly data by interpolation 
 
 
        These files need to be combined using ipf so that: 
          (a)      yearly projections using ipf based on margins in datasets in 2 above are used to interpolate 

 between census years 1996, 2001 and to provide projections for 2001 to 2006 
          (b)      quarterly interpolations are developed using ipf from these tables using data in 3 above. ; 
 
 
 *** 1996 & 2001 censuses ***; 
 

    Note that MSD have supplied numbers in receipt of an unemployment benefit data by TA for 2001 onward, and by 
office previous to that and the allocation we can do post 2001 for TAs to Offices is inexact due to Office areas 
not quite corresponding to amalgamations of TAs; 

 
 ** Projections 
    As for census figures these exclude the 62+ years (62_63 and 64_65) because there are changes in MSD benefit 
    definition for these age groups between 1996 and 2001. (Even restricting data to 2001+ does not solve the 
    definition problem for these age groups which have consequently been excluded from all analyses; 
 
  * 1 Nov 2006: new census file for 2001 used (as created by Felibel). This (like the yearly projection margins 
                for 2001-2006) are defined for all 72 relevant TAs, not for the combined TAs in the form of MSD 

 Offices. 
                old census file (which combines some TAs into MSD Offices) still needed for 1996-2000, since MSD 
                data which Alasdair uses in WinBUGSis  only available in this form; 
   *** Note then that this new data is what is required for 2001 onward, but that for 1996-2001 any new dataset  

produced (although internally correct for TAs) is not useable by Alasdair and the old version must be used. 
This is because the data that Alasdair has for unemployment counts by TA from MSD (that must be amalgamated 
with the data produced here) is only available for MSD Offices up to 2001; 

 
 
**************************************************************************************************; 
 
 libname projectn  'S:\S_SM\SM2\Felibel\Projections\Steve\projectn\SASdata';   * output data; 
 
**************************************************************************************************; 
 
 
 *** 1996 & 2001 censuses ***; 
 
 
 libname census96  'S:\S_SM\SM2\Felibel\Census_data\Totals_30Oct_amal_TA';                  * input data; 
 
 
 data d1996a; 
  set census96.fz_counts_1996; 
 *  length ethnic_grp $ 13; 
 *  ethnic_grp=ethnicity; 
  if sex='1' then sex='M'; 
   else if sex='2' then sex='F'; 
  if TA>75 then delete; * delete TA=999; 
  if age_group='62-63' or age_group='64-65' then delete; 
 run; 
 
 * note banks peninsular and other TAs except TA=58 (which is to go with 59) already combined 
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   unlike for 2001+ data; 
 
 
 proc sort data=d1996a; by TA sex age_group ethnic_grp; run; 
 
 /* 
 options obs=1000; 
 proc print data=d1996a; run; 
 options obs=max;   run; 
 */ 
 
 * combine TA 58 with TA 59 and reconstitute dataset; 
 
 data d1996b d1996c; 
  set d1996a; 
   if TA=58 or TA=59 then output d1996b; else output d1996c; 
 run; 
 
 proc sort data=d1996b; by sex age_group ethnic_grp; run; 
 
 proc means data=d1996b noprint;  by sex age_group ethnic_grp; 
   var count percent; 
   output out=d1996b2 sum=count percent; 
 run; 
 
 data d1996b3 (keep= TA sex age_group ethnic_grp count percent); 
  set d1996b2; 
   TA=59; 
 run; 
 
 data d1996c2; 
  set d1996b3 d1996c; 
 run; 
 
 proc sort data=d1996c2; by TA sex age_group ethnic_grp; run; 
 
 
 /* 
 options obs=100; 
  proc print data=d1996c2; run; 
 options obs=max; run; 
 */ 
 
 data dtemplate1996a; * (drop=sx agroup egroup); 
   length ethnic_grp $ 13; 
  do TA=1 to 75; 
   do sx=1 to 2; 
    do agroup=1 to 22; 
     do egroup=1 to 6; 
      *sex; 
       if sx=1 then sex='M'; 
       else if sx=2 then sex='F'; 
      * age; 
       if agroup=1 then age_group='18-19'; 
       else if agroup=2 then age_group='20-21'; 
       else if agroup=3 then age_group='22-23'; 
       else if agroup=4 then age_group='24-25'; 
       else if agroup=5 then age_group='26-27'; 
       else if agroup=6 then age_group='28-29'; 
       else if agroup=7 then age_group='30-31'; 
       else if agroup=8 then age_group='32-33'; 
       else if agroup=9 then age_group='34-35'; 
       else if agroup=10 then age_group='36-37'; 
       else if agroup=11 then age_group='38-39'; 
       else if agroup=12 then age_group='40-41'; 
       else if agroup=13 then age_group='42-43'; 
       else if agroup=14 then age_group='44-45'; 
       else if agroup=15 then age_group='46-47'; 
       else if agroup=16 then age_group='48-49'; 
       else if agroup=17 then age_group='50-51'; 
       else if agroup=18 then age_group='52-53'; 
       else if agroup=19 then age_group='54-55'; 
       else if agroup=20 then age_group='56-57'; 
       else if agroup=21 then age_group='58-59'; 
       else if agroup=22 then age_group='60-61'; 
      *ethnic; 
       if egroup=1 then ethnic_grp='ChineseIndia'; 
       else if egroup=2 then ethnic_grp='European'; 
       else if egroup=3 then ethnic_grp='Maori'; 
       else if egroup=4 then ethnic_grp='NotRecorded'; 
       else if egroup=5 then ethnic_grp='Other'; 
       else if egroup=6 then ethnic_grp='PacificIs'; 
      output; 
     end; 
    end; 
   end; 
  end; 
 run; 
 
 data dtemplate1996; 
   set dtemplate1996a; 
       * use only 72 TAs; 
       if TA=14 then delete;      * delete TA=14 which does not exist; 
       if TA=61 then delete;      * Banks Peninsula (61) is combined with ChCh (60); 
       if TA=67 then delete;      * delete Chatham Islands; 
       if TA=18 or TA=49 or TA=50 or TA=54 or TA=57 or TA=58 or TA=62 or TA=65 or TA=66 or TA=73 
                then delete;      * delete TAs that must be amalgamated into MSD Offices; 
      * note these deletions are from template dataset - they do not exist in this version of the 1996 census data; 
 run; 
 
 proc sort data=dtemplate1996; by TA sex age_group ethnic_grp; run; 
 
 data dcomb1996a dcombchq1996; 
  merge dtemplate1996 d1996c2; by TA sex age_group ethnic_grp; 
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  * make sure complete 62*2*22*6 table is present; 
  if count=. then count=0; 
  if percent=. then percent=0; 
  output dcomb1996a; 
  if count=0 then output dcombchq1996; 
 run; 
 
 * combine Other and Notrecorded ethnicity categories ; 
 
data projectn.dcomb1996 (drop=lethnic_grp lcount lpercent); 
   set dcomb1996a; 
    lethnic_grp=lag(ethnic_grp); lcount=lag(count); lpercent=lag(percent); 
    if ethnic_grp='Other' then do; 
         count=count+lcount; percent=percent+lpercent; 
    end; 
    if ethnic_grp='NotRecorded' then delete; 
run; 
 
 /* 
 options obs=10; 
  proc print data=projectn.dcomb1996;; run; 
 options obs=max; run; 
 */ 
 
 
 
  *** 2001 census ***; 
 
 libname census01  'S:\S_SM\SM2\Felibel\Census_data\totals_26Oct'; 
 
 
 data d2001a; 
  set census01.fz_counts_2001; 
 *     length ethnic_grp $ 13; 
 *   ethnic_grp=ethnicity; 
  if sex='1' then sex='M'; 
   else if sex='2' then sex='F'; 
  if TA>75 then delete; * delete TA=999; 
  if age_group='62-63' or age_group='64-65' then delete; 
 run; 
 
 proc sort data=d2001a; by TA sex age_group ethnic_grp; run; 
 
 * combine TA 61 (Banks Peninsula) with TA 60 (ChCh) and reconstitute dataset; 
 
 data d2001b d2001c; 
  set d2001a; 
   if TA=60 or TA=61 then output d2001b; else output d2001c; 
 run; 
 
 proc sort data=d2001b; by sex age_group ethnic_grp; run; 
 
 proc means data=d2001b noprint;  by sex age_group ethnic_grp; 
   var count percent; 
   output out=d2001b2 sum=count percent; 
 run; 
 
 data d2001b3 (keep= TA sex age_group ethnic_grp count percent); 
  set d2001b2; 
   TA=60; 
 run; 
 
 data d2001c2; 
  set d2001b3 d2001c; 
 run; 
 
 proc sort data=d2001c2; by TA sex age_group ethnic_grp; run; 
 
 
 /* 
 options obs=100; 
  proc print data=d2001c; run; 
 options obs=max; run; 
 */ 
 
 data dtemplate2001a; * (drop=sx agroup egroup); 
    length ethnic_grp $ 13; 
  do TA=1 to 75; 
   do sx=1 to 2; 
    do agroup=1 to 22; 
     do egroup=1 to 6; 
      *sex; 
       if sx=1 then sex='M'; 
       else if sx=2 then sex='F'; 
      * age; 
       if agroup=1 then age_group='18-19'; 
       else if agroup=2 then age_group='20-21'; 
       else if agroup=3 then age_group='22-23'; 
       else if agroup=4 then age_group='24-25'; 
       else if agroup=5 then age_group='26-27'; 
       else if agroup=6 then age_group='28-29'; 
       else if agroup=7 then age_group='30-31'; 
       else if agroup=8 then age_group='32-33'; 
       else if agroup=9 then age_group='34-35'; 
       else if agroup=10 then age_group='36-37'; 
       else if agroup=11 then age_group='38-39'; 
       else if agroup=12 then age_group='40-41'; 
       else if agroup=13 then age_group='42-43'; 
       else if agroup=14 then age_group='44-45'; 
       else if agroup=15 then age_group='46-47'; 
       else if agroup=16 then age_group='48-49'; 
       else if agroup=17 then age_group='50-51'; 
       else if agroup=18 then age_group='52-53'; 
       else if agroup=19 then age_group='54-55'; 
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       else if agroup=20 then age_group='56-57'; 
       else if agroup=21 then age_group='58-59'; 
       else if agroup=22 then age_group='60-61'; 
      *ethnic; 
       if egroup=1 then ethnic_grp='ChineseIndia'; 
       else if egroup=2 then ethnic_grp='European'; 
       else if egroup=3 then ethnic_grp='Maori'; 
       else if egroup=4 then ethnic_grp='NotRecorded'; 
       else if egroup=5 then ethnic_grp='Other'; 
       else if egroup=6 then ethnic_grp='PacificIs'; 
      output; 
     end; 
    end; 
   end; 
  end; 
 run; 
 
 data dtemplate2001; 
   set dtemplate2001a; 
       * use only 72 TAs; 
       if TA=14 then delete;      * delete TA=14 which does not exist; 
       if TA=61 then delete;      * Banks Peninsula (61) is combined with ChCh (60); 
       if TA=67 then delete;      * delete Chatham Islands; 
 run; 
 
 proc sort data=dtemplate2001; by TA sex age_group ethnic_grp; run; 
 
 data dcomb2001a dcombchq2001; 
  merge dtemplate2001 d2001c2; by TA sex age_group ethnic_grp; 
  * make sure complete 72*2*22*6 table is present; 
  if count=. then count=0; 
  if percent=. then percent=0; 
  output dcomb2001a; 
  if count=0 then output dcombchq2001; 
 run; 
 
  * combine Other and Notrecorded ethnicity categories ; 
 
 data projectn.dcomb2001 (drop=lethnic_grp lcount lpercent); 
   set dcomb2001a; 
    lethnic_grp=lag(ethnic_grp); lcount=lag(count); lpercent=lag(percent); 
    if ethnic_grp='Other' then do; 
         count=count+lcount; percent=percent+lpercent; 
    end; 
    if ethnic_grp='NotRecorded' then delete; 
 run; 
 
 /* 
 options obs=10; 
  proc print data=projectn.dcomb2001;; run; 
 options obs=max; run; 
 */ 
 
 
 
 **************************************************************************************************; 
 
 ** Projections - initally from 2(a) above; 
 
 
 * 1996; 
 
 
 
 *  agegr (18-61 in two year bands) by sex by ta (territorial authority - 72) - @ June for 1996-2005  ; 
 
 * options macrogen; 
 
 %macro m2a1996 (dtsetin, dtsetout,inproj); 
 
 data &dtsetin; 
  filename inproj &inproj; 
  infile inproj lrecl=500 dlm=','; 
  length TAname $ 50; 
  * remove documentation lines in csv file and leave data; 
  if _n_<=8 or _n_>=71 then do; input; delete; return; end; 
   else 
  input TA TAname $ m18_19 m20_21 m22_23 m24_25 m26_27 m28_29 
                           m30_31 m32_33 m34_35 m36_37 m38_39 
                           m40_41 m42_43 m44_45 m46_47 m48_49 
                           m50_51 m52_53 m54_55 m56_57 m58_59 
                           m60_61 m62_63 m64_65 
                    f18_19 f20_21 f22_23 f24_25 f26_27 f28_29 
                           f30_31 f32_33 f34_35 f36_37 f38_39 
                           f40_41 f42_43 f44_45 f46_47 f48_49 
                           f50_51 f52_53 f54_55 f56_57 f58_59 
                           f60_61 f62_63 f64_65 
                    t18_19 t20_21 t22_23 t24_25 t26_27 t28_29 
                           t30_31 t32_33 t34_35 t36_37 t38_39 
                           t40_41 t42_43 t44_45 t46_47 t48_49 
                           t50_51 t52_53 t54_55 t56_57 t58_59 
                           t60_61 t62_63 t64_65; 
 run; 
 
/* 
 
 * combine TA 61 (Banks Peninsula) with TA 60 (ChCh) and reconstitute dataset; 
 
 data inprojb inprojc; 
  set &dtsetin; 
   if TA=60 or TA=61 then output inprojb; else output inprojc; 
 run; 
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options obs=10; 
proc print data=inprojb; run; 
proc print data=inprojb; run; 
options obs=max; 
 
 
 proc means data=inprojb noprint; 
          var       m18_19 m20_21 m22_23 m24_25 m26_27 m28_29 
                           m30_31 m32_33 m34_35 m36_37 m38_39 
                           m40_41 m42_43 m44_45 m46_47 m48_49 
                           m50_51 m52_53 m54_55 m56_57 m58_59 
                           m60_61 m62_63 m64_65 
                    f18_19 f20_21 f22_23 f24_25 f26_27 f28_29 
                           f30_31 f32_33 f34_35 f36_37 f38_39 
                           f40_41 f42_43 f44_45 f46_47 f48_49 
                           f50_51 f52_53 f54_55 f56_57 f58_59 
                           f60_61 f62_63 f64_65 
                    t18_19 t20_21 t22_23 t24_25 t26_27 t28_29 
                           t30_31 t32_33 t34_35 t36_37 t38_39 
                           t40_41 t42_43 t44_45 t46_47 t48_49 
                           t50_51 t52_53 t54_55 t56_57 t58_59 
                           t60_61 t62_63 t64_65; 
   output out=inprojb2 sum=m18_19 m20_21 m22_23 m24_25 m26_27 m28_29 
                           m30_31 m32_33 m34_35 m36_37 m38_39 
                           m40_41 m42_43 m44_45 m46_47 m48_49 
                           m50_51 m52_53 m54_55 m56_57 m58_59 
                           m60_61 m62_63 m64_65 
                           f18_19 f20_21 f22_23 f24_25 f26_27 f28_29 
                           f30_31 f32_33 f34_35 f36_37 f38_39 
                           f40_41 f42_43 f44_45 f46_47 f48_49 
                           f50_51 f52_53 f54_55 f56_57 f58_59 
                           f60_61 f62_63 f64_65 
                           t18_19 t20_21 t22_23 t24_25 t26_27 t28_29 
                           t30_31 t32_33 t34_35 t36_37 t38_39 
                           t40_41 t42_43 t44_45 t46_47 t48_49 
                           t50_51 t52_53 t54_55 t56_57 t58_59 
                           t60_61 t62_63 t64_65; 
 run; 
 
 data inprojb3; 
  set inprojb2; 
   TA=60; 
 run; 
 
*/ 
 
 
 data inprojc2; 
  set &dtsetin; 
  if TA=14 or TA=61 or TA=67 then delete; 
 run; 
 
 proc sort data=inprojc2; by TA ; run; 
 
 
 
 data projectn.&dtsetout (drop=m18_19 m20_21 m22_23 m24_25 m26_27 m28_29 
                           m30_31 m32_33 m34_35 m36_37 m38_39 
                           m40_41 m42_43 m44_45 m46_47 m48_49 
                           m50_51 m52_53 m54_55 m56_57 m58_59 
                           m60_61 m62_63 m64_65 
                    f18_19 f20_21 f22_23 f24_25 f26_27 f28_29 
                           f30_31 f32_33 f34_35 f36_37 f38_39 
                           f40_41 f42_43 f44_45 f46_47 f48_49 
                           f50_51 f52_53 f54_55 f56_57 f58_59 
                           f60_61 f62_63 f64_65 
                    t18_19 t20_21 t22_23 t24_25 t26_27 t28_29 
                           t30_31 t32_33 t34_35 t36_37 t38_39 
                           t40_41 t42_43 t44_45 t46_47 t48_49 
                           t50_51 t52_53 t54_55 t56_57 t58_59 
                           t60_61 t62_63 t64_65)  ; 
   set inprojc2; 
 
   * Note: TA and TAname are also on the output dataset. For the projections (unlike the census), ethnicity is not; 
    sex='M'; age_group='18_19'; count=m18_19; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='20_21'; count=m20_21; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='22_23'; count=m22_23; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='24_25'; count=m24_25; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='26_27'; count=m26_27; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='28_29'; count=m28_29; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='30_31'; count=m30_31; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='32_33'; count=m32_33; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='34_35'; count=m34_35; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='36_37'; count=m36_37; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='38_39'; count=m38_39; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='40_41'; count=m40_41; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='42_43'; count=m42_43; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='44_45'; count=m44_45; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='46_47'; count=m46_47; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='48_49'; count=m48_49; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='50_51'; count=m50_51; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='52_53'; count=m52_53; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='54_55'; count=m54_55; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='56_57'; count=m56_57; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='58_59'; count=m58_59; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='60_61'; count=m60_61; output; 
    sex='F'; age_group='18_19'; count=f18_19; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='20_21'; count=f20_21; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='22_23'; count=f22_23; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='24_25'; count=f24_25; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='26_27'; count=f26_27; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='28_29'; count=f28_29; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='30_31'; count=f30_31; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='32_33'; count=f32_33; output; 
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     sex='F'; age_group='34_35'; count=f34_35; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='36_37'; count=f36_37; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='38_39'; count=f38_39; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='40_41'; count=f40_41; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='42_43'; count=f42_43; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='44_45'; count=f44_45; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='46_47'; count=f46_47; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='48_49'; count=f48_49; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='50_51'; count=f50_51; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='52_53'; count=f52_53; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='54_55'; count=f54_55; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='56_57'; count=f56_57; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='58_59'; count=f58_59; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='60_61'; count=f60_61; output; 
 
 run; 
 
* proc print; run; 
 
 
%mend m2a1996; 
 
 
 
* 2001; 
 
 
 *  agegr (18-61 in two year bands) by sex by ta (territorial authority - 72) - @ June for 1996-2005  ; 
 
 * options macrogen; 
 
 %macro m2a2001 (dtsetin, dtsetout,inproj); 
 
 data &dtsetin; 
  filename inproj &inproj; 
  infile inproj lrecl=500 dlm=','; 
  length TAname $ 50; 
  * remove documentation lines in csv file and leave data; 
  if _n_<=8 or _n_>=83 then do; input; delete; return; end; 
   else 
  input TA TAname $ m18_19 m20_21 m22_23 m24_25 m26_27 m28_29 
                           m30_31 m32_33 m34_35 m36_37 m38_39 
                           m40_41 m42_43 m44_45 m46_47 m48_49 
                           m50_51 m52_53 m54_55 m56_57 m58_59 
                           m60_61 m62_63 m64_65 
                    f18_19 f20_21 f22_23 f24_25 f26_27 f28_29 
                           f30_31 f32_33 f34_35 f36_37 f38_39 
                           f40_41 f42_43 f44_45 f46_47 f48_49 
                           f50_51 f52_53 f54_55 f56_57 f58_59 
                           f60_61 f62_63 f64_65 
                    t18_19 t20_21 t22_23 t24_25 t26_27 t28_29 
                           t30_31 t32_33 t34_35 t36_37 t38_39 
                           t40_41 t42_43 t44_45 t46_47 t48_49 
                           t50_51 t52_53 t54_55 t56_57 t58_59 
                           t60_61 t62_63 t64_65; 
 run; 
 
 
 * combine TA 61 (Banks Peninsula) with TA 60 (ChCh) and reconstitute dataset; 
 
 data inprojb inprojc; 
  set &dtsetin; 
   if TA=60 or TA=61 then output inprojb; else output inprojc; 
 run; 
 
/* 
options obs=10; 
proc print data=inprojb; run; 
proc print data=inprojb; run; 
options obs=max; 
*/ 
 
 proc means data=inprojb noprint; 
          var       m18_19 m20_21 m22_23 m24_25 m26_27 m28_29 
                           m30_31 m32_33 m34_35 m36_37 m38_39 
                           m40_41 m42_43 m44_45 m46_47 m48_49 
                           m50_51 m52_53 m54_55 m56_57 m58_59 
                           m60_61 m62_63 m64_65 
                    f18_19 f20_21 f22_23 f24_25 f26_27 f28_29 
                           f30_31 f32_33 f34_35 f36_37 f38_39 
                           f40_41 f42_43 f44_45 f46_47 f48_49 
                           f50_51 f52_53 f54_55 f56_57 f58_59 
                           f60_61 f62_63 f64_65 
                    t18_19 t20_21 t22_23 t24_25 t26_27 t28_29 
                           t30_31 t32_33 t34_35 t36_37 t38_39 
                           t40_41 t42_43 t44_45 t46_47 t48_49 
                           t50_51 t52_53 t54_55 t56_57 t58_59 
                           t60_61 t62_63 t64_65; 
   output out=inprojb2 sum=m18_19 m20_21 m22_23 m24_25 m26_27 m28_29 
                           m30_31 m32_33 m34_35 m36_37 m38_39 
                           m40_41 m42_43 m44_45 m46_47 m48_49 
                           m50_51 m52_53 m54_55 m56_57 m58_59 
                           m60_61 m62_63 m64_65 
                           f18_19 f20_21 f22_23 f24_25 f26_27 f28_29 
                           f30_31 f32_33 f34_35 f36_37 f38_39 
                           f40_41 f42_43 f44_45 f46_47 f48_49 
                           f50_51 f52_53 f54_55 f56_57 f58_59 
                           f60_61 f62_63 f64_65 
                           t18_19 t20_21 t22_23 t24_25 t26_27 t28_29 
                           t30_31 t32_33 t34_35 t36_37 t38_39 
                           t40_41 t42_43 t44_45 t46_47 t48_49 
                           t50_51 t52_53 t54_55 t56_57 t58_59 
                           t60_61 t62_63 t64_65; 
 run; 
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 data inprojb3; 
  set inprojb2; 
   TA=60; 
 run; 
 
 data inprojc2; 
  set inprojb3 inprojc; 
  if TA=14 or TA=61 or TA=67 then delete; 
 run; 
 
 proc sort data=inprojc2; by TA ; run; 
 
 
 
 data projectn.&dtsetout (drop=m18_19 m20_21 m22_23 m24_25 m26_27 m28_29 
                           m30_31 m32_33 m34_35 m36_37 m38_39 
                           m40_41 m42_43 m44_45 m46_47 m48_49 
                           m50_51 m52_53 m54_55 m56_57 m58_59 
                           m60_61 m62_63 m64_65 
                    f18_19 f20_21 f22_23 f24_25 f26_27 f28_29 
                           f30_31 f32_33 f34_35 f36_37 f38_39 
                           f40_41 f42_43 f44_45 f46_47 f48_49 
                           f50_51 f52_53 f54_55 f56_57 f58_59 
                           f60_61 f62_63 f64_65 
                    t18_19 t20_21 t22_23 t24_25 t26_27 t28_29 
                           t30_31 t32_33 t34_35 t36_37 t38_39 
                           t40_41 t42_43 t44_45 t46_47 t48_49 
                           t50_51 t52_53 t54_55 t56_57 t58_59 
                           t60_61 t62_63 t64_65)  ; 
  set inprojc2; 
   * Note: TA and TAname are also on the output dataset. For the projections (unlike the census), ethnicity is not; 
    sex='M'; age_group='18_19'; count=m18_19; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='20_21'; count=m20_21; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='22_23'; count=m22_23; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='24_25'; count=m24_25; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='26_27'; count=m26_27; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='28_29'; count=m28_29; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='30_31'; count=m30_31; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='32_33'; count=m32_33; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='34_35'; count=m34_35; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='36_37'; count=m36_37; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='38_39'; count=m38_39; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='40_41'; count=m40_41; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='42_43'; count=m42_43; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='44_45'; count=m44_45; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='46_47'; count=m46_47; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='48_49'; count=m48_49; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='50_51'; count=m50_51; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='52_53'; count=m52_53; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='54_55'; count=m54_55; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='56_57'; count=m56_57; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='58_59'; count=m58_59; output; 
     sex='M'; age_group='60_61'; count=m60_61; output; 
    sex='F'; age_group='18_19'; count=f18_19; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='20_21'; count=f20_21; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='22_23'; count=f22_23; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='24_25'; count=f24_25; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='26_27'; count=f26_27; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='28_29'; count=f28_29; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='30_31'; count=f30_31; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='32_33'; count=f32_33; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='34_35'; count=f34_35; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='36_37'; count=f36_37; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='38_39'; count=f38_39; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='40_41'; count=f40_41; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='42_43'; count=f42_43; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='44_45'; count=f44_45; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='46_47'; count=f46_47; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='48_49'; count=f48_49; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='50_51'; count=f50_51; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='52_53'; count=f52_53; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='54_55'; count=f54_55; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='56_57'; count=f56_57; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='58_59'; count=f58_59; output; 
     sex='F'; age_group='60_61'; count=f60_61; output; 
 
 run; 
 
* proc print; run; 
 
 
%mend m2a2001; 
 
 
 
 
 
%m2a1996(dproj_June96a1,dproj_June96a, 
          'S:\S_SM\SM2\Felibel\Projections\Steve\MSDOff\fz_erp spec agegr 18-65 x sex ta June96_revised.csv'); 
 
%m2a1996(dproj_June97a1,dproj_June97a, 
          'S:\S_SM\SM2\Felibel\Projections\Steve\MSDOff\fz_erp spec agegr 18-65 x sex ta June97_revised.csv'); 
 
%m2a1996(dproj_June98a1,dproj_June98a, 
          'S:\S_SM\SM2\Felibel\Projections\Steve\MSDOff\fz_erp spec agegr 18-65 x sex ta June98_revised.csv'); 
 
%m2a1996(dproj_June99a1,dproj_June99a, 
          'S:\S_SM\SM2\Felibel\Projections\Steve\MSDOff\fz_erp spec agegr 18-65 x sex ta June99_revised.csv'); 
 
%m2a1996(dproj_June00a1,dproj_June00a, 
          'S:\S_SM\SM2\Felibel\Projections\Steve\MSDOff\fz_erp spec agegr 18-65 x sex ta June00_revised.csv'); 
 
%m2a1996(dproj_June01a1,dproj_June01a, 
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          'S:\S_SM\SM2\Felibel\Projections\Steve\MSDOff\fz_erp spec agegr 18-65 x sex ta June01_revised.csv'); 
 
 
 
%m2a2001(dproj_June01b1,dproj_June00b, 
          'S:\S_SM\SM2\Felibel\Projections\Steve\TA\fz_erp spec agegr 18-65 x sex ta June00_original.csv'); 
 
%m2a2001(dproj_June01b1,dproj_June01b, 
          'S:\S_SM\SM2\Felibel\Projections\Steve\TA\fz_erp spec agegr 18-65 x sex ta June01_original.csv'); 
 
%m2a2001(dproj_June02b1,dproj_June02b, 
          'S:\S_SM\SM2\Felibel\Projections\Steve\TA\fz_erp spec agegr 18-65 x sex ta June02_original.csv'); 
 
%m2a2001(dproj_June03b1,dproj_June03b, 
          'S:\S_SM\SM2\Felibel\Projections\Steve\TA\fz_erp spec agegr 18-65 x sex ta June03_original.csv'); 
 
%m2a2001(dproj_June04b1,dproj_June04b, 
          'S:\S_SM\SM2\Felibel\Projections\Steve\TA\fz_erp spec agegr 18-65 x sex ta June04_original.csv'); 
 
%m2a2001(dproj_June05b1,dproj_June05b, 
          'S:\S_SM\SM2\Felibel\Projections\Steve\TA\fz_erp spec agegr 18-65 x sex ta June05_original.csv'); 
 
 
 
* calculate totals by ethnicity to put into ipf below. ideally this would be updated information, but the dataset 
     s:\s_sm\sm2\felibel\projections\original projections\fz_erp eth_original.xls 
  contains only some ethnicities (notably ChineseIndian and Other are not there); 
 
 
 proc freq data=projectn.dcomb1996 noprint; 
   tables ethnic_grp / out=eth_marg_c1996; 
   weight count; 
 run; 
 
 * proc print data=eth_marg_c1996; run; 
 
 
 proc freq data=projectn.dcomb2001 noprint; 
   tables ethnic_grp / out=eth_marg_c2001; 
   weight count; 
 run; 
 
 * proc print data=eth_marg_c2001; run; 
 
 
* notes: ethnicity table from projections is not usable: ChineseIndian and Other categories are missing. 
         may not be worth using quarterly data given high level of aggregation. linear interpolation 
         between yearly projections should be sufficient; 
 
 
 
 
  * macro below extended to all years for June counts; 
  *   dataset combined with the 13640 counts for years 1996-2001 and the 15840 estimated counts for each years 2001 -
2006 
      as different variables and then interpolation by quarter; 
      *********************************************** ; 
 
 
 
 * ipf program - initially for census plus one data period update of margins; 
 
 
 %macro ipfit1996(dcens,dproj1,dproj2,dout,varout); 
 
 
  proc iml ; 
 
   * use of classical ipf  - ie to refit body of table given new margins; 
   * ref: Bishop, Fienberg and Holland p97; 
 
  * census data - full table; 
   use projectn.&dcens; 
     * note that there are five ethnicities, two sexes and 22 age groups for each of 75 TLAs for each census period; 
     * sort order is MSDOffice (62)  by sex (2)  by age_group (22), ethnicity (5) with ethnicity cycling most rapidly; 
   read next 13640  var{count} into tempcens; 
 
    dim={5 22 2 62}; * var1 is ethnicity because it cycles fastest, var 4 is MSDOffice because it cycles slowest; 
                     * ie var4*var3*var2*var1 in terms of sort order; 
    initab=tempcens`; 
 
 
  * tables giving margins for update; 
 
   use  projectn.&dproj1; 
     * note that there are two sexes and 22 age groups for each combined TLA for each yearly period; 
     * sort order is MSDOffice (62)  by sex (2)  by age_group (22), with age_group cycling most rapidly; 
     * note that in terms of proc iml, this means var3=age_group, var2=sex, var1=TA (=MSDOffice here) as for the full 
       census table and the definition of config below; 
   read next 2728   var{count} into tempa1; 
   * print tempa1; 
 
   use &dproj2; 
   read next 5 var{count} into tempc1t; 
   tempc1=tempc1t`; 
 
     *  eg 
             tempc1={67412 1559533 272841 128702 94557};   * from 1996 census - see proc freq above 
 
                                                         Cumulative    Cumulative 
                ethnic_grp      Frequency     Percent     Frequency      Percent 
                RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 
                ChineseIndia       67412        3.18         67412         3.18 
                European         1559533       73.46       1626945        76.63 
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                Maori             272841       12.85       1899786        89.48 
                Other             128702        6.06       2028488        95.55 
                PacificIs          94557        4.45       2123045       100.00           ; 
 
   totc  = tempc1[,+];   *  print tempc1 totc;       * tempc1 is a row vector; 
   tot_a1= tempa1[+,];   *  print tot_a1;            * tempa1 is a column vector; 
 
   tempa2=tempc1*tot_a1 / totc; 
   propa2=tempc1 / totc;    * ie use census proportions by ethnicity; 
 
   * print tempa2 propa2; 
 
   * each of the following five matrices is a column vector, one for each ethnicity, consisting of a scaled replicate 
     of the three-way new marginal table for TA by sex by age_group; 
 
   tempa1_1=tempa1*propa2[1,1];   * print tempa1_1; 
   tempa1_2=tempa1*propa2[1,2]; 
   tempa1_3=tempa1*propa2[1,3]; 
   tempa1_4=tempa1*propa2[1,4]; 
   tempa1_5=tempa1*propa2[1,5]; 
 
   tempa1a=tempa1_1 || tempa1_2 || tempa1_3 || tempa1_4 || tempa1_5;        * create a matrix with five columns; 
 
   * print tempa1a; 
 
   tempa1b=shape(tempa1a,1); * make tempa1a into a row vector, reading along the rows so that ethnicity cycles fastest; 
 
   tab=tempa1b;     * print tab; 
 
      * particular 1 dimensional (ethnicity) and 3 dimensional margin (age_group*sex*TA) to refit table to ; 
        configt={ 1 0 0 0, 0 2 3 4};  * print configt; 
        config=configt`; 
 
   call ipf(fit,status,dim,tab,config,initab); 
 
   * print initab; 
   * print fit; 
   * print status; 
 
      fitt=fit`; 
 
   * output fitt; 
              varname_d={&varout}; 
              create &dout from fitt [colname=varname_d]; 
              append from fitt; 
 
 
  quit; 
 
 %mend ipfit1996; 
 
 
 
* 2001; 
 
 %macro ipfit2001(dcens,dproj1,dproj2,dout,varout); 
 
 
  proc iml ; 
 
   * use of classical ipf  - ie to refit body of table given new margins; 
   * ref: Bishop, Fienberg and Holland p97; 
 
  * census data - full table; 
   use projectn.&dcens; 
     * note that there are five ethnicities, two sexes and 22 age groups for each of 75 TLAs for each census period; 
     * sort order is TA (72)  by sex (2)  by age_group (22), ethnicity (5) with ethnicity cycling most rapidly; 
   read next 15840  var{count} into tempcens; 
 
    dim={5 22 2 72}; * var1 is ethnicity because it cycles fastest, var 4 is TA because it cycles slowest; 
                     * ie var4*var3*var2*var1 in terms of sort order; 
    initab=tempcens`; 
 
 
  * tables giving margins for update; 
 
   use  projectn.&dproj1; 
     * note that there are two sexes and 22 age groups for each of 75 TLAs for each yearly period; 
     * sort order is TA (72)  by sex (2)  by age_group (22), with age_group cycling most rapidly; 
     * note that in terms of proc iml, this means var3=age_group, var2=sex, var1=TA as for the full 
       census table and the definition of config below; 
   read next 3168   var{count} into tempa1; 
   * print tempa1; 
 
   use &dproj2; 
   read next 5 var{count} into tempc1t; 
   tempc1=tempc1t`; 
 
   totc  = tempc1[,+];   *  print tempc1 totc;       * tempc1 is a row vector; 
   tot_a1= tempa1[+,];   *  print tot_a1;            * tempa1 is a column vector; 
 
   tempa2=tempc1*tot_a1 / totc; 
   propa2=tempc1 / totc;    * ie use census proportions by ethnicity; 
 
   * print tempa2 propa2; 
 
   * each of the following five matrices is a column vector, one for each ethnicity, consisting of a scaled replicate 
     of the three-way new marginal table for TA by sex by age_group; 
 
   tempa1_1=tempa1*propa2[1,1];   * print tempa1_1; 
   tempa1_2=tempa1*propa2[1,2]; 
   tempa1_3=tempa1*propa2[1,3]; 
   tempa1_4=tempa1*propa2[1,4]; 
   tempa1_5=tempa1*propa2[1,5]; 
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   tempa1a=tempa1_1 || tempa1_2 || tempa1_3 || tempa1_4 || tempa1_5;        * create a matrix with five columns; 
 
   * print tempa1a; 
 
   tempa1b=shape(tempa1a,1); * make tempa1a into a row vector, reading along the rows so that ethnicity cycles fastest; 
 
   tab=tempa1b;     * print tab; 
 
      * particular 1 dimensional (ethnicity) and 3 dimensional margin (age_group*sex*TA) to refit table to ; 
        configt={ 1 0 0 0, 0 2 3 4};  * print configt; 
        config=configt`; 
 
   call ipf(fit,status,dim,tab,config,initab); 
 
   * print initab; 
   * print fit; 
   * print status; 
 
      fitt=fit`; 
 
   * output fitt; 
              varname_d={&varout}; 
              create &dout from fitt [colname=varname_d]; 
              append from fitt; 
 
  quit; 
 
 
 %mend ipfit2001; 
 
 
 *%macro ipfit2001(dcens,dproj1,dproj2,dout,varout); 
 
%ipfit1996(dcomb1996,dproj_June96a,eth_marg_c1996,projectn.C_Q2_96a,C_Q2_96); 
%ipfit1996(dcomb1996,dproj_June97a,eth_marg_c1996,projectn.C_Q2_97a,C_Q2_97); 
%ipfit1996(dcomb1996,dproj_June98a,eth_marg_c1996,projectn.C_Q2_98a,C_Q2_98); 
%ipfit1996(dcomb1996,dproj_June99a,eth_marg_c1996,projectn.C_Q2_99a,C_Q2_99); 
%ipfit1996(dcomb1996,dproj_June00a,eth_marg_c1996,projectn.C_Q2_00a,C_Q2_00); 
%ipfit1996(dcomb1996,dproj_June01a,eth_marg_c1996,projectn.C_Q2_01a,C_Q2_01); 
 
 
%ipfit2001(dcomb2001,dproj_June00b,eth_marg_c2001,projectn.C_Q2_00b,C_Q2_00); 
%ipfit2001(dcomb2001,dproj_June01b,eth_marg_c2001,projectn.C_Q2_01b,C_Q2_01); 
%ipfit2001(dcomb2001,dproj_June02b,eth_marg_c2001,projectn.C_Q2_02b,C_Q2_02); 
%ipfit2001(dcomb2001,dproj_June03b,eth_marg_c2001,projectn.C_Q2_03b,C_Q2_03); 
%ipfit2001(dcomb2001,dproj_June04b,eth_marg_c2001,projectn.C_Q2_04b,C_Q2_04); 
%ipfit2001(dcomb2001,dproj_June05b,eth_marg_c2001,projectn.C_Q2_05b,C_Q2_05); 
 
 
 
* proc print data=projectn.C_Q2_96a; run; 
* proc print data=projectn.C_Q2_97a; run; 
* proc print data=projectn.C_Q2_98a; run; 
* proc print data=projectn.C_Q2_99a; run; 
* proc print data=projectn.C_Q2_00a; run; 
* proc print data=projectn.C_Q2_01a; run; 
 
* proc print data=projectn.C_Q2_00b; run; 
* proc print data=projectn.C_Q2_01b; run; 
* proc print data=projectn.C_Q2_02b; run; 
* proc print data=projectn.C_Q2_03b; run; 
* proc print data=projectn.C_Q2_04b; run; 
* proc print data=projectn.C_Q2_05b; run; 
 
 
 
data projectn.projcomb1996; 
 merge projectn.C_Q2_96a projectn.C_Q2_97a projectn.C_Q2_98a projectn.C_Q2_99a projectn.C_Q2_00a projectn.C_Q2_01a; 
 
    * linear interpolate for each quarter; 
 
    * C_Q2_96 = C_Q2_96; 
 
    C_Q3_96 = C_Q2_96 + 0.25*(C_Q2_97-C_Q2_96); 
    C_Q4_96 = C_Q2_96 + 0.5 *(C_Q2_97-C_Q2_96); 
    C_Q1_97 = C_Q2_96 + 0.75*(C_Q2_97-C_Q2_96); 
 
    * C_Q2_97 = C_Q2_97; 
 
    C_Q3_97 = C_Q2_97 + 0.25*(C_Q2_98-C_Q2_97); 
    C_Q4_97 = C_Q2_97 + 0.5 *(C_Q2_98-C_Q2_97); 
    C_Q1_98 = C_Q2_97 + 0.75*(C_Q2_98-C_Q2_97); 
 
    * C_Q2_98 = C_Q2_98; 
 
    C_Q3_98 = C_Q2_98 + 0.25*(C_Q2_99-C_Q2_98); 
    C_Q4_98 = C_Q2_98 + 0.5 *(C_Q2_99-C_Q2_98); 
    C_Q1_99 = C_Q2_98 + 0.75*(C_Q2_99-C_Q2_98); 
 
    * C_Q2_99 = C_Q2_99; 
 
    C_Q3_99 = C_Q2_99 + 0.25*(C_Q2_00-C_Q2_99); 
    C_Q4_99 = C_Q2_99 + 0.5 *(C_Q2_00-C_Q2_99); 
    C_Q1_00 = C_Q2_99 + 0.75*(C_Q2_00-C_Q2_99); 
 
    * C_Q2_00 = C_Q2_00; 
 
    C_Q3_00 = C_Q2_00 + 0.25*(C_Q2_01-C_Q2_00); 
    C_Q4_00 = C_Q2_00 + 0.5 *(C_Q2_01-C_Q2_00); 
    C_Q1_01 = C_Q2_00 + 0.75*(C_Q2_01-C_Q2_00); 
 
    * C_Q2_01 = C_Q2_01; 
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run; 
 
 
data projectn.projcomb2001; 
 merge projectn.C_Q2_00b projectn.C_Q2_01b projectn.C_Q2_02b projectn.C_Q2_03b projectn.C_Q2_04b projectn.C_Q2_05b; 
 
    * project a year ahead to June 2006; 
 
    C_Q2_06 = C_Q2_05+(C_Q2_05-C_Q2_04); 
 
    * linear interpolate for each quarter; 
 
    * C_Q2_00 = C_Q2_00; 
 
    C_Q3_00 = C_Q2_00 + 0.25*(C_Q2_01-C_Q2_00); 
    C_Q4_00 = C_Q2_00 + 0.5 *(C_Q2_01-C_Q2_00); 
    C_Q1_01 = C_Q2_00 + 0.75*(C_Q2_01-C_Q2_00); 
 
 
    * C_Q2_01 = C_Q2_01; 
 
    C_Q3_01 = C_Q2_01 + 0.25*(C_Q2_02-C_Q2_01); 
    C_Q4_01 = C_Q2_01 + 0.5 *(C_Q2_02-C_Q2_01); 
    C_Q1_02 = C_Q2_01 + 0.75*(C_Q2_02-C_Q2_01); 
 
    * C_Q2_02 = C_Q2_02; 
 
    C_Q3_02 = C_Q2_02 + 0.25*(C_Q2_03-C_Q2_02); 
    C_Q4_02 = C_Q2_02 + 0.5 *(C_Q2_03-C_Q2_02); 
    C_Q1_03 = C_Q2_02 + 0.75*(C_Q2_03-C_Q2_02); 
 
    * C_Q2_03 = C_Q2_03; 
 
    C_Q3_03 = C_Q2_03 + 0.25*(C_Q2_04-C_Q2_03); 
    C_Q4_03 = C_Q2_03 + 0.5 *(C_Q2_04-C_Q2_03); 
    C_Q1_04 = C_Q2_03 + 0.75*(C_Q2_04-C_Q2_03); 
 
    * C_Q2_04 = C_Q2_04; 
 
    C_Q3_04 = C_Q2_04 + 0.25*(C_Q2_05-C_Q2_04); 
    C_Q4_04 = C_Q2_04 + 0.5 *(C_Q2_05-C_Q2_04); 
    C_Q1_05 = C_Q2_04 + 0.75*(C_Q2_05-C_Q2_04); 
 
    * C_Q2_05 = C_Q2_05; 
 
    C_Q3_05 = C_Q2_05 + 0.25*(C_Q2_06-C_Q2_05); 
    C_Q4_05 = C_Q2_05 + 0.5 *(C_Q2_06-C_Q2_05); 
    C_Q1_06 = C_Q2_05 + 0.75*(C_Q2_06-C_Q2_05); 
 
    * C_Q2_06 = C_Q2_06;  * see above; 
 
run; 
 
 
/* 
options obs=10; 
proc print data=projectn.projcomb1996; run; 
proc print data=projectn.projcomb2001; run; 
options obs=max; run; 
*/ 
 
/* 
 
* note that, as expected, the following two test datasets contain exactly the same number of observations, 
  and that these are in exactly the same positions in lexiographical order, 
  ie n has the same values in both test and test2; 
 
data test; 
 set projectn.projcomb2001; 
    n=_n_; 
   if C_Q2_02=0 then output; 
 run; 
 
proc print data=test; run; 
 
data test2; 
 * set d2001a; 
   set projectn.dcomb2001; 
  n=_n_; 
 if count=0 then output; 
run; 
 
proc print data=test2; run; 
 
*/ 
 
/* 
 
 * ipf template program; 
 
 proc iml ; 
 * two examples using marg, table and dim ; 
  tab = { 1 1 2 2 3 3 1 1 2 2 3 3   1 1 2 2 3 3 1 1 2 2 3 3   }; 
  * var3*var2*var1 - ie var 3 cycling slowest, var1 fastest; 
  * this table has margins var1 = 24 24 
                           var2 = 8 16 24 
                           var3 = 12 12 12 12; 
    dim = {2 3 4 };      * var1, var 2, var3 in that order; 
    config = {1 2 3 };   * corresponding to the above margins; 
    call marg(locmar,mar,dim,tab,config); 
   print tab mar locmar; 
 
 * second example; 
   tab = {25 50 25 175 350 175 }; 
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    * var2*var1 - ie var2 cycling slower, var1 faster ; 
    *This table in the usual notation has three rows 
     and two columns with rows being 
    25 175           50 350            25 175 ; 
   * margins are thus  var1 = 200 400 200 
                 and   var2 = 100 700 ; 
    config={ 1 2 };  dim={ 3, 2 }; 
   * var1, var2 in that order; 
   call marg(locmar,mar,dim,tab,config); 
   print tab mar locmar; 
   * to use classical ipf  - ie to refit body of table 
     given new margins; 
   * ref: Bishop, Fienberg and Holland p97; 
     dim = {8 3 }; 
 
    initab = { 1306 619   263   173   171   159   208 1116 
               83 765 1194 1372 1393 1372 1350 4100 
                0    3     9    28    51    81   108 2329 } ; 
    * initab is transposed from usual form to fit 
      SAS specification     ie lines become columns etc. ; 
    * in usual notation initab is given by itab below; 
    it2=shape(initab, 3 ); 
    itab=it2`; 
    print itab; 
    * particular margins to refit to ; 
    config={ 1 2 }; 
    * actual new margins; 
    marg1 = { 3988 11702 2634 }  ; 
    marg2 = { 1412 1402 1450 1541 1681 1532 1662 7644}; 
    tot   = { 18324}; 
    table = marg1`*marg2 / tot; 
    tab = shape(table, 1 ); 
    call ipf(fit,status,dim,tab,config,initab); 
     print fit; 
    * to put fit in usual form for a two way table; 
     f2=shape(fit, 3 ); fitab=f2`; 
     print fitab; 
  quit; 
 
*/ 
 
 
 * output projectn.projcomb1996 and projectn.projcomb2001 to two separate csv files; 
 
 
 data _null_; 
  set projectn.projcomb1996; 
      * output data for csv files; 
   filename out1996 'S:\S_SM\SM2\Felibel\Projections\Steve\projectn\proj1996.csv'; 
   file out1996 delimiter=',' lrecl=500; 
   if _n_=1 then do; 
     put 'C_Q2_96,C_Q3_96,C_Q4_96,C_Q1_97,C_Q2_97,C_Q3_97,C_Q4_97,C_Q1_98,C_Q2_98,C_Q3_98,C_Q4_98,' @@; 
     put 'C_Q1_99,C_Q2_99,C_Q3_99,C_Q4_99,C_Q1_00,C_Q2_00,C_Q3_00,C_Q4_00,C_Q1_01,C_Q2_01'; 
   end; 
     put  C_Q2_96 C_Q3_96 C_Q4_96 C_Q1_97 C_Q2_97 C_Q3_97 C_Q4_97 C_Q1_98 C_Q2_98 C_Q3_98 C_Q4_98 
          C_Q1_99 C_Q2_99 C_Q3_99 C_Q4_99 C_Q1_00 C_Q2_00 C_Q3_00 C_Q4_00 C_Q1_01 C_Q2_01; 
 run; 
 
 
 data _null_; 
  set projectn.projcomb2001; 
      * output data for csv files; 
   filename out2001 'S:\S_SM\SM2\Felibel\Projections\Steve\projectn\proj2001.csv'; 
   file out2001 delimiter=',' lrecl=500; 
   if _n_=1 then do; 
     put 'C_Q2_00,C_Q3_00,C_Q4_00,C_Q1_01,C_Q2_01,C_Q3_01,C_Q4_01,C_Q1_02,C_Q2_02,C_Q3_02,C_Q4_02,' @@; 
     put 'C_Q1_03,C_Q2_03,C_Q3_03,C_Q4_03,C_Q1_04,C_Q2_04,C_Q3_04,C_Q4_04,' @@; 
     put 'C_Q1_05,C_Q2_05,C_Q3_05,C_Q4_05,C_Q1_06,C_Q2_06'; 
   end; 
     put  C_Q2_00 C_Q3_00 C_Q4_00 C_Q1_01 C_Q2_01 C_Q3_01 C_Q4_01 C_Q1_02 C_Q2_02 C_Q3_02 C_Q4_02 
          C_Q1_03 C_Q2_03 C_Q3_03 C_Q4_03 C_Q1_04 C_Q2_04 C_Q3_04 C_Q4_04 
          C_Q1_05 C_Q2_05 C_Q3_05 C_Q4_05 C_Q1_06 C_Q2_06; 
 run; 
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Appendix C 

 
Sample output from WinBUGS showing stablility of small area 
estimates 

Note that the output below is an illustration only, since most MCMC runs using 

WinBUGS used a larger number of iterations. This output does however demonstrate 

that small area estimates are sufficiently stable, based on priors for standard errors for 

margins and table entries derived from the HLFS, MSD numbers in receipt of an 

unemployment benefit (and where relevant as for relative risk models, from the 

population census projections). 

 
display(log) 
check(S:/S_SM/SM2/Felibel/Working Data FZ/modelfulloct.txt) 
model is syntactically correct 
data(S:/S_SM/SM2/Felibel/Working Data FZ/data.txt) 
data loaded 
compile(1) 
model compiled 
inits(1,S:/S_SM/SM2/Felibel/Working Data FZ/inits1.txt) 
model is initialized 
gen.inits() 
command #Bugs:gen.inits cannot be executed (is greyed out) 
thin.updater(3) 
update(1000) 
set(TLA) 
set(deviance) 
dic.set() 
command #Bugs:dic.set cannot be executed (is greyed out) 
update(1000) 
coda(*,S:/S_SM/SM2/Felibel/Working Data FZ/coda) 
stats(*) 
 
Node statistics 
  node  mean  sd  MC error 2.5% median 97.5% start sample 
 TLA[1] 1518.0 75.92 4.196 1376.0 1514.0 1684.0 1001 1000 
 TLA[2] 1671.0 53.56 3.094 1566.0 1672.0 1787.0 1001 1000 
 TLA[3] 356.3 12.63 0.927 331.6 355.9 383.0 1001 1000 
 TLA[4] 588.3 20.47 1.283 547.0 588.4 629.5 1001 1000 
 TLA[5] 1225.0 42.03 2.131 1148.0 1225.0 1311.0 1001 1000 
 TLA[6] 2271.0 65.12 5.0 2145.0 2269.0 2401.0 1001 1000 
 TLA[7] 7359.0 258.0 20.71 6879.0 7353.0 7876.0 1001 1000 
 TLA[8] 6533.0 394.9 58.31 5828.0 6505.0 7416.0 1001 1000 
 TLA[9] 1005.0 28.28 1.965 951.9 1005.0 1061.0 1001 1000 
 TLA[10] 567.8 19.63 1.403 530.5 567.8 606.6 1001 1000 
 TLA[11] 419.9 14.93 0.9468 389.6 420.2 450.9 1001 1000 
 TLA[12] 262.0 8.754 0.6557 244.4 262.0 278.9 1001 1000 
 TLA[13] 857.0 27.84 1.538 803.8 857.1 916.1 1001 1000 
 TLA[15] 179.1 6.72 0.5693 166.1 179.1 192.2 1001 1000 
 TLA[16] 3160.0 79.91 3.404 3003.0 3159.0 3322.0 1001 1000 
 TLA[17] 225.3 6.63 0.401 211.9 225.3 238.4 1001 1000 
 TLA[18] 64.8 3.427 0.2497 58.47 64.63 72.07 1001 1000 
 TLA[19] 437.5 15.52 1.72 410.6 436.3 470.3 1001 1000 
 TLA[20] 126.3 6.252 0.3798 114.4 126.2 138.8 1001 1000 
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 TLA[21] 187.6 7.386 0.4357 173.5 187.4 202.3 1001 1000 
 TLA[22] 158.1 6.572 0.4352 145.5 158.2 171.5 1001 1000 
 TLA[23] 455.7 18.91 1.372 419.7 455.2 493.2 1001 1000 
 TLA[24] 1352.0 56.76 3.144 1247.0 1350.0 1466.0 1001 1000 
 TLA[25] 1029.0 51.92 2.813 931.9 1026.0 1135.0 1001 1000 
 TLA[26] 288.8 13.08 0.7076 264.6 288.4 315.8 1001 1000 
 TLA[27] 343.1 18.72 1.101 307.0 342.2 382.6 1001 1000 
 TLA[28] 975.6 44.85 2.613 890.3 974.1 1071.0 1001 1000 
 TLA[29] 171.0 10.27 0.6065 151.0 170.5 192.1 1001 1000 
 TLA[30] 408.4 14.58 0.9498 380.8 407.5 438.6 1001 1000 
 TLA[31] 560.6 18.23 1.04 524.3 560.8 597.1 1001 1000 
 TLA[32] 60.29 2.57 0.1776 55.42 60.31 65.55 1001 1000 
 TLA[33] 1670.0 46.87 2.461 1577.0 1670.0 1759.0 1001 1000 
 TLA[34] 152.0 4.653 0.2911 142.6 152.2 161.2 1001 1000 
 TLA[35] 553.1 17.63 1.069 518.1 553.1 587.4 1001 1000 
 TLA[36] 361.7 13.79 0.7962 336.1 361.3 391.2 1001 1000 
 TLA[37] 1407.0 38.75 1.904 1330.0 1408.0 1483.0 1001 1000 
 TLA[38] 306.3 9.385 0.5923 287.8 306.1 324.8 1001 1000 
 TLA[39] 408.8 11.99 0.804 384.0 408.9 430.6 1001 1000 
 TLA[40] 1500.0 45.24 2.944 1413.0 1500.0 1588.0 1001 1000 
 TLA[41] 328.2 12.04 1.049 303.9 328.1 353.1 1001 1000 
 TLA[42] 872.8 23.62 1.5 825.7 871.8 921.0 1001 1000 
 TLA[43] 842.3 27.92 2.172 783.4 842.3 895.1 1001 1000 
 TLA[44] 1395.0 76.14 11.47 1263.0 1387.0 1560.0 1001 1000 
 TLA[45] 1014.0 25.81 1.388 963.6 1014.0 1063.0 1001 1000 
 TLA[46] 2417.0 61.44 5.876 2302.0 2415.0 2544.0 1001 1000 
 TLA[47] 5206.0 149.0 7.856 4920.0 5209.0 5486.0 1001 1000 
 TLA[48] 277.0 8.224 0.4694 260.5 276.8 293.3 1001 1000 
 TLA[49] 85.36 2.834 0.1662 79.59 85.44 90.99 1001 1000 
 TLA[50] 116.4 4.174 0.2204 108.4 116.3 124.8 1001 1000 
 TLA[51] 300.7 11.19 0.7894 278.5 301.2 322.3 1001 1000 
 TLA[52] 361.5 13.21 0.7604 334.7 361.4 387.5 1001 1000 
 TLA[53] 132.1 7.081 0.4985 119.2 132.1 146.6 1001 1000 
 TLA[54] 21.72 1.486 0.1127 18.85 21.66 24.75 1001 1000 
 TLA[55] 451.5 17.19 1.303 416.0 452.2 484.2 1001 1000 
 TLA[56] 257.3 9.635 0.7446 237.5 257.7 276.5 1001 1000 
 TLA[57] 182.8 6.705 0.4988 169.4 183.1 196.1 1001 1000 
 TLA[58] 58.68 2.272 0.1519 54.06 58.75 63.03 1001 1000 
 TLA[59] 205.7 8.367 0.5468 189.3 205.6 222.5 1001 1000 
 TLA[60] 4473.0 130.6 6.962 4204.0 4473.0 4720.0 1001 1000 
 TLA[62] 105.3 4.138 0.3338 96.76 105.4 113.2 1001 1000 
 TLA[63] 141.0 5.283 0.2641 130.3 141.1 151.7 1001 1000 
 TLA[64] 716.3 24.34 1.582 666.0 716.4 762.2 1001 1000 
 TLA[65] 44.73 2.249 0.2075 40.59 44.71 49.37 1001 1000 
 TLA[66] 142.9 5.505 0.3955 131.6 143.1 153.6 1001 1000 
 TLA[68] 329.9 12.63 0.8242 304.4 330.4 354.2 1001 1000 
 TLA[69] 45.58 2.357 0.1685 41.0 45.51 50.48 1001 1000 
 TLA[70] 72.46 3.061 0.2445 66.52 72.47 78.3 1001 1000 
 TLA[71] 1934.0 62.43 4.133 1809.0 1937.0 2055.0 1001 1000 
 TLA[72] 183.2 5.882 0.3441 171.3 183.3 194.7 1001 1000 
 TLA[73] 329.3 11.05 0.6994 306.6 329.5 351.6 1001 1000 
 TLA[74] 242.2 8.379 0.6652 225.3 242.2 257.8 1001 1000 
 TLA[75] 1777.0 52.46 2.745 1668.0 1777.0 1878.0 1001 1000 
 deviance 436.9 3.971 0.2459 431.6 436.1 447.0 1001 1000 
dic.stats() 
 
DIC 
history(*,S:/S_SM/SM2/Felibel/Working Data FZ/history.odc) 
 
History 
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TLA[1]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

 1200.0

 1400.0

 1600.0

 1800.0

 
TLA[2]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

 1400.0

 1500.0

 1600.0

 1700.0

 1800.0

 1900.0

 
 
 

TLA[3]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  300.0

  325.0

  350.0

  375.0

  400.0

 
 

TLA[4]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  500.0

  550.0

  600.0

  650.0

 
TLA[5]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

1.00E+3

 1100.0

 1200.0

 1300.0

 1400.0
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TLA[6]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

2.00E+3

 2200.0

 2400.0

 2600.0

 
TLA[7]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

 6500.0

7.00E+3

 7500.0

8.00E+3

 8500.0

 
TLA[8]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

5.00E+3

6.00E+3

7.00E+3

8.00E+3

 
TLA[9]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  900.0

  950.0

1.00E+3

 1050.0

 1100.0

 
TLA[10]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  500.0

  550.0

  600.0

  650.0
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TLA[11]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  350.0

  375.0

  400.0

  425.0

  450.0

  475.0

 
TLA[12]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  220.0

  240.0

  260.0

  280.0

  300.0

 
TLA[13]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  750.0

  800.0

  850.0

  900.0

  950.0

 
TLA[15]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  140.0

  160.0

  180.0

  200.0

  220.0

 
TLA[16]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

 2800.0

3.00E+3

 3200.0

 3400.0

 3600.0
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TLA[17]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  200.0

  220.0

  240.0

  260.0

 
TLA[18]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

   50.0

   60.0

   70.0

   80.0

 
TLA[19]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  350.0

  400.0

  450.0

  500.0

 
TLA[20]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  100.0

  110.0
  120.0

  130.0

  140.0

  150.0

TLA[21]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  160.0

  180.0

  200.0

  220.0
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TLA[22]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  120.0

  140.0

  160.0

  180.0

  200.0

TLA[23]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  400.0

  450.0

  500.0

  550.0
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TLA[24]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

 1100.0

 1200.0

 1300.0

 1400.0

 1500.0

 1600.0

TLA[25]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  800.0

  900.0

1.00E+3

 1100.0

 1200.0

TLA[26]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  240.0

  260.0

  280.0

  300.0

  320.0

  340.0

TLA[27]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  250.0

  300.0

  350.0

  400.0

TLA[28]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  800.0

  900.0

1.00E+3

 1100.0

 1200.0

TLA[29]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  140.0

  160.0

  180.0

  200.0

  220.0
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TLA[30]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  350.0

  375.0

  400.0

  425.0

  450.0

  475.0

TLA[31]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  500.0

  550.0

  600.0

  650.0

TLA[32]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

   50.0

   55.0

   60.0

   65.0

   70.0

TLA[33]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

 1500.0

 1600.0

 1700.0

 1800.0

 1900.0

TLA[34]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  130.0

  140.0

  150.0

  160.0

  170.0

TLA[35]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  450.0

  500.0

  550.0

  600.0

  650.0
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TLA[36]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  300.0

  325.0

  350.0

  375.0

  400.0

  425.0

TLA[37]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

 1200.0

 1300.0

 1400.0

 1500.0

 1600.0

TLA[38]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  260.0

  280.0

  300.0

  320.0

  340.0

TLA[39]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  360.0

  380.0

  400.0

  420.0

  440.0

  460.0

TLA[40]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

 1300.0

 1400.0

 1500.0

 1600.0

 1700.0

TLA[41]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  280.0

  300.0

  320.0

  340.0

  360.0

  380.0
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TLA[42]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  800.0

  850.0

  900.0

  950.0

TLA[43]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  750.0

  800.0

  850.0

  900.0

  950.0

TLA[44]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

1.00E+3

 1200.0

 1400.0

 1600.0

 1800.0

TLA[45]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  900.0

  950.0

1.00E+3

 1050.0

 1100.0

TLA[46]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

 2200.0

 2300.0

 2400.0

 2500.0

 2600.0

TLA[47]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

 4500.0

 4750.0

5.00E+3

 5250.0

 5500.0

 5750.0
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TLA[48]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  240.0

  260.0

  280.0

  300.0

  320.0

TLA[49]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

   75.0

   80.0

   85.0

   90.0

   95.0

TLA[50]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  100.0

  110.0

  120.0

  130.0

TLA[51]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  260.0

  280.0

  300.0

  320.0

  340.0

TLA[52]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  320.0

  340.0

  360.0

  380.0

  400.0

  420.0

TLA[53]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  100.0

  120.0

  140.0

  160.0
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TLA[54]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

   17.5

   20.0

   22.5

   25.0

   27.5

TLA[55]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  350.0

  400.0

  450.0

  500.0

  550.0

TLA[56]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  220.0

  240.0

  260.0

  280.0

  300.0

TLA[57]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  140.0

  160.0

  180.0

  200.0

  220.0

TLA[58]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

   50.0

   55.0

   60.0

   65.0

   70.0

TLA[59]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  180.0

  200.0

  220.0

  240.0
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TLA[60]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

4.00E+3

 4250.0

 4500.0

 4750.0

5.00E+3

TLA[62]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

   90.0

  100.0

  110.0

  120.0

TLA[63]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  120.0

  130.0

  140.0

  150.0

  160.0

TLA[64]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  600.0

  650.0

  700.0

  750.0

  800.0

TLA[65]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

   35.0

   40.0

   45.0

   50.0

   55.0

TLA[66]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  120.0

  130.0

  140.0

  150.0

  160.0

  170.0
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TLA[68]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  280.0

  300.0

  320.0

  340.0

  360.0

  380.0

TLA[69]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

   35.0

   40.0

   45.0

   50.0

   55.0

TLA[70]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

   60.0

   65.0

   70.0

   75.0

   80.0

   85.0

TLA[71]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

 1700.0

 1800.0

 1900.0

2.00E+3

 2100.0

 2200.0

TLA[72]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  160.0

  170.0

  180.0

  190.0

  200.0

  210.0

TLA[73]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  280.0

  300.0

  320.0

  340.0

  360.0

  380.0
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TLA[74]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  200.0

  220.0

  240.0

  260.0

  280.0

TLA[75]

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

 1600.0

 1700.0

 1800.0

 1900.0

2.00E+3

deviance

iteration

1001 1250 1500 1750 2000

  430.0

  440.0

  450.0

  460.0

 
Kernel density 
 

             

TLA[2] sample: 1000

 1400.0  1600.0  1800.0

    0.0
 0.0025
  0.005
 0.0075
   0.01

 
TLA[3] sample: 1000

  300.0   325.0   350.0   375.0

    0.0
   0.01
   0.02
   0.03
   0.04

 

TLA[4] sample: 1000

  500.0   550.0   600.0   650.0

    0.0

   0.01

   0.02

   0.03
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TLA[5] sample: 1000

1.00E+3  1100.0  1200.0  1300.0

    0.0
 0.0025
  0.005
 0.0075
   0.01

 

TLA[6] sample: 1000

2.00E+3  2200.0  2400.0

    0.0
  0.002
  0.004
  0.006
  0.008

 
TLA[7] sample: 1000

 6500.0 7.00E+3  7500.0 8.00E+3

    0.0
5.00E-4
  0.001
 0.0015
  0.002

 

TLA[8] sample: 1000

5.00E+3 6.00E+3 7.00E+3

    0.0

5.00E-4

  0.001

 0.0015

 
TLA[9] sample: 1000

  900.0   950.0 1.00E+3  1050.0

    0.0

  0.005

   0.01

  0.015

 

TLA[10] sample: 1000

  450.0   500.0   550.0   600.0

    0.0

   0.01

   0.02

   0.03

 
TLA[11] sample: 1000

  350.0   400.0   450.0

    0.0
   0.01
   0.02
   0.03
   0.04

 

TLA[12] sample: 1000

  220.0   240.0   260.0   280.0

    0.0

   0.02

   0.04

   0.06

 
TLA[13] sample: 1000

  750.0   800.0   850.0   900.0

    0.0
  0.005
   0.01
  0.015
   0.02

 

TLA[15] sample: 1000

  140.0   160.0   180.0   200.0

    0.0
   0.02
   0.04
   0.06
   0.08

 
TLA[16] sample: 1000

 2800.0 3.00E+3  3200.0  3400.0

    0.0

  0.002

  0.004

  0.006

 

TLA[17] sample: 1000

  200.0   220.0   240.0

    0.0
   0.02
   0.04
   0.06
   0.08
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TLA[18] sample: 1000

   50.0    60.0    70.0

    0.0

   0.05

    0.1

   0.15

 

TLA[19] sample: 1000

  350.0   400.0   450.0

    0.0

   0.01

   0.02

   0.03

 
TLA[20] sample: 1000

  100.0   120.0   140.0

    0.0
   0.02
   0.04
   0.06
   0.08

 

TLA[21] sample: 1000

  160.0   180.0   200.0

    0.0
   0.02
   0.04
   0.06
   0.08

 
TLA[22] sample: 1000

  120.0   140.0   160.0   180.0

    0.0
   0.02
   0.04
   0.06
   0.08

 

TLA[23] sample: 1000

  350.0   400.0   450.0   500.0

    0.0

   0.01

   0.02

   0.03

 
TLA[24] sample: 1000

 1100.0  1300.0  1500.0

    0.0
  0.002
  0.004
  0.006
  0.008

 

TLA[25] sample: 1000

  800.0 1.00E+3  1200.0

    0.0
 0.0025
  0.005
 0.0075
   0.01

 
TLA[26] sample: 1000

  225.0   275.0   325.0

    0.0
   0.01
   0.02
   0.03
   0.04

 

TLA[27] sample: 1000

  250.0   300.0   350.0   400.0

    0.0

   0.01

   0.02

   0.03

 
TLA[28] sample: 1000

  800.0   900.0 1.00E+3  1100.0

    0.0

  0.005

   0.01

  0.015

 

TLA[29] sample: 1000

  120.0   160.0   200.0

    0.0

   0.02

   0.04

   0.06
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TLA[30] sample: 1000

  350.0   400.0   450.0

    0.0
   0.01
   0.02
   0.03
   0.04

 

TLA[31] sample: 1000

  500.0   550.0   600.0

    0.0

   0.01

   0.02

   0.03

 
TLA[32] sample: 1000

   50.0    55.0    60.0    65.0

    0.0
   0.05
    0.1
   0.15
    0.2

 

TLA[33] sample: 1000

 1500.0  1600.0  1700.0  1800.0

    0.0
 0.0025
  0.005
 0.0075
   0.01

 
TLA[34] sample: 1000

  130.0   140.0   150.0   160.0

    0.0
  0.025
   0.05
  0.075
    0.1

 

TLA[35] sample: 1000

  450.0   500.0   550.0   600.0

    0.0

   0.01

   0.02

   0.03

 
TLA[36] sample: 1000

  300.0   350.0   400.0

    0.0
   0.01
   0.02
   0.03
   0.04

 

TLA[37] sample: 1000

 1200.0  1300.0  1400.0  1500.0

    0.0

  0.005

   0.01

  0.015

 
TLA[38] sample: 1000

  260.0   280.0   300.0   320.0

    0.0

   0.02

   0.04

   0.06

 

TLA[39] sample: 1000

  350.0   375.0   400.0   425.0

    0.0
   0.01
   0.02
   0.03
   0.04

 
TLA[40] sample: 1000

 1300.0  1400.0  1500.0  1600.0

    0.0
 0.0025
  0.005
 0.0075
   0.01

 

TLA[41] sample: 1000

  275.0   300.0   325.0   350.0

    0.0
   0.01
   0.02
   0.03
   0.04
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TLA[42] sample: 1000

  750.0   800.0   850.0   900.0

    0.0
  0.005
   0.01
  0.015
   0.02

 

TLA[43] sample: 1000

  750.0   800.0   850.0   900.0

    0.0

  0.005

   0.01

  0.015

 
TLA[44] sample: 1000

1.00E+3  1200.0  1400.0  1600.0

    0.0

  0.002

  0.004

  0.006

 

TLA[45] sample: 1000

  900.0   950.0 1.00E+3  1050.0

    0.0
  0.005
   0.01
  0.015
   0.02

 
TLA[46] sample: 1000

 2100.0  2300.0  2500.0

    0.0
  0.002
  0.004
  0.006
  0.008

 

TLA[47] sample: 1000

 4500.0 5.00E+3  5500.0

    0.0

  0.001

  0.002

  0.003

 
TLA[48] sample: 1000

  240.0   260.0   280.0   300.0

    0.0

   0.02

   0.04

   0.06

 

TLA[49] sample: 1000

   75.0    80.0    85.0    90.0

    0.0
   0.05
    0.1
   0.15
    0.2

 
TLA[50] sample: 1000

  100.0   110.0   120.0   130.0

    0.0

   0.05

    0.1

   0.15

 

TLA[51] sample: 1000

  260.0   280.0   300.0   320.0

    0.0

   0.02

   0.04

   0.06

 
TLA[52] sample: 1000

  300.0   350.0   400.0

    0.0
   0.01
   0.02
   0.03
   0.04

 

TLA[53] sample: 1000

  100.0   120.0   140.0

    0.0
   0.02
   0.04
   0.06
   0.08
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TLA[54] sample: 1000

   15.0    20.0    25.0

    0.0

    0.1

    0.2

    0.3

 

TLA[55] sample: 1000

  350.0   400.0   450.0   500.0

    0.0

   0.01

   0.02

   0.03

 
TLA[56] sample: 1000

  220.0   240.0   260.0   280.0

    0.0

   0.02

   0.04

   0.06

 

TLA[57] sample: 1000

  140.0   160.0   180.0   200.0

    0.0
   0.02
   0.04
   0.06
   0.08

 
TLA[58] sample: 1000

   50.0    55.0    60.0    65.0

    0.0
   0.05
    0.1
   0.15
    0.2

 

TLA[59] sample: 1000

  160.0   180.0   200.0   220.0

    0.0

   0.02

   0.04

   0.06

 
TLA[60] sample: 1000

4.00E+3  4250.0  4500.0  4750.0

    0.0
  0.001
  0.002
  0.003
  0.004

 

TLA[62] sample: 1000

   90.0   100.0   110.0

    0.0

   0.05

    0.1

 
TLA[63] sample: 1000

  120.0   140.0   160.0

    0.0
   0.02
   0.04
   0.06
   0.08

 

TLA[64] sample: 1000

  600.0   650.0   700.0   750.0

    0.0
  0.005
   0.01
  0.015
   0.02

 
TLA[65] sample: 1000

   35.0    40.0    45.0    50.0

    0.0
   0.05
    0.1
   0.15
    0.2

 

TLA[66] sample: 1000

  120.0   140.0   160.0

    0.0
  0.025
   0.05
  0.075
    0.1
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TLA[68] sample: 1000

  275.0   300.0   325.0   350.0

    0.0
   0.01
   0.02
   0.03
   0.04

 

TLA[69] sample: 1000

   35.0    40.0    45.0    50.0

    0.0
   0.05
    0.1
   0.15
    0.2

 
TLA[70] sample: 1000

   60.0    70.0    80.0

    0.0

   0.05

    0.1

   0.15

 

TLA[71] sample: 1000

 1600.0  1800.0 2.00E+3

    0.0
  0.002
  0.004
  0.006
  0.008

 
TLA[72] sample: 1000

  160.0   180.0   200.0

    0.0
   0.02
   0.04
   0.06
   0.08

 

TLA[73] sample: 1000

  280.0   320.0   360.0

    0.0
   0.01
   0.02
   0.03
   0.04

 
TLA[74] sample: 1000

  200.0   220.0   240.0   260.0

    0.0

   0.02

   0.04

   0.06

 

TLA[75] sample: 1000

 1500.0  1700.0  1900.0

    0.0
 0.0025
  0.005
 0.0075
   0.01
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Appendix D 
 

New Zealand Territorial Local Authorities – ID numbering  

TLA 
No 

TLA Name 

1 Far North 
2 Whangarei 
3 Kaipara 
4 Rodney 
5 North Shore City 
6 Waitakere City 
7 Auckland City 
8 Manukau City 
9 Papakura 
10 Franklin 
11 Thames-Coromandel 
12 Hauraki 
13 Waikato 
15 Matamata-Piako 
16 Hamilton City 
17 Waipa 
18 Otorohanga 
19 South Waikato 
20 Waitomo 
21 Taupo 
22 Western Bay of Plenty 
23 Tauranga 
24 Rotorua 
25 Whakatane 
26 Kawerau 
27 Opotiki 
28 Gisborne 
29 Wairoa 
30 Hastings 
31 Napier City 
32 Central Hawke’s Bay 
33 New Plymouth 
34 Stratford 
35 South Taranaki 
36 Ruapehu 
37 Wanganui 
38 Rangitikei 
39 Manawatu 
40 Palmerston North City 
41 Tararua 
42 Horowhenua 
43 Kapiti Coast 
44 Porirua City 
45 Upper Hutt City 
46 Lower Hutt City 
47 Wellington City 
48 Masterton 
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49 Carterton 
50 South Wairarapa 
51 Tasman 
52 Nelson City 
53 Marlborough 
54 Kaikoura 
55 Buller 
56 Grey 
57 Westland 
58 Hurunui 
59 Waimakariri 
60 Christchurch City 
61 Banks Peninsula 
62 Selwyn  
63 Ashburton 
64 Timaru 
65 Mackenzie 
66 Waimate 
68 Waitaki 
69 Central Otago 
70 Queenstown-Lakes 
71 Dunedin City 
72 Clutha 
73 Southland 
74 Gore 
75 Invercargill City 

 
Note:  67 Chatham Islands not included 
 
 

See also Appendix A 
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Appendix E 

Questionnaires and related information: Sources 

Statistics New Zealand questionnaires can be found at: 

http://www2.stats.govt.nz/domino/external/quest/sddquest.nsf/byName?openview 

Further relevant detail can be found at: 

Census  

Questionnaires: 

http://www.stats.govt.nz/census/2001-definitions-questionnaires/chapter-10.htm 

Technical information 

 (Database: "Survey Methods & Analytical Sup"; Subject: "Data Dictionary for Census 
2001 output"; Author: Pat Coope; Date Created: 07/02/2002) 

 (Database: "Survey Methods & Analytical Sup"; Subject: "List of 2001 Census variables 
extracted from SYBASE"; Author: Andy Smith; Date Created: 06/06/2002) 

Household Labour Force Survey Questionnaire: 

http://www2.stats.govt.nz/domino/external/omni/omni.nsf/bf3c32a862ae07cd4c25656e000031c6/
56c4386f9f792657cc256d97007e3eda?OpenDocument#Variables 

HLFS Income supplement 

 (Database: "Survey Methods & Analytical Sup"; Subject: "New Zealand Income Survey 
(June 1997 Qtr - ) - Technical Description"; Author: Matthew Cronin; Date Created: 
12/06/2002) 

 

 


